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Escoria, Release 4.0.0

Warning: The documentation is currently under development and may be unstable. There are areas that aren’t
complete and some information may just not be up to date anymore.
Welcome to the official documentation of the Escoria Framework, a free and open source framework for creating point
and click adventure games based on the Godot Engine.
If you ever get stuck in designing your game, why not check out the community on our Discord server? We’re always
happy to help.
The table of contents below and in the sidebar should let you easily access the documentation for the topic of interest.
You can also use the search function in the top-left corner.
The main documentation for the site is organized into the following sections:

GENERAL
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GENERAL

CHAPTER

ONE

WHAT IS A POINT’N’CLICK GAME?

Point and click refers to a sub-genre of adventure games where the player interacts mainly with the mouse or any
pointing device.

1.1 Components
A good story is generally an important part of this genre, as well as interactions with items and non-playing characters.
This genre is very easy to play. User inputs generally consist of:
• left or right clicks
• double-clicks
• drag and drop
These user inputs are converted into game interactions depending on the element that was clicked. Among some of the
most classic ones:
• walk towards a given point
• talk to an NPC
• look at something
• use an item
• combine items
The player might be able to pick up some objects and put them into his inventory. While the inventory is not mandatory
in a point and click game, it remains very frequent.
These interactions help the player to find solutions to problems. Solved problems advance the intrigue and make the
adventure continue. It is common to encounter puzzles that provide problems to solve. There are many ways to design
those puzzles.
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1.2 A bit of history
LucasArts and Sierra are often considered as pioneers of point and click games.
Sierra is thought of as the historical creator of the graphical adventure game genre. They created successful series such
as King’s Quest, Space Quest, Leisure Suit Larry, Gabriel Knight, and several others, thanks to their graphical engine
called Adventure Game Interpreter (AGI), later upgraded to Sierra Creative Interpreter (SCI).
LucasArts is well-known for games like Maniac Mansion, the Monkey Island series, Day of the Tentacle, the Indiana
Jones series, and others. All of these examples have in common the use of a scripting language called SCUMM. This
language is descriptive and was created to allow game designers, scenarists, dialogists, etc. to modify the game without
the help of a programmer at each step.
The genre suffered a big popularity loss in the mid 90’s, mostly due to the boom of 3D technologies. But it finally rose
again in the middle of the 2000’s thanks to successful series like Syberia (Microïds) and Runaway (Pendulo Studios).

1.3 In brief
These days, point and click games remain popular thanks to their casual nature and the match with mobile devices. A
point and click game:
• is made of a story and puzzles
• uses few system ressources
• requires no special devices
• doesn’t require special execution skills
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CHAPTER

TWO

WHAT IS ESCORIA?

Escoria is a framework made for and with Godot Engine allowing for the creation of 3rd person point and click adventure
games.
It provides various special nodes and features to help developres focus on creating rooms, items, characters, and puzzles.
It takes care of all the common tasks that all adventure games need to have: character movements, transitions between
rooms, item relationships, etc. All that is left to do for a developer is to create all these elements for the game and script
their interactions.
It does not require deep Godot Engine knowledge, only the basics of Godot scenes and resources.

2.1 History
This framework was initially developed in 2016 for the point and click adventure game The Interactive Adventures of
Dog Mendonça and Pizzaboy and later streamlined for broader usage and open sourced as promised to the backers of
the Kickstarter campaign.
Because of maintainability issues, to make the framework easier for new developers, and bring it closer to Godot’s
standards, the framework was completely rewritten and optimized in 2020.

2.2 Contributors
## Authors
In alphabetical order:
• ArturM
• Sylvain Beucler - beuc
• Fleskevor
• Ariel Manzur - punto (original author)
• Julian Murgia - @StraToN
• Dennis Ploeger - @dploeger
• Markus Törnqvist - mjtorn
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2.3 Licensing
Like Godot, the Escoria framework is licensed under the MIT license. See the LICENSE file in any of the Escoria
repositories for details.

2.4 Logo
Escoria Logo created by Livio Fania (https://liviofania.com/) Licence: CC-BY

2.5 Base concepts
Escoria comes with many features designed for point and click adventure game development. For this purpose, some
concepts need to be clearly defined in order to create game scenes.

2.5.1 Rooms
A room is a specific scene defining an environment for the player to walk in. It is composed of these mandatory
elements:
• an ESCRoom root node
• an ESCBackground that defines both the background texture and the area that reacts to player inputs
Additionally, some facultative elements can be added:
• a walkable area (called “terrain”): Defines the area where the player (if any) an walk in
• items (interactive or not)
• specific location points in the space
• other visible elements in the room that are not managed by Escoria: Simple sprites, particles, etc.

2.5.2 Items
Items are central in Escoria. They are multi-purpose as they can be different things. All these purposes are combined
into one node type as they share many details in common:
• an interactive item that can react to scripted actions: It can be part of the background (not pickable) or a pickable
item that goes into the inventory
• an “exit” that triggers rooms transitions
• an invisible trigger zone that activates a scripted event if an object or the player collides with it
NPCs (Non Playable Characters) are also considered as items in Escoria. Nothing forbids you from creating a game
where the player can have a discussion with a table, a button on the wall, or a rock on the floor.
Items can also be defined as “movable”, which allows them to move around the room using defined animations.
If an item is pickable, it must be associated with another specific Godot scene for it to be displayed in the inventory.
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2.5.3 Player
The player is the scene that is controlled by Escoria to perform the actions corresponding to the user inputs, e.g. walking
to a destination and performing actions on items. This scene also includes base animations defined for the character
for idling, walking and talking, and other specific animations.
It is not mandatory to define a player scene if your game is a HOPA (Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure) or a Myst-like
game. In these kinds of games, the world is displayed in the eyes of the protagonist, so there is no player to walk to the
clicked item’s location. In this case, events are immediately started after being triggered by user input.

2.5.4 Inventory and inventory items
Escoria manages the inventory for the game developer. This includes items that are added or removed to the inventory
and events and actions happening on inventory items (“look” and “use” items for example).
Of course, the way the inventory is displayed to the player in terms of UI is the game developer’s responsibility. Escoria
only provides some base scenes for inventory and inventory items, but the way these are displayed is not managed by
Escoria. This way, the game developer has total control over the inventory.

2.5.5 ESC Scripts
Escoria uses scripts (a set of Escoria commands that include such actions as moving an object to a certain location, or
playing a sound) to determine the behavior of the game world and the objects within it. ESC scripts:
• are plain text files
• can be created in any text editor (including the Godot script editor)
• have the file extension “.esc”
• can be stored in any location within your game’s filesystem structure

2.5. Base concepts
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CHAPTER

THREE

STEP BY STEP

This section of the documentation will guide you through the first steps of creating a game based on Escoria in Godot.
It assumes that you have a very basic understanding of Godot and its basic UI. The editor introduction is a good place
to get to know Godot and the editor if you’re just starting out or need a bit of a refresher.
At a minimum, you should make sure that you have a basic understanding of the terms node and scene tree, and be
aware that Godot provides different types of nodes for use. See the nodes documentation for details.
Understanding the Godot scripting language GDScript is not required for this guide, but it is definitely recommended
for more advanced development. See GDScript basics for more information.
Hint: If you ever get stuck in designing your game, why not check out the community on our Discord server? We’re
always happy to help.

The assets used in this guide are available for download as well:
• Backgrounds by 2dpixx
– Pub foreground extraction
• Sprite sheet by Technopeasant
– Walkcycle extraction (png)
– Idle extraction (png)
– Walkcycle extraction (aseprite)
– Idle extraction (aseprite)
– Park light map
• A mug of beer by arispen
With that out of the way, let’s get started by creating an escoria project in Godot.
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3.1 Create an Escoria project
Escoria’s main design is centred around its core addon which supports the developer with functionality and features to
make developing adventure games as easy and streamlined as possible.
At the same time, Escoria aims to give a lot of freedom to the developer with regard to the design of the game and its
interface.
Because of this, neither a specific user interface nor a dialog manager are included in the Escoria core, although either
may be installed as additional addons from the Godot Asset Library or completely made from scratch for the specific
game you’re making.
To make starting with Escoria as easy as possible, we provide a Godot Game Template along with stock user interfaces
and dialog managers to get you up and running in no time.

3.1.1 Game filesystem structure
Before any files get created, it’s important to point out that there is no mandated filesystem structure for your game.
For example, you may choose to organise your files by :
• purpose (e.g. “/items”, “/scripts”, “/sprites”)
• room (e.g. “/room_ballroom”, “/room_study”)
• a combination of the two (e.g. “/room_ballroom/scripts”, “/room_ballroom/items” etc.)
• some other structure
You are not restricted to the structure used by this demonstration project: use whatever makes sense for your game.

3.1.2 Starting a new Escoria project
Open the Godot project manager, switch to the Templates tab, and search for the Escoria game template:
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Select the template to view more details:

Click on Download to download a fresh copy of the template, then click Install.

Enter the project name and the folder for your new game. Click Install & Edit.

The editor will open your new game.

3.1. Create an Escoria project
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Warning: After the editor loads the game for the first time, you may need to quit to the project manager and reopen
the game to let Escoria initialize properly.
If you launched Godot from a terminal then the terminal will display error messages at this stage: These messages
can be safely ignored.

3.1.3 Adding a stock UI
For simplicity’s sake in this guide, we will add one of the available stock UIs that Escoria provides. You will probably
want to use one of them as a starting point for your own game UI.
The stock UIs for Escoria are distributed as Godot addons. Switch to the Asset Lib and search for “escoria*ui” to find
all currently available stock UIs.

Select one UI to view its details.

Click on Download.
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Click Install. The relevant files should be selected already.

Open your project settings and switch to the Plugins tab to enable the UI addon.

3.1. Create an Escoria project
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3.1.4 Adding a stock dialog manager
Usually, a game made with Escoria uses dialog choices as well as the say command as narrative elements. While the
basic dialog handling and the say command are included in the core, a user interface that displays those lines isn’t.
Again, for simplicity’s sake in this guide, we will add the available stock dialog manager that Escoria provides. You
will probably want to use it as a starting point for your own dialog manager.
Like the stock UIs, the dialog manager is distributed as a Godot addon. Switch back to the Asset Lib and search for
“escoria*dialog” to find all currently available stock dialog managers.

Select one UI to view its details.
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Click on Download.

Click Install. The relevant files should be selected already.

3.1. Create an Escoria project
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Open your project settings and switch to the Addons tab to enable the dialog manager.

Switch to the project settings and go to “Escoria/UI” to set the default dialog type parameter. The dialog type is the
way a line of speech is displayed to the player. The stock dialog manager supports the following types:
• floating: The text is shown above the player sprite
• avatar: The text is shown in a box with the player avatar next to it
If the type isn’t specified in the say command, this default type is used.
Let’s set it to “floating”.
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3.1.5 Basic configuration
In the general project settings, go to Display/Window and set the desired resolution of your game in the “width” and
“height” settings. The Godot default is 1024x600. The included backgrounds have a height of 956 pixels. For this
guide, setup an HD resolution of 1920x1080 pixels.

Also make sure that the stretch settings are set to the following:
• Mode: 2d
• Aspect: keep
• Shrink: 1
This makes sure that your game will be resized to match the resolution of the devices used by the players.

3.1. Create an Escoria project
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3.1.6 Continuing
After this basic setup, let’s create a character.

3.2 Create a player character
Escoria is a framework optimized for 3rd person point and click adventure games. These type of games usually feature
an animated character that can walk across a background graphic and interact with items.
A character in Escoria is based on the node type ESCPlayer.
Create a new folder in the characters folder for the new character. We will call our character “Graham”.

Inside the folder, create a new scene and select ESCPlayer as the root node type.

When we get to making your game more interactive later using the built-in ESC Scripting language, we need a way of
identifying the character and the various items. ESC uses global ids for this. Set the global id for the character using
the parameter Global id in the inspector panel:
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3.2.1 Adding a walkcycle
When a character is moved across the screen, usually an animation is played to mimic the character walking. This is
called a “walkcycle”.
Escoria can play different animations based on where the character is moving to. For example, Escoria will play an
upward facing walkcycle if the character moves from the bottom to the top of the screen, and a right facing walkcycle
if the character walks from to the left to the right hand side.
As Escoria can show mirrored animations, if your character looks the same on their right and left halves, you will not
need animations showing them facing both left and right. Escoria can mirror any sideways-facing animations (e.g.
walking right, walking up and right, walking down and right) to make the opposite side’s equivalent.
Start by copying the spritesheet image into the character folder.
Hint: Spritesheets combine multiple images of a sprite into one big image and are a very efficient way of using images
in a game engine.
Then add a new AnimatedSprite node to the ESCPlayer node.
Add new animations with the appropriate animation frames using the images from the spritesheet:

3.2. Create a player character
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• walkback
• walkbackright
• walkfront
• walkfrontright
• walkright
• idleback
• idlebackright
• idlefront
• idlefrontright
• idleright
Hint: These names can be anything that makes sense to you. If you want to use “walk_down_right” or “moving_towards_and_right” for example instead of “walkfrontright” then you can do that. The ESCAnimationResource
described below will link the direction the character is walking to the animation you’ve created.

Hint: All the animations for the character (walk/idle/talk) live inside the one AnimatedSprite node for the character.
Refer to the AnimatedSprite tutorial in the Godot docs to learn how to do this if you need some help.
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3.2.2 Telling Escoria about the walkcycle
Now that the basic animations exist, we need to tell Escoria when to play which animation.
To achieve this, create a new ESCAnimationResource in the ESCPlayer node’s animations parameter:

Click on the new resource to reveal the relevant settings:

Escoria does not limit the developer in how many walkcycle directions a character can have. It can be 4 (left, right,
front, back), 8 (with diagonal directions) or even more!
To achieve this degree of freedom, Escoria needs to know which directions are available. It does that by defining angle
ranges within a 360° circle.

3.2. Create a player character
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The angle 0° would show the character facing away from the camera, 90° facing to the right, and so forth.
The walkcycles only show very specific angles for the character (e.g. for a 4 direction character there are only animations
for angles 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees). When the player moves the character in a direction that isn’t one of these angles,
however, Escoria needs to work out which animation the developer would like to use. To do this, when defining a
character animation, the developer provides the angle range that will match that animation direction. In this diagram,
the green area shows that the developer has chosen that movement in the 40° angle starting from 340° (i.e. from 340°
to 20°) will correspond to the “up” animation.
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Our character will support walking in 8 directions, so we set up the Dir angles parameter like this:
Click on Dir Angles and set the size to 8. For each slot, add an ESCDirectionAngle resource.

Click on each resource and set its angle start and size settings based on the 8-direction character table below.
3.2. Create a player character
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This will define 40° ranges for the upper, left, right and back animations as well as 50° ranges for the diagonal directions.
This setup will result in a very smooth animation.
Warning: Make sure that you always define the complete 360° circle when defining a character’s direction angles!
2-direction Character
Resource Table Entry
Entry 1
Entry 2

Walk Direction
Up
Up Right

Character Start Angle
0
180

Character Angle Size
180
180

Walk Direction
Up
Right
Down
Left

Character Start Angle
315
45
135
225

Character Angle Size
90
90
90
90

Walk Direction
Up
Up Right
Right
Down Right
Down
Down Left
Left
Up Left

Character Start Angle
340
20
70
110
160
200
250
290

Character Angle Size
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50

4-direction Character
Resource Table Entry
Entry 1
Entry 2
Entry 3
Entry 4
8-direction Character
Resource Table Entry
Entry 1
Entry 2
Entry 3
Entry 4
Entry 5
Entry 6
Entry 7
Entry 8

Now that we have defined where we want Escoria to play character animations, we just need to connect the individual
animations with the direction angles.
The additional parameters of the ESCAnimationResource define the specific animations for the character for each
direction angle:
• Directions: Walk animation
• Idle: Idle animations
• Speak: Speaking animations
Hint: The Speak animations are optional and only required if your game needs them.
For each direction angle, add an ESCAnimationResource. Then, click each ESCAnimationResource and put the
name of the matching animation (with the name specified in “Adding a walkcycle” above) in the “Animation” field, and
choose whether that animation should be played mirrored by selecting the “Mirrored” checkbox.
These are the the first 3 settings for the Directions parameter:
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3.2. Create a player character
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Each slot needs to contain a ESCAnimationName resource. Try to set up the Directions and Idle animations by
yourself. Don’t forget to click Mirrored on when the image is facing the opposite direction (for instance we have a
left animation and item numbered 2 in our arrays corresponds to moving right so, in the above screenshot, item 2 uses
a mirrored version of the left animation).
Hint: If you ever get stuck in designing your game, why not check out the community on our Discord server? We’re
always happy to help.

3.2.3 Defining the character base position
Escoria will move the character sprite around based on a specific position in the character scene, which is usually
located at the bottom of the character sprite.
We can define this position by moving the sprite up so its feet are located at the origin of its scene:
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3.2.4 Preparing the character for interactions
To detect interactions in the game such as when a character reaches an exit or moves onto a trigger, Escoria uses Godot’s
built-in collision detection. For this to work, we need to add a collision shape to the character which roughly defines
its outline.
Add a CollisionShape2D node to the ESCPlayer and use a CapsuleShape2D shape to cover the sprite.

This concludes creating a player character. Let’s create a room.

3.2. Create a player character
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3.3 Create a room
A room, in Escoria terminology, is an environment where the player moves around without changing the point of view
or the background. You can think of it as a “shot” in filmmaking.
In the rooms folder, create a new folder to contain the files of the room scene we’ll now create: Let’s call it “pub”.

Create a new scene and set ESCRoom as its root node. Save the scene as “pub.tscn”.
• Note that you could call the scene something other than “park.tscn” - “room1.tscn” for example. Make sure you
name things in a way that makes sense to your game.

Like the character, the room also requires a global id, so set the parameter Global id to “pub”.
We want to play as Graham in this scene, so select it as the player scene parameter:

3.3.1 Adding a background to the room
Now, our room requires an ESCBackground node. This node is required in order to capture input events for the
background of the room. It can also display a background image. Add it as a child of the root node.
Currently, the background node is empty. From backgrounds.zip, copy the file “pub_bg.png” to the rooms directory
and set it as the texture parameter in the ESCBackground node.
This will additionally set the dimensions of the ESCBackground node to the size of the image.
Hint: Backgrounds in Escoria can also be bigger than the game display size. Escoria will take care of moving the
camera around when the character reaches the border of the screen.
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3.3.2 Setting walkable areas for the character
Usually, characters aren’t allowed to move freely around in the whole room. There may be walls and other obstacles
blocking their paths.
To set the areas in which characters can walk in a room, add an ESCTerrain node to the ESCRoom node; it will manage
the walkable areas as well as other functionality such as light and scale mapping.
To setup a walkable area, add a new NavigationPolygonInstance node to the new ESCTerrain node:

Then create a new NavPoly resource for the Navpoly parameter in the Inspector panel.

Use the editor window to draw a polygon. This polygon is the area in which the character can move around freely.

3.3. Create a room
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Warning: Remember that Escoria is using the character’s base position when checking the walkable areas, so
watch out that navigating through the room doesn’t bring the character too close to the walls, or else it will be
drawn overtop of the walls.

Note: Escoria supports having multiple walkable areas (represented by multiple NavigationPolygonInstance
instances). These can be switched by an ESC command in the game. This is useful for things like blocked passages
which can be unblocked by pressing a button in the game.

Hint: Light mapping
Rooms in adventure games sometimes don’t have one fixed global light, but instead feature things like lamp shades and
darker (or lighter) areas.
This can be achieved in Escoria by setting up a light map in the ESCTerrain node.
The light map is a simple texture in which colors are mapped to the character’s colors as it walks around in the room.

Hint: Scale mapping
If the background of the room is a three-dimensional image and the upper part of the image appears to be further away,
scale mapping is used to create a three-dimensional effect when the character moves from the top to the bottom of the
screen by making it smaller when it’s on the top of the screen and bigger when it reaches the bottom of the screen.
This is achieved in Escoria by using a grayscale texture. A darker part of the texture is considered to be further away
from the viewer and a lighter part is considered to be more in front of the viewer.
To fine tune the scaling of the character, use the Scale min and Scale max parameters of the ESCTerrain node.
The character is only scaled between the numbers given in Scale min and Scale max, with 0 meaning the character
is scaled down to non-existence and 1 representing the actual size of the character.
Note: The scaling can also be bigger than 1, which can result in scaling artifacts.

For simplicity’s sake, we won’t set up a complex scale map right now, but as the character is currently smaller than it
should be when displayed in the room, let’s set Scale min and Scale max to 2 so that the character sprite will be
shown at twice its size.
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3.3.3 Setting camera limits
As was mentioned before, the background can be much bigger than the screen size, and in this example it really is. The
background texture is 3976x956 pixels big!
However, using “Camera limits”, we can tell Escoria that it can pan over the complete background using the game
camera.
Select the ESCRoom node and set the first entry of the Camera limits parameter to 0, 0, 3975, 956:

3.3.4 Setting a starting location
We have to tell Escoria where our character should start in the new scene.
For pointing out specific locations, we can use the ESCLocation node type.
Add one and rename it to “start”, so we know what this location represents.

Hint: It is generally recommended, to give nodes a meaningful name. Especially with bigger, complex rooms, this
provides to be very helpful.
In its parameters, set the global id and select the Is start location checkbox parameter.

3.3. Create a room
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That’s about it for the setup. Now let’s try out our new game for the first time.

3.4 The first run
We’d like to test out what we have done so far, but first we need to tell Escoria what to do when a new game starts.

3.4.1 Our first ESC script
This is done using ESC, the integrated Escoria scripting language.
While you could use GDscript (or other languages supported by Godot) directly, we added ESC as a specific language
for adventure games, so very typical game commands (like making a character speak, letting them walk across the
room, etc.) are very easy to use.
The game start-up itself is also coordinated using an ESC script.
Scripts are plain text files with an “.esc” extension, created in any text editor you choose to use. Create a new ESC
script which will be our main game script and call it “game.esc”. Switch to Godot’s Editor tab and select “New Text
File” from the “File” menu:

Save the new file as “game.esc” in your root game folder:

This will open the new script directly in the editor.
ESC scripts are built-up using “Events” and “Commands”.
An ESC Event starts with the “:” character and is followed by the name of the event.
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There are several special names for events which you will learn later on. One special event name is called newgame
and is run when the player clicks on the “New Game” button in the main menu.
Hint: There is also a special event called setup. This is related to the order things happen in more complex game
rooms and is not necessary for all scripts. It can be ignored for now.
We basically just want Escoria to switch to our pub scene. For this, we can use the command change_scene. This
command expects the path to the target scene as a parameter.
That’s easy to do in Godot: Just select the pub scene in the file tree, right click it and select “Copy Path”:

Add the following to the ESC script game.esc:
:newgame
change_scene res://rooms/pub/pub.tscn

Hint: If you had saved the scene using a name other than “pub.tscn” (e.g. “room1” instead of “pub.tscn”), the
change_scene command is where you would need to use that filename.
But what should happen when the game starts before the main menu is shown?
Well, that’s also handled by this script using an “init” event.
You could add introduction sequences, studio logos, etc. For the moment, we only want to show the main menu.
(Further evidence of Escoria being very adaptable to your specific game’s needs!)
Thus, we don’t default to any main menu scene by default. We’ve added a stock main menu for convenience, though,
which we can load now.
Add this code:

3.4. The first run
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:init
show_menu main
This instructs the installed UI addon to show the main menu.
The complete file “game.esc” should look like this now:
:init
show_menu main
:newgame
change_scene res://rooms/pub/pub.tscn
Now that we have our game script ready, we need to set it in the Escoria project settings in the “Game Start Script”
parameter in the “Main” category.
Hint: ESC files aren’t directly shown in the file explorer as they’re not recognized as Godot resource files (as of the
time this was written). As an alternative to copying the path to the ESC file, you can right click the file in the editor:

The setting should look like this.
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3.4.2 Starting the game
Now you’re ready to start the game. Click on Godot’s run icon to do so.

Click on “New Game” in the main menu and check out your character walking around in the new room!

3.4.3 Slowing Graham down
As you can see, Graham is pretty much running through the pub. Also, he looks a bit like he’s skating through it.
So we should make him walk slower and at the same time animate him faster.
To achieve this, go back to the character and select the ESCPlayer node and set the Speed parameter to 150. Additionally, select the AnimatedSprite node and set the Speed scale parameter to 1.8.
Try starting the game again and watch Graham walk much more naturally.
Let’s make the room more interactive.

3.5 Adding items
So far, so good, but walking around in a room is pretty boring, right?
Also, if you move the character to the right side of the room, it walks over the barrels in the background.
Let’s fix both and start by making the room interactive.

3.5. Adding items
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3.5.1 Adding an activity
Let’s make Graham comment on the “Free cocktails” note on the blackboard.
Add an ESCItem node to the ESCRoom and call it “Blackboard”. Set its Global id parameter to “blackboard”.
Next, add a CollisionPolygon2D node to the ESCItem node and draw a polygon around the blackboard image in the
background. This will make that area a hotspot to click on.
Hint: The ESCItem node also has a Tooltip parameter that can be used by UIs to display a hint about the item when
the mouse is hovering over it. For example, the simplemouse UI displays the tooltip next to the mouse cursor.
Now that we told Escoria that the blackboard area is interactive, we still need to tell it what to do if the player, for
example, uses the verb “look” on it.
For this, we go back to ESC. First, we create a new ESC file in the pub folder and call it “blackboard.esc”.
We connect this to the blackboard item. The blackboard item should look like this now:

Using events, we can tell Escoria what to do when the player carries out actions on the item.
Events are called in much the same way as the verbs that the player uses.
Note: Escoria uses the term “verb” to describe the action that the player wants to carry out. In the “9 verbs” UI, this
is achieved with buttons that represent each verb directly (like “look”, “use” or “walk”). In the simple mouse UI, the
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verb is expressed by different mouse cursors (e.g. a magnifying glass expresses the “look” verb).
An example of an event might be if we want to make Graham say something when the player “looks” at the blackboard.
For this, we add a new event :look to our ESC file and use the say command to make Graham talk:
:look
say graham "That's good to hear. I'm thirsty."
The say command expects the player character’s global ID as the first parameter and the text to say as the second
parameter. (See the documentation)
If you don’t define an ESCLocation in your player scene, dialog will appear at the top of the screen.
So add an ESCLocation as a child of ESCPlayer.
Name this node “dialog_position” (this name is mandatory).
By default, dialog will appear under the character. You can move the node above Graham’s head to have dialog appear
in a more regular location.
Try it out! Depending on which UI you chose, select either the look verb or the look cursor and click on the blackboard.
You should notice that Graham will neither walk to the blackboard nor speak the line we coded above.
Hint: By default, Escoria uses the ESCItem’s position when the player attempts to reach it. The blackboard
ESCItem is located at position (0,0) in the room. Since this position is out of reach (i.e. it is not included in the
NavigationPolygon in the ESCTerrain), Graham is unable to reach it.
To fix this issue, we need to add an interaction position to the blackboard ESCItem so that Escoria will then use this
specific position instead of the ESCItem position itself.
Simply add a new ESCLocation node as a child of the blackboard ESCItem and move it in front of the blackboard,
around position (1216,912).

3.5. Adding items
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Run the game again: Graham should now walk to the blackboard and the text above should be displayed.
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3.5.2 Making the player walk behind items
The other thing we should address is making Graham move behind the barrels instead of overtop of them in order to
achieve a three-dimensional effect.
For this, we’ve added an asset that only includes the barrels on a transparent background.
Again, add a new node to the ESCRoom node and select ESCItem as the node type. Name it “Barrels”. Add a Sprite
node to this new item and set the texture to the foreground barrels picture.
Hint: You can use a lot of different node types as children of ESCItems where it makes sense to - AnimatedSprite,
AnimationPlayer, or Polygon2D for example.
If you use a control node like TextureRect or ColorRect, they will cause problems with mouse interactions. You
will need to modify the properties of the TextureRect / ColorRect and set the “Mouse Filter” setting to “Ignore”.
Move the new item so it is directly over the barrels in the background. You can use the arrow keys of your keyboard
for more precision.
To make Graham walk behind the barrels, Escoria uses a little trick: The property z-index is used by Godot to know
which object to draw first.
Objects with a lower z-index are drawn first while objects with a higher z-index are drawn last which are drawn over
the ones with a lower z-index ( this is in addition to the node order in the scene tree where the bottom-most nodes are
drawn last).
Escoria constantly updates the parameter z-index of the player character to match the value of its y axis. This makes
it possible to define objects where the player walks behind and in front of depending on its y position.
See this graphic:

When the character is at y position 95, it stands behind the table. At y position 105, it stands in front of the table. To
achieve this effect in Escoria, we simply set the “z-index” property of the table item to 100.
3.5. Adding items
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For the barrels, though, the character should never walk in front of them, only behind them. So we can set the barrels’
z-index property to the height of the background, or simply 1.000 for this example.
Hint: To figure out the proper value of the z-axis parameter, you can use the ruler feature of Godot to measure the
y position of where the base position of your character needs to be to switch to walking in front.

Warning: Another property, Z As Relative, is checked by default, meaning that the z-axis property will also
take the z-axis property of its parent (in this case, the ESCRoom node). Usually, the z-axis property of the parent
is set to 0, but keep this in mind in case it isn’t and the walkbehind effect doesn’t work properly.

3.6 Handling an inventory
Most adventure games feature inventory puzzles: Things you pick up and combine with other things which are then
used in the game. Classic adventure games made use of the inventory extensively!
Escoria has features for handling inventory items as well, of course. Let’s embed them into our sample game.

3.6.1 The inventory items path
Inventory items are movable. They don’t (usually) stay in just one specific room. This poses a problem for Escoria,
because when rooms are changed, the previous room is removed from Godot’s scene tree, together with the items in
there.
To work around this, inventory items must be placed in a special path where Escoria can find them whenever needed.
This path is called the “inventory items path”, and in the game template it defaults to “items”.
Hint: You can change it to point somewhere else in Escoria’s settings

3.6.2 Creating an inventory item
Inventory items are also simple ESCItem instances that you know from the previous chapter.
Start by copying over the mug.png file to the “items” directory.
Then, create a new scene and select ESCItem as its root node. Rename it to “Beer” and set “beer” as its global id.
Add a Sprite node with the mug picture. Also, add a CollisionShape2D node to define the area of interactivity like
before.
Finally, create a new ESC script called “beer.esc” and place it in the “items” folder as well. Leave the script empty for
now.
Copy the path to the script and put it in the ESC script parameter.
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Hint: The parameter Inventory texture will automatically be set to the texture set in the Sprite node. If you
want the item to look different when it’s in the inventory, you can simply change this parameter to a different texture.
Save the scene as “beer.tscn” in the items folder.

3.6.3 Using the item in the room
To use this new item in the pub scene, we can use Godot’s “instantiate scene” feature.
Select the ESCRoom node and click on the “instantiate scene” button:

Then select the beer item scene.

Now you can place the mug in the scene.

3.6. Handling an inventory
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3.6.4 Picking up the mug
To let Graham pick up the mug, we’ll have to create a new event in our ESC script called pickup, because that is the
verb we’ll be using.
To add a new item to the inventory, the command inventory_add is used.
It expects the global id of the item to add as its only parameter.
Additionally, we need to hide the mug from the scene. We can use the command set_active for that. Inactive items
are not visible in a scene.
To put it all together, this is the code you should add to the ESC file:
:pickup
inventory_add beer
set_active beer false
Try it out. Graham should now be able to pick up the mug!

3.6.5 Using the mug
Usually, items are not only picked up but also used with different items either in the inventory or in a particular room.
This is also done using events in the ESC script. Apart from the event name “:use”, the target object is also specified.
Let’s have Graham react to using the mug with the blackboard. For this, we need to make the beer combinable with
other items when it is used from the inventory and then react to it in the ESC script of the blackboard.
So go into the beer item scene again and select the property, Use from inventory only. Now, if you wish to use
the verb ‘use’ with the beer, this interaction will only be permitted if the beer is in the inventory.
Add an item to the list in the setting Combine When Selected Action Is In and set it to “use”. This enables the
player to use another object together with the mug when using the verb “use”.

Save the scene and add the following code to the “blackboard.esc” file:
:use beer
say graham "Why should I throw it at the blackboard? I'm not angry!"
Try it out!
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3.6.6 Add in some game logic
Let’s make the game a little more interesting by adding some logic to change how the game reacts to events. From your
previous lesson, the “blackboard.esc” file should contain the following.
:look
say graham "That's good to hear. I'm thirsty."
Let’s now change how Graham responds based on whether he’s picked up the drink. To do this, we need a condition
statement where we look at whether something is in a particular state and act accordingly.
To use a condition, place a “>” at the start of the line of code. This is followed by the condition you wish to check
inside square brackets. The state of boolean (true/false) conditions can be reversed with the use of the “!” (not) symbol.
Examples of conditional checks are :
• “> [i/beer]” : is the “beer” in your “i”nventory
• “> [!i/beer]” : is the “beer” NOT in your “i”nventory
• “> [total_coins gt 5]” : Is the value of the “total_coins” global flag greater than “5”?
Modify your “blackboard.esc” to the following :
:look
# If I've picked up the beer
> [i/beer]
say graham "I don't need a cocktail, I've got a beer."
# If I haven't picked up the beer
> [!i/beer]
say graham "The cocktails might be free, but I feel like a beer."
Run the game again. Try “looking” at the blackboard both before and after you’ve picked up the beer to see how the
response changes.
For more information on conditional logic, see https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/scripting/z_esc_reference.html#conditions

3.7 Create a second room
So a one room game is a good start, but your adventure game will be a lot more interesting when there are other rooms
to travel to. Let’s create a park scene and link it to the pub scene so we can walk between them.
As we’ve already created the first scene, follow the same steps you used on the create a room page to create this scene.
• Create a new folder in your rooms folder and call it “park”
• Create a new Godot scene and set ESCRoom as its root node. Save the scene as “park.tscn”. * Note that you could
call the scene something other than “park.tscn” - “room2” for example. Make sure you name things in a way that
makes sense to your game.
• Give the room a global id (park)
• We still want to play as Graham in this scene, so select it as the player scene parameter.
• Add an ESCBackground node for the room graphics as a child of the root node.
• From backgrounds.zip, copy the park_bg.png file to the rooms directory and set it as the texture parameter
in the ESCBackground node.

3.7. Create a second room
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• Create a walkable area for the character. Add an ESCTerrain node to the ESCRoom node.
NavigationPolygonInstance node as a child of the new ESCTerrain node.

Add a

• Create a NavigationPolygonInstance resource for the Navpoly parameter.

• Use the editor window to draw a polygon. This polygon is the area in which the character can move around freely.

3.7.1 Creating a light map
For this room we’re going to use a light map. As mentioned previously, light maps are used to shade different areas
of the room differently. In this room, we have a lamp, so we want the player to be brightly lit when under it, and less
brightly lit when away from the light source.
The example light map provided is a very simple one with just 3 colours to make it easier to demonstrate how the light
map changes how the game character looks, but you could replace it with one that uses a gradient to fade nicely from
white to mid-grey. Coloured ones can also be used to simulate things like concert or traffic lights.
Copy the park_lightmap.png asset (link on the main step-by-step page) to the “park” folder.
In the Godot GUI, select the ESCTerrain node, and set its light map to the park_lightmap.png texture.
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3.7.2 Room exits in Escoria
To link room 2 (the park) to room 1 (the pub), you will need an exit node. When the player clicks this, it tells Escoria
that you want to change rooms. Each Escoria room can have multiple exits.
There are 2 different nodes for creating exits in Escoria. The first is an ESCItem. By selecting the “Is Exit” checkbox
when you create an ESCItem node, Escoria will look for a “:exit_scene” event in the attached script file. Any commands
you place in the “:exit_scene” event will be run when the player chooses to “use” the exit - for example, saying a goodbye,
or running a cutscene. Place a “change_scene” command as part of this event to move the character to the next room.
For exits that don’t require scripts, the ESCExit node is provided. The only things you will need to configure on the
node are the target scene to change to, and optionally, a “switch sound” (the sound to play when changing rooms).
For both ESCExit and ESCItem nodes: * A child CollisionPolygon2D node is used to define where the player needs
to click to activate the exit. * When the exit is activated, the character will automatically walk to a ESCLocation node
that is a child of the ESCItem / ESCExit node.
Hint: ESCExit nodes (or ESCItem nodes with Is Exit selected) only tell Escoria to change rooms. It doesn’t tell
Escoria where to place the player in the new room, or anything else about how to set up the new room. This configuration
lives in setup or ready events which will be explained shortly.

3.7.3 Create a doorway back to the pub room
• Create an ESCExit node as a child of the room and give it a “Global ID”
Under the ESCroom node, create an ESCexit node.

Set its Global ID to “exit_to_pub”.
• Create a CollisionPolygon2D for the exit
Create a CollisionPolygon2D as a child of the ESCexit. Use the editor window to draw a rectangle covering the lefthand-edge of the park background. This polygon is the area which will act like a “door” for the player to click on to
change rooms. (If the room had a doorway, you’d draw the polygon around the door instead).
3.7. Create a second room
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• Create an ESCLocation
When the player clicks on the exit’s collision polygon, Escoria needs to know where to make the character walk to in
order to leave the room.
Create an ESCLocation as a child of the ESCexit. Give this location the Global ID of “park_exit”. Move the
ESCLocation to the left hand side of the park somewhere on the road/path. This will be where the character walks to
to leave the park.
Hint: Make sure the ESClocation is inside the walkable area navigation polygon.
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• Set up the tooltip for the exit
When you put the mouse over the exit, you want the tooltip in the UI to tell you what object your mouse is over.
Additionally you want to set the interaction with this exit that will happen by default to make the experience better for
the player. Under Tooltip name put “Exit to pub”, and under Default Action put “use”.

• Set the destination scene for the exit
Further down in the ESCExit’s settings, select the Target scene. Clicking this will take you to a file explorer where
you can choose the room you want the character to be sent to when the player clicks on this exit. Locate the pub scene
and select that. (If you had a noise to play like a door closing when the player used this exit, you would use the “Switch
sound” parameter to set it).

3.7. Create a second room
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3.7.4 Set up a doorway in the pub room
If you played the game now, you’d find it was a bit broken. The game would start in the pub room, but you’d have no
way to leave it to get to the park. If you were somehow able to get to the park and tried to get back, the game wouldn’t
know where in the pub to place your character.
Lets fix this by creating a doorway in the pub and make it so that using it takes you to the park, and clicking on the edge
of the park brings you back to the pub’s doorway.
The process here will be the same process we followed in the park.
Load your pub.tscn scene in the Godot editor.
Create an ESCexit as a child of the ESCRoom. Give it a Global ID of “pub_door”. Set its Target scene to park.tscn.
This will send the player to the park when they click the door.
Create a CollisionPolygon2D as a child of the ESCExit. Draw the polygon around the doorway. This defines where
you can click to activate the exit to leave the pub and go to the park.
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When you created the pub room you set an ESClocation for the characters starting point (e.g. at the bottom of the
stairs). If the player comes back into the pub from the park scene, they should be at the doorway rather than appear at
the bottom of the stairs. We therefore need an ESCLocation at the doorway that we can send them to.
Create a new ESClocation as a child of the pub’s ESCExit. Set its Global ID to “pub_exit”. This will be where the
user appears when they come into the pub from the park. Place its marker just under the doorway. This wil also be
where the character walks to when you click the door to leave the pub.
Hint: Make sure the ESClocation is inside the walkable area polygon.

3.7. Create a second room
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3.7.5 Configure the change between rooms
What we now need is to tell Escoria to move the character to the correct location when they change between rooms.
For this we will use a script that will run when the room first loads. It will check which room the player has come from
and immediately send them to the correct ESCLocation.
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Setup and Ready events
To finish the switch between rooms, we need to explain how the room change works. When you activate an ESCExit
(or ESCItem with “is exit” selected), you use the change_scene command to tell Escoria to replace the current room
with new room. It doesn’t tell the Escoria anything about how to set up the new room or where to put the player - this
is the responsibility of the new room.
Each room’s root node is an ESCRoom node, and the script attached to this (if there is one) is responsible for setting up
anything dynamic in the room. When change_scene loads the room, it will look in the new room’s script for a setup
event. Any commands you put in this script will run before the player sees the new room - use this to reset any movable
objects to their start positions.
After the setup event completes, a transition will run (there is a default one set in the Escoria configuration settings),
but typically the transition will be some sort of nice fade-in effect to show the room. Once the transition in runs, Escoria
will run any commands in the ready event. Place any commands in here that will tell the next part of your game’s
story (e.g. make the player walk to the window and comment on how it looks like a storm is approaching.)
Hint: If you do not have a script attached to your ESCRoom the player will automatically be placed at a start location
called player_start if you have created an ESCLocation with this name as part of the room. If an ESCLocation
with this name does not exist, the player will start as close to coordinate (0,0) as possible.

Hint: There can only be one of each type of event per script. If you want multiple steps to run as part of an event (the
ready event for example), place all the commands within the one event block.

Hint: Transitions are run by default as part of the change_scene command, but this can be manually overridden if
desired.
For more detail on the order of events in Escoria, see : https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/advanced/escoria_
architecture.html#game-start-sequence
Setting the character’s start position in each room
Create a new ESC script “room_pub.esc” and attach it as the ESC script on the pub room’s ESCRoom node. This is
the script the room will open when it starts.

Add the following code to room_pub.esc

3.7. Create a second room
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:setup
> [eq ESC_LAST_SCENE park]
teleport graham pub_exit
# Set player look left
set_angle graham 180
This code says 1) Run these steps when setting up the room 2) Check (“>”) if the global_id of the last room you were
in (ESC_LAST_SCENE) was (eq) “park” 3) If so, teleport the object “graham” to the ESClocation called “pub_exit”
4) Finally make the player face left
Hint: If the last scene wasn’t the “park” scene, the condition check will not be true, so the code (“teleport” and
“set_angle”) will not execute. If you don’t have any other code to tell Escoria where to place the player, they will be
placed at the “player_start” ESCLocation or coordinate (0,0) as described above.
Now follow the same process to create an ESC script called “room_park.esc”. Load the park scene and configure
“room_park.esc” as the ESC script on the park room’s ESCRoom node. This is the script the park room will open
when it starts.
Add the following code to room_park.esc
:setup
> [eq ESC_LAST_SCENE pub]
teleport graham park_exit
# Set player look right
set_angle graham 90
Test the scene. You should now be able to click on the door to leave the pub - you will appear in the park. If you click
on the left hand side of the park you will appear in the doorway of the pub.
Additionally, due to the light map configured for the park scene, you should be in shadows when you walk in the park,
and get lighter when you walk under the light.
Hint: To stop any further commands from running in a script as part of any event (at the end of an “>” conditional
statement for example), add a “stop” command. All following commands will be run until either a stop command or
the configuration for a different event is encountered.

3.7.6 Creating an exit using an ESCItem instead of an ESCExit
As mentioned earlier, for more complex exit sequences, an ESCItem is used rather than an ESCExit.
If you wanted to create the pub door using an ESCItem you would: * Create an ESCItem as a child of the ESCRoom.
Give it a Global ID of “pub_door_item”. * Create a new ESC script file and call it “pub_exit.esc”. Where you place
this file is up to you and how it makes sense with your project. You might choose to store it with the room, or keep all
your game’s scripts together in a “scripts” folder. * In pub_exit.esc, add an :exit_scene event to our ESC file and
within it, use the change_scene command to make the game switch from this pub room to the park room when the
player “uses” the exit. You would add any other animation / dialog / etc to this script that you want to be played when
the player activates the exit. e.g.
:exit_scene
say graham "I'm leaving now."
change_scene "res://rooms/park/park.tscn"
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• Change the “Esc Script” of the ESCItem to point to your script so Escoria runs the code you’ve just written when
the user exits the scene using this node.

3.8 Demonstration game
The demonstration game provides examples to help you understand some how to implement some common adventure
game concepts with Escoria. Have a look through the implementation of the rooms using the Godot editor, and how
their Escoria scripts work. The rooms show examples of the following:
Room | Demonstration topics
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Say command - both with speech above the character and
speech boxes Text translation Recorded (audio) speech
Navmeshes - Changing where the player is allowed to
walk
Different interactions with a single ESCitem Calling
functions in GDscript from ESC script
Height maps to scale player height Colour maps to
change player shading (shadows / turning on lights )
Inventory objects - picking up, using them for puzzles
Inventory objects - combining them to solve puzzles
Non-player-characters (NPCs)
Camera
limits
Camera
commands
(push/shift/zoom/set-pos)
Puzzles Calling functions in GDscript from ESC script
and changing game state
Dynamic puzzles. Complex rooms with game states that
are restored when you return to the room
Playing sounds and music. Cutscenes (making things
happen while stopping player input) - Forcing characters
to move / change direction
? Running a manual tranisition when you leave a room
Transistion types Running a manual tranisition when you
enter a room
Rooms without a visible character (Myst / Riven style
games)
Transitions to menus
Changing character costumes Long character speech test
Missing player_start ESCitem demonstration
Escoria
variables
in
logic
checks
(ESC_CURRENT_SCENE
ESC_LAST_SCENE
)

17 |
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3.9 Where to go from here
Congratulations! You’ve built your very first game with Escoria. Well done!
But obviously, there’s a lot more to do. We recommend checking out the rest of the documentation. For example:
• The ESC reference
• The Escoria settings reference
• A walk through Escoria’s architecture
• How to create your own UI
Additionally, for the final stages of your game, we recommend the following Godot documentation:
• Exporting Godot games
• Complying with Godot and Escoria licenses
Also, don’t be shy and say hello to the Escoria community! Let’s talk about your specific ideas for your game:
Thanks for trying Escoria, and we can’t wait to see what you’ve made with it!
Your Escoria project team
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CHAPTER

FOUR

HANDLING AUDIO

No narrative game can exist without background music that creates the appropriate atmosphere or sound effects that
underline certain actions. As well, speech is very often used to bring characters to life in such games.
All of this is supported by Escoria.
Note: Escoria supports all audio formats officially supported by Godot

4.1 Playing music and sound effects
Escoria features three built-in audio players which are accessible by their ESC global IDs:
• _music: Used for looping background music
• _sound: Used for playing sound files
• _speech: Used for voice support
Playing audio is done by using the play_snd ESC command. It expects the path to the specific audio resource to be
played and the global ID of the desired audio player.
If the audio player is unspecified, it defaults to _sound.

4.1.1 Examples
• play_snd res://music/happy.ogg _music
Plays the background music res://music/happy.ogg
• play_snd res://sound/door_open.wav
Plays the sound effect res://sound/door_open.wav
Note: Escoria takes care of the looping setting itself. Music is looped by default; sound effects are not.
You can stop the currently-playing audio using the stop_snd ESC command. It expects the global ID of the audio player
as its only argument.
If the audio player is not specified, _music is used as the default value.
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4.2 Voice support
See the documentation about dialogs for more details on using voice files.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

HANDLING BACKGROUNDS

Backgrounds are the building block art assets for each room in an adventure game. They give depth and set the mood.
Escoria supports multiple features for backgrounds.
The main node type for backgrounds is ESCBackground. Additionally, certain features of ESCTerrain add more
features to the background.
Backgrounds can come in all sizes. They may be the exact size as the screen, or they may be bigger or smaller. Escoria
uses its Camera features to handle different-sized backgrounds.
Camera limits define how the camera follows the player and pans over the background. The developer can enable and
disable camera limits in the game to temporarily hide or show parts of the scene.

5.1 Parallax backgrounds
Parallax layering is a technique used to add depth to a two-dimensional graphic by moving different layers at diffferent
speeds as the camera pans over them.
Godot has that functionality built-in with the ParallaxBackground and ParallaxLayer node types.
This tutorial introduces their functionality.
Basically, after adding both a ParralaxBackground and at least one ParallaxLayer node to the scene, the
ParallaxLayer’s parameter motion_scale specifies how fast the movement of the additional layer will be moved in
contrast to the static background.
Additionally, the layer parameter of the ParallaxBackground should be set to 0 to allow the character to move
behind the layer.

5.2 Scaling
In addition to the Parallax method, another technique to add depth to a two-dimensional scene is to change the size of
the player character as it walks from the front to the back of the scene (or vice versa).
In Escoria, this is achieved by using the different parameters of the ESCTerrain node in the scene: The scales
parameter uses a texture. Darker areas of the texture result in a smaller sprite, while lighter areas scale the sprite up.
scale_min and scale_max limit the scaling.
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5.3 Lighting
Another feature to make rooms more lively is to give them dynamic lighting, so that certain parts of the screen tint the
character sprite as though it was walking through different light sources in the background.
The parameter lightmap expects a texture that is to be laid over the scene and tints the character according to the
position of the character in the scene.
The parameter lightmap_modulate can be used to additionally tint the lightmap texture.
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CHAPTER

SIX

THE GAME CAMERA

Escoria uses an advanced camera system to allow different effects in a room.
It is possible to have rooms bigger than the selected display size, in which the camera will pan to always keep track of
the player character. Additionally, you can use the camera for highlighting specific parts of the scene, zooming in and
out, and more.

6.1 Camera limits
Usually the camera follows the player character as the character moves through the rooms. If the background is larger
than the viewport, the camera will also pan the room to keep track of the player character.
Sometimes this behaviour is not desired, though. Some rooms are designed so that, at first, one part of the room is
available to the player and later, another part of the room becomes available. Elevators are a good example: The player
character starts at the ground floor, enters the elevator, and moves up. After the elevator leaves the screen, the view
switches to the first floor with the elevator opening.
To support limiting the parts of the room the player can see, Escoria rooms use “Camera Limits”. The limits are a list
of rectangles which define the boundaries that the camera is allowed to move within. The rectangle is defined using a
top-left coordinate limit for the camera’s movement, along with an accompanying width and height. The array of limits
is found under the Camera limits parameter within the room’s ESCroom node.
The active limit rectangle for the camera can be changed during gameplay using the ESC command camera_set_limits
with the index of the camera limit to enforce.
If no camera limits are set, the size of the background texture is used as the default camera limit.
As only one limit is active at a time, limits can overlap. This means, for example, that if you had a large room with a
locked door in the middle, you could have the initial limit as one half of the room, and the second limit - for when the
door is unlocked - overlapping it as the whole room.

6.2 Camera control
There are various ESC commands that can be used to control the camera to achieve theatrical effects:
• camera_push push the camera to point at the given target
• camera_set_pos move the camera to the given position in a linear fashion
• camera_set_target set the target that the camera should follow
• camera_set_zoom zoom the camera by the specified magnitude
• camera_set_zoom_height zoom the camera to achieve a certain pixel height
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• camera_shift shift the camera to the given location
All commands support a speed parameter that defines in seconds how long the camera animation should take to reach
the target.
Hint: Some camera commands may not work as expected if you have camera limits defined. Ensure that the position
the camera is told to point at is within the room’s active camera limit.

6.3 Targets
Commands that support a target object allow the following target types:
• An ESCItem that has set the parameter camera_node to a node whose position should be used to position the
camera
• If the parameter is not set, the position of the ESCItem is used instead
Additionally, the API commands used for the ESC commands support these two additional targets:
• Vector2D: The target is a position described by the given vector
• An array of Vector2D objects: The target is the average of all items of the array
Follow targets are only nodes that have been set to be “movable”.

6.4 Transitions
Some commands support transtions. These can make use of different types of animation interpolations.
The transitions that are supported are the names of the values used in the TransitionType enum of the Tween type.
When specifying the TransitionType, leave off the TRANS_ prefix for any such parameters.
:: Tween type https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

WRITING DIALOGS

Dialogs are an essential part of narrative games. Whether it’s about world building, fleshing out characters or presenting
puzzles, dialogs are usually found in every narrative game.
Escoria supports a feature-rich dialog system integrated in the ESC language.

7.1 Dialog concept
Dialogs in Escoria are based on two parts:
• The say command to display text, show speech animations and play voice files for a character
• A dialog chooser that displays a list of options for the player to choose while engaged in a dialog.

7.2 A simple dialog
The following code from an ESC script attached to a character called “worker” shows a simple dialog:
#1
:talk
say player "Hello!"
say worker "How can I help you?"
#2
?
#3
- "I sell fine leather jackets."
say worker "Aha. Well, I don't like leather."
stop
#4
- "Can you tell me where the train station is?"
say
say
say
say
say

worker
player
worker
player
worker

"Sure. You just go right, then right."
"Okay?"
"Then right and then right."
"Aha?"
"And then you ask somebody else."
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

stop
#5
!

Hint: The lines marked with # are simply comments and are not required for the dialog.
Let’s break it down.
• The ESC event starts at #1. The player uses the “talk” verb. The dialog starts with two say commands that will
display the specified text for the player and the worker respectively.
• At #2 the dialog chooser is introduced by a single “?” on its own line.
• #3 and #4 show the different available options for the dialog. They will both be displayed on screen and the player
can select from one of them. An option starts with a “-” along with the text that should be displayed. Depending
on the chosen option, the respective say commands are played, creating a complete dialog.
• The line at #5 concludes the dialog chooser; it is a single “!” on its own line.

7.3 Conditional options
Like every command in ESC, conditions can also be added to dialog options to only show them under specific conditions.
Conditions are a comma-separated list enclosed in brackets and appear after the option.
(...)
?
- "Can you tell me where the train station is?" [!knows_way]
(...)
In this example, the option will only be shown if the global state “knows_way” is either false or isn’t set. The developer
can set the state to true once the player knows the way to the train station so they don’t ask for directions again.
Hint: See the ESC reference </scripting/z_esc_reference#conditions> for details about conditions.

7.4 Recorded Speech
Escoria features voice support as well.
To use it, every line that should support a voice file requires an additional text key (i.e. a name, followed by a colon,
followed by the text to say), like this:
say player worker_hello:"Hello!"
The name of the audio file serves as a key for the say command so it knows which audio file to play. The name of the
file (without any extension) must be the same as the key. As an example, the above say command would play the audio
file “worker_hello.mp3” (or any other supported audio format file like “worker_hello.ogg”).
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Hint: It is very important to ensure that any audio speech files are imported into Godot with the import flag loop set
to false. If loop is set to true, in certain conditions (such as changing the sound volume while a speech audio file is
being played), Escoria’s speech player will loop the speech even if the line has already been spoken.
To configure this, select the audio files in Godot editor’s Filesystem. In the Import panel, untick the loop import
parameter and click the Reimport button.

Hint: Once you add a key to the say command’s text parameter, the text in quotes will be ignored. Escoria will instead
use Godot’s translation system to determine the text (translated and non-translated) to display. As the command requires
some text inside the quotes to be valid, it is recommended you use the original text so you know what text the label
refers to.

The audio formats that Godot supports are listed here : https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/tutorials/assets_pipeline/importing_audio_
files
Escoria uses a configuration parameter to specify where in your directory structure to find your game’s audio files.
This setting can be found in Project/Project Settings/Escoria/Sound/Speech Folder. Set this to a location appropriate
for your game - e.g. res://game/speech.
See https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/scripting/z_esc_reference.html#say-player-text-type-api-doc for further details on the say command.

7.5 Translations
The
detail
below
is
only
a
high-level
overview
of
Internationalization
support
in
Godot.
For
more
information,
please
see
Godot’s
translation
documentation
https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/tutorials/i18n/internationalizing_games.html

7.5.1 Creating text translations
Escoria takes advantage of Godot’s built-in translation functionality for providing language support. Translation information is found in Godot’s Project/Project Settings/Localization menu (text in Translations, audio in Remaps).
Text translation relies on CSV files, an example of which is::
keys,en,es ROOM1_greeting,”Hello, friend!”,”Hola, amigo!”
Once the CSV file containing the translation text has been created, use Godot’s importer to import it (under
Project/Project Settings/Localization/Tranlations/Add).

For further details on creating and importing translations see https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/tutorials/assets_pipeline/importing_tr
Godot’s built-in translation features: https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/tutorials/i18n/internationalizing_games.html

7.5. Translations
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7.5.2 Using text translations in your game
The key (“ROOM1_greeting” in the above example) is used in the say script command to tell Escoria which translation
to look for. Place this key with a colon prior to the text in your script file:
:look
say player ROOM1_greeting:"Hello, friend!"

Hint: Once you add a key to the say command’s text parameter, the text in quotes will be ignored. Escoria will instead
use Godot’s translation system to determine the text (translated and non-translated) to display. As the command requires
some text inside the quotes to be valid, it is recommended you use the original text so you know what text the label
refers to.

7.5.3 Creating audio translations
Create your audio files to match the ones in the game’s original language. Store these files in the same location as your
original recordings.
While the files can be called whatever you like, keeping the same name as the original file and adding a language
identifier is an easy way to keep track of your files. e.g. A file called hello.ogg might have matching files called
hello_de.ogg for the German translation, and hello_fr.ogg for the French.

7.5.4 Using audio translations in your game
The
following
is
a
high-level
overview
of
the
language
remapping
functionality
provided
by
Godot.
For
more
in-depth
documentation,
please
see
https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/tutorials/i18n/internationalizing_games.html?highlight=remaps#localizingresources
Godot provides a mechanism to map files between the different languages you provide for your game. The mapping
function can be found under Project/Project Settings/Localization/Remaps.
Use the Add button in the Resources part of the window, choosing the audio file you wish to provide a translation for
(e.g. hello.ogg). Once you’ve added the file, highlight it, and use the Add button in the Remaps by Locale section of
the window. In the file browser that appears, find the matching audio file in the new language (e.g. hello_fr.ogg). Next
to this file, use the Locale pulldown menu to tell Godot what language that file features. Add more remaps if you are
supporting additional languages.
Repeat this process for every source file and every translated version you have for it.

7.5.5 Changing the language being used by your game
How the player chooses the language they wish to play your game in is entirely up to you. You may provide them with
flags or a pulldown menu, for example, to choose from as part of your game menu. Once a language has been chosen,
your game menu needs to run the following commands to tell Godot to use the selected language:
TranslationServer.set_locale(language)
escoria.settings["text_lang"] = language
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7.6 Dialog presentation
Displaying lines on screen or presenting options to the player is the task of “Dialog managers”. Escoria supports custom
dialog managers using Godot addons and provides a very simple stock dialog manager to get users started.
Hint: More information about creating custom dialog managers can be found in this document

7.6. Dialog presentation
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

COMMON ESCORIA NODES

To make games in Escoria it’s handy to understand the relationship between Godot’s Scenes and nodes. These are
documented here https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/getting_started/step_by_step/nodes_and_scenes.html#nodes
Every location the game character can go to in the game will be its own Godot scene, and each of these scenes is referred
to as an Escoria room. An Escoria room might be a bedroom or bathroom, but might also be the roadway on a bridge
or a forrest clearing. All the objects in the room are Godot nodes.
There are several different types of Godot nodes. Their names and a brief overview of their uses is detailed below. For
further information on each configurable parameter for each node, what it is and what it is used for, see the associated
API page.
Hint: Where an API page says Extends: <sometype>, this means that the particular Escoria node has inherited all
the features of the node type “sometype” and builds on them. Any additional features it has will be described in the
“Property Description” of the node on the API page.)
For example, ESCRoom extends Node2D. This means it has all of Node2D’s features, like a “position” and a “scale”.
The API page also tells you in its “Property Description” that it has (among other things) an associated “player_scene”
and “camera_limits” which can be configured.
Most node types referenced in the API are intended to be used internally by Escoria. The ones of most use to game
makers are :

8.1 ESCRoom
An ESCRoom is the root node of your room scene. This is responsible for telling Escoria which character you’ll control
in the room, the script to use to configure the room before use, and the area of the room the camera is allowed to see.

8.2 ESCItem
An ESCitem is an object that the player can interact with in some way, a window or a phone for example. You associate
an Escoria script with the item to tell Escoria what to do when the player interacts with the object (what happens when
they “look at” or “use” the object, for example).
An ESCItem is accessible in Escoria scripts by the name provided in the Global ID field. This name should be unique
to your whole game.
You will typically assign a few child nodes to each ESCItem.
• Sprite / Animated Sprite : This is an image of the object that will be displayed on the screen for the player.
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• CollisionPolygon2D : This is a shape that tells Escoria when the mouse is over the object. Set this up to cover
the Sprite.
• ESCLocation : If you make an ESCLocation the child of an ESCItem, when you interact with the item the character will automatically walk to this position to perform the interaction. As an example, place an ESCLocation
underneath a “window” ESCItem and the player will walk to the window when you “look” at it.

8.3 ESCBackground
This is the background image for your room. ESCItem`s will be drawn over the top of this. Assign the background
image for the room to the `ESCBackground’s “texture”

8.4 ESCTerrain
An ESCTerrain tells Escoria where in the scene the character is allowed to walk. When clicking within the game
window, the character will automatically walk to the clicked spot (or as close to it as it can) while staying within the
terrain.
The game allows for multiple terrains to be configured, but only one can be active at a time. A good use for multiple
terrains would be a hallway with a closed door in the middle. The initial terrain would cover the floor on the side of
the hallway where the player currently stood up to the doorway. This would allow the player to walk up to the door, but
not pass through or beyond it.
A second terrain would include the area covered by the inital terrain, as well as the floor through the doorway and the
far side of the hallway.
In the script attached to the door ESCItem, when the player opens the door, you would disable the first terrain and enable
the second, allowing the game character to walk through the entire hallway.
Terrains are a NavigationPolygonInstance node and are referenced in code by their name rather than a Global ID.

8.5 ESCLocation
An ESCLocation is a location within your game that the character will walk to under certain conditions.
• You may use a scripted walk command to force the character to walk to a certain location. This is handy for
cutscenes as part of telling your game’s story.
• If the ESCLocation is a child of an ESCItem, the character will automatically walk to the location when you
interact with the item.
• If you call an ESCLocation “player_start”, Escoria will automatically place the player there when it loads a room
(unless otherwise instructed by the script attached to the ESCRoom).
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8.6 ESCExit
An “exit” to your room (i.e. the method by which your player moves from one ESCRoom to the next) can be made by
enabling the “Is Exit” option on an ESCItem. This, however, requires an associated script to be created and attached
telling Escoria how to interact with the ESCItem (exit).
For an exit that is just an exit and doesn’t require any scripting, use an ESCExit. All that it requires to be configured to
make it work are the “target_scene” to change to and, optionally, a “switch sound” (the sound to play when changing
rooms).

8.6. ESCExit
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CHAPTER

NINE

ESCORIA SETTINGS

9.1 Review Escoria’s settings
When you open the Project Settings window and look below the parameters list in the General tab, you can find an
Escoria section with 5 settings categories which we’ll review in detail in the following sub-sections:
• Main
• Debug
• Ui
• Sound
• Platform

9.1.1 Main
Allows you to set some base settings, paths, and the version number of your game.
This category defines the following settings:
Setting
Game
version
Start
game
script
Force quit
Command
directories
Text lang
Voice
lang
Savegames
path
Settings
path

Description
The version of your game. This setting is important for savegame management between your game
versions.
The ESC script that Escoria will run immediately when you start the game.
(unused) Defines whether Godot will force quit the game on a closing attempt.
Array of paths containing the ESC scripting language commands. If you need to define one or more
custom ESC commands, you must put their implementations in a folder of your project and append
this path to this array.
Game base text language’s ICU code
Game base voice language’s ICU code
Path to the savegames’ folder. Defaults to user://saves/
Path to user’s settings. Defaults to user://
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9.1.2 Debug
Allows you to define the behavior of Godot when Escoria triggers an error or a warning, as well as the log level.
This category defines the following settings:
Setting
Terminate on warnings
Terminate on errors
Development lang
Log level

Description
If checked, execution will stop when a warning is logged by Escoria
If checked, execution will stop when an error is logged by Escoria
Game development language’s ICU code
Log level (can be INFO, WARNING or ERROR)

9.1.3 UI
Allows you to define the paths to scenes required by Escoria to run correctly. These scenes have to be created by the
game developer.
This category defines the following settings:
Setting
Tooltip follows mouse
Default dialog scene
Game scene
Inventory Items path
Dialogs chooser

Description
If checked, the tooltip is not fixed to the UI and will instead follow the mouse cursor
Path to the default scene to be used as the dialog scene
Path to the Game scene
Path to the folder containing inventory items for the game
Path to the dialog chooser scene

9.1.4 Sound
Allows you to define the base volumes for each sound channel managed by Escoria.
This category defines the following settings:
Setting
Music volume
Sfx volume
Speech
volume
Master
volume
Speech
enabled
Speech
folder
Speech
extension
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Description
Default volume of the music (float between 0 and 1)
Default volume of the sound (float between 0 and 1)
Default volume of the speech (float between 0 and 1)
Default master volume (float between 0 and 1)
If true, Escoria will attempt to find speech for each encountered dialog key
Folder to the speech files
File extension of speech files. Must be a resource type that can be imported by Godot, either natively
or through an import plugin
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9.1.5 Platform
Allows you to define some specific behaviors for cache management (regarding resource loading), for desktop and
mobile.
This category defines the following settings:
Setting
Skip cache
Skip
cache.mobile

Description
If true, Escoria will not use the cache memory to load resources (on desktop)
If true, Escoria will not use the cache memory to load resources (on mobile devices where memory
is usually lower or restricted)

9.1. Review Escoria’s settings
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CHAPTER

TEN

ESC LANGUAGE REFERENCE

10.1 Variables
See Global flags.

10.2 Objects
10.2.1 Global IDs
All objects in the game have a global ID which is used to identify them in commands. The ID is configured in the
object’s scene.

10.2.2 States
Each object can have a “state”. This state is stored in the global state of the game and as part of a savegame. The
object’s state is set when the scene is instanced.
States are most commonly used to execute an animation. Where an animation in the object’s scene has the same name
as a state being set, the animation is run when that state is set.
An example for where you might want to use states might be: If your game has a blank canvas and you “use” some
paint on it to paint a picture, setting the state to “painted” would play the corresponding animation which would set the
canvas graphic to the “painted” version. When the game is saved, the “painted” state of the canvas would be stored, so
on reload the “painted” rather than the blank image would be shown.
For bg_sound and bg_music objects, the state also represents the music or sound that is currently running.

10.2.3 Active objects
Objects can be either active or inactive. Inactive objects are hidden and not clickable.
Item activity is also handled as a special case of global flags. If the check starts with a/, like a/elaine, you’re checking
if “elaine” is active.
:ready
> [!a/elaine]
say player player_no_elaine_yet:"It would appear Elaine hasn't arrived yet."
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10.2.4 Interactive objects
If you have an object that only blocks the terrain and is something you can move behind, you probably don’t want to
bother with interaction areas and tooltip texts. In this case, just set is_interactive to false and the item will not
be checked for interactions. Its mouse events won’t be connected, either.

10.3 Global flags
Global flags (also known as game variables) define the state of the game and can be true/false, a number, or a string.
All commands and groups can be conditionally set based on the value of a global flag.
Global flags are, as the name implies, global, and continue to survive after leaving the room where they are created/set.
This means that a value set early in your game is still able to be queried many rooms later.
Global flags can be created anywhere in an Escoria script as needed using the set_global command. They don’t need
to be declared in advance.
set_global <global name> <global value>
e.g. set_global number_of_keys_found 3
By default a flag will return false if you haven’t declared or defined it. This feature allows for code like the below–that
configures a room–to be executed the first time the room is visited, but won’t be run again should the player return to
the room.
:ready
> [!room1_visited]
# Set room1_visited variable so this code runs only once
set_global room1_visited true
# Play the window's sunrise animation
anim window play_sunrise_effect
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10.3.1 Inventory
The inventory is handled as a special case of global flags. All flags with a name starting with i/ are considered to be
an inventory object with the inventory object’s global ID following. Example:
# Waits for 5 seconds if the player has the key in its inventory
wait 5 [i/key]

10.4 Events
All ESC scripts are divided into a series of events which in turn run commands or dialogs.
To use an event in your script, specify the name of the event preceded by a colon. All commands following the event
identifier are considered part of that event until another event is defined in the same script file.
:push
say player "I pushed the door."
say player "It didn't do anything."
# A new ("pull") event starts here
:pull
say player "The door is now open"

10.4.1 Built-in events
Some events are hard-coded into Escoria. The ones that are “internal engine use only” are
• print
• load
• room_selector
• transition_in
• transition_out
Events that are considered “for game developer use” are
• init : Run first as part of your primary Escoria game script. This is where you would place the commands for a
company logo cutscene.
• exit_scene : Will be called when “Is Exit” is enabled on an ESCItem and the player “uses” that item. You might
play a closing door sound here for example.
• newgame : This is what is called when “Start Game” is chosen from your menu. The main use would be to have
a change_scene command here to load your first game room.
• setup : This runs first as part of loading a room. Anything coded here will happen before the room is visible (i.e.
before the “transition in”).
• ready : These are commands that will run when a room loads, after it becomes visible (i.e. once “:setup”
completes and after the “transition in”).
An example of how you might initialize a room is:

10.4. Events
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:setup
teleport player door1 [eq ESC_LAST_SCENE scene1]
teleport player door2 [eq ESC_LAST_SCENE scene2]
This will teleport the player to the appropriate point in the scene (the ESCLocation “door1” or “door2”) depending on
the last visited scene. The last visited scene is stored in the special global state ESC_LAST_SCENE.

10.4.2 Plugin Events
Any plugins you use may define their own events that you can script actions for. The sample user interfaces, for example,
include events for look and use. If you are using the 9-verb interface and click the look button followed by an object,
then any code inside the :look event in that object’s script will be run.

10.4.3 User-created events
You can create an event with any name you like (though avoiding event names Escoria already uses, e.g. init, is
suggested to avoid bugs and/or confusion.)
Most of the time you’ll define events as part of creating your UI (e.g. you might create a nose icon and attach it to a
“sniff” event). See https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/advanced/create_ui.html#verbs for further details.

10.4.4 Event flags
Events understand a series of flags. The flags that are currently implemented include the following:
• TK stands for “telekinetic”: The player won’t walk over to an item before saying a line of dialog
• NO_TT stands for “No tooltip”: The tooltip is hidden for the duration of the event
• NO_UI stands for “No User Interface”: The UI is hidden for the duration of the event. Useful for when you want
something to look like a cutscene but don’t want to disable input for skipping dialog.
• NO_SAVE disables saving: Use this in cutscenes and anywhere a badly-timed autosave would leave your game in
a messed-up state.
Specify a flag using the event name, a pipe character, and then the flag. For example:
:look | TK
say current_player "I don't see anything unusual about it."

10.5 Commands
Commands consist of a single word followed by some parameters. Parameters can be a single word or a string in quotes.
# one parameter "player", another parameter "hello world"
say player "hello world"
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10.5.1 Conditions
In order to run a command depending on the value of a flag, use [] with a list of comma-separated conditions. All
conditions in this list must be true. Placing the character ! before a flag can be used to negate that flag.
Example:
# runs the command only if the door_open flag is true
say player "The door is open" [door_open]
# runs the group only if door_open is false and i/key is true
> [!door_open,i/key]
say player "The door is close, maybe I can try this key in my inventory"
Additionally, there is a set of comparison operators for use with global integers: eq, gt and lt, all of which can be
negated. Example:
# runs the command only if the value of pieces_of_eight is greater than 5
set_state inv_pieces_of_eight money_bag [gt pieces_of_eight 5]

10.5.2 Groups
Commands can be grouped using the character > to start a group and incrementing the indentation of the commands
that belong to the group. Example:
>
set_global door_open true
anim player pick_up
# end of group
Groups can also use conditions:
# Present the key if the player already has it
> [i/key]
say player "I got the key!"
anim player show_key

10.5.3 Blocking
Some commands will block execution of the event until they finish; others won’t. See the command reference for details
on which commands block.

10.5.4 List of commands
10.5.5 accept_input [type] API-Doc
Sets how much input the game is to accept. This allows for cut scenes in which dialogue can be skipped (if [type] is
set to SKIP), and ones where it can’t (if [type] is set to NONE).
Parameters
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• type: Type of inputs to accept (ALL) ALL: Accept all types of user input SKIP: Accept skipping dialogues but
nothing else NONE: Deny all inputs (including opening menus)
Warning: SKIP and NONE also disable autosaves.
Warning: The type of user input accepted will persist even after the current event has ended. Remember to reset the
input type at the end of cut-scenes!

10.5.6 anim_block object name [reverse] API-Doc
Executes the animation specified in “name” on “object” while blocking other events from starting. The next command
in the event will be executed when the animation is finished playing.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object with the animation
• name: Name of the animation to play
• reverse: Plays the animation in reverse when true

10.5.7 anim object name [reverse] API-Doc
Executes the animation specified in “name” on “object” without blocking. The next command in the event will be
executed immediately after the animation is started.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object with the animation
• name: Name of the animation to play
• reverse: Plays the animation in reverse when true

10.5.8 camera_push_block target [time] [type] API-Doc
Pushes (moves) the camera so it points at a specific target. If the camera was following a target (like the player)
previously, it will no longer follow this target. Blocks until the command completes.
Make sure the target is reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• target: Global ID of the ESCItem to push the camera to. ESCItems have a “camera_node” property that
can be set to point to a node (usually an ESCLocation node). If the “camera_node” property is empty,
camera_push_block will point the camera at the ESCItems location. If however, the ESCItem has its “camera_node” property set, the command will instead point the camera at the node referenced by the ESCItems
“camera_node” property.
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take (default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix).
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
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10.5.9 camera_push target [time] [type] API-Doc
Pushes (moves) the camera so it points at a specific target. If the camera was following a target (like the player)
previously, it will no longer follow this target.
Make sure the target is reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• target: Global ID of the ESCItem to push the camera to. ESCItems have a “camera_node” property that can be
set to point to a node (usually an ESCLocation node). If the “camera_node” property is empty, camera_push
will point the camera at the ESCItems location. If however, the ESCItem has its “camera_node” property set,
the command will instead point the camera at the node referenced by the ESCItems “camera_node” property.
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take (default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix):
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.10 camera_set_limits camlimits_id API-Doc
Limits the current camera’s movement to a limit defined in the ESCRoom‘s definition. A limit is defined as an upper-left
(x, y) coordinate, a width and a height that the camera must stay within. Multiple limits can be defined for a room,
allowing for new areas to be seen once they have been ‘unlocked’.
Parameters
• camlimits_id: Index of the camera limit defined in the camera limits list of the current ESCRoom
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.11 camera_set_pos_block time x y API-Doc
Moves the camera to the given absolute position over a time period. Blocks until the command completes.
Make sure the coordinates are reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take
• x: Target X coordinate
• “y*: Target Y coordinate
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
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10.5.12 camera_set_pos time x y API-Doc
Moves the camera to the given absolute position over a time period.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take
• x: Target X coordinate
• “y*: Target Y coordinate
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.13 camera_set_target_block time object API-Doc
Configures the camera to follow the specified target object (ESCItem) as it moves around the current room. The
transition to focus on the object will happen over a time period. Blocks until the command completes.
The camera will move as close as it can if camera limits have been configured and the object is at coordinates that
are not reachable.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take to move the camera to follow object
• object: Global ID of the target object
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.14 camera_set_target time object API-Doc
Configures the camera to follow the specified target object as it moves around the current room. The transition to
focus on the object will happen over a time period.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take to move the camera to follow object
• object: Global ID of the target object
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.15 camera_set_zoom_block magnitude [time] API-Doc
Zooms the camera in/out to the desired magnitude. Values larger than ‘1’ zoom the camera out while smaller values
zoom in. These values are relative to the default zoom value of ‘1’, not the current value. As such, while using a value
of ‘0.5’ would double the size of the graphics, running the same command again would result in no change. The zoom
will happen over the given time period. Blocks until the command completes.
Zoom operations might not be as smooth as desired if the requested zoom level results in an edge of the camera meeting
any defined camera limits.
Parameters
• magnitude: Magnitude of zoom
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
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10.5.16 camera_set_zoom magnitude [time] API-Doc
Zooms the camera in/out to the desired magnitude. Values larger than ‘1’ zoom the camera out while smaller values
zoom in. These values are relative to the default zoom value of ‘1’, not the current value. As such, while using a value
of ‘0.5’ would double the size of the graphics, running the same command again would result in no change. The zoom
will happen over the given time period.
Parameters
• magnitude: Magnitude of zoom
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.17 camera_set_zoom_height_block pixels [time] API-Doc
Zooms the camera in/out so it occupies the given height in pixels. Blocks until the command completes.
Parameters
• pixels: Target height in pixels (integer values only)
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.18 camera_set_zoom_height pixels [time] API-Doc
Zooms the camera in/out so it occupies the given height in pixels.
Parameters
• pixels: Target height in pixels
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.19 camera_shift_block x y [time] [type] API-Doc
Shifts the camera by the given horizontal and vertical amounts relative to the current location. Blocks until the command
completes.
Make sure the destination coordinates are reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• x: Shift by x pixels along the x-axis
• y: Shift by y pixels along the y-axis
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
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Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix).
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.20 camera_shift x y [time] [type] API-Doc
Shifts the camera by the given horizontal and vertical amounts relative to the current location.
Parameters
• x: Shift by x pixels along the x-axis
• y: Shift by y pixels along the y-axis
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix):
https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera

10.5.21 change_scene path [enable_automatic_transition] [run_events]
Doc

API-

Switches the game from the current scene to another scene. Use this to move the player to a new room when they walk
through an unlocked door, for example.
Parameters
• path: Path of the new scene
• enable_automatic_transition: Automatically transition to the new scene (default: true)
• run_events: Run the standard ESC events of the new scene (default: true)

10.5.22 custom object node func_name [params...] API-Doc
Executes the specified Godot function. This function must be in a script attached to a child node of a registered
ESCItem.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the target ESCItem
• node: Name of the child node of the target ESCItem
• func_name: Name of the function to be called
• params: Any arguments to be passed to the function (array and object parameters are not supported). Multiple
parameters can be passed by simply passing them in as additional arguments separated by spaces, e.g. custom
the_object the_node the_function arg1 arg2 arg3
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10.5.23 dec_global name value API-Doc
Subtract the given value from the specified global.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global to be changed
• value: Value to be subtracted (default: 1)

10.5.24 enable_terrain node_name API-Doc
Enables the ESCTerrain‘s NavigationPolygonInstance specified by the given node name. It will also disable the
previously-activated NavigationPolygonInstance. Use this to change where the player can walk, allowing them to
walk into the next room once a door has been opened, for example.
Parameters
• node_name: Name of the NavigationPolygonInstance node to activate

10.5.25 hide_menu menu_type [enable_automatic_transition] API-Doc
Hides either the main menu or the pause menu. The enable_automatic_transition parameter can be used to specify if
Escoria manages the graphical transition for you or not. Setting enable_automatic_transition to false allows you
to manage the transition effect for your room as it transitions in and out. Place a transition command in the room’s
setup event to manage the look of the transition in, and in the room’s exit_scene event to manage the look of the
transition out.
Parameters
• menu_type: Which menu to hide. Can be either main or pause (default: main)
• enable_automatic_transition: Whether to automatically transition from the menu (default: false)

10.5.26 inc_global name value API-Doc
Adds the given value to the specified global.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global to be changed
• value: Value to be added (default: 1)

10.5.27 inventory_add item API-Doc
Adds an item to the inventory. If the player is picking up an object, you may want to use this command in conjunction
with the set_active command so that the object ‘disappears’ from the scene as it’s added to the inventory.
Parameters
• item: Global ID of the ESCItem to add to the inventory
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10.5.28 inventory_remove item API-Doc
Removes an item from the inventory. You may wish to use this command in conjuction with the set_active command
to show an item in the scene, simulating placing the item somewhere, for example.
Parameters
• item: Global ID of the ESCItem to remove from the inventory

10.5.29 play_snd file [player] API-Doc
Plays the specified sound without blocking the currently running event.
Parameters
• file: Sound file to play
• player: Sound player to use. Can either be _sound, which is used to play non- looping sound effects; _music,
which plays looping music; or _speech, which plays non-looping voice files (default: _sound)

10.5.30 print string API-Doc
Prints a message to the Godot debug window. Use this for debugging game state.
Parameters
• string: The string to log

10.5.31 queue_event object event [channel] [block] API-Doc
Queue an event to run.
If you queue multiple events on a channel and none of them are blocking events, all events will effectively run at the
same time. As the events are placed on the channel’s queue, if one event contains a blocking command, the next event
on that channel’s queue won’t be processed until the blocking command finishes.
Parameters
• object: Object that holds the ESC script with the event
• event: Name of the event to queue
• channel: Channel to run the event on (default: _front). Using a previously unused channel name will create a
new channel.
• block: Whether to wait for the queue to finish. This is only possible, if the queued event is not to be run on the
same event as this command (default: false)
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10.5.32 queue_resource path [front_of_queue] API-Doc
Queues the loading of the given resource into the resource cache.
Parameters
• path: Path of the resource to cache
• front_of_queue: Whether to put the resource at the front of the queue in order to load it as soon as possible
(default: false)

10.5.33 rand_global name max_value API-Doc
Sets the given global to a random integer between 0 and max_value (inclusive). e.g. Setting max_value to 2 could
result in ‘0’, ‘1’ or ‘2’ being returned.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global to set
• max_value: Maximum possible integer value (inclusive) (default: 1)

10.5.34 repeat API-Doc
Makes the current script loop back to the start. Currently the only way to exit the loop is via the stop command which
will stop the script completely.

10.5.35 say player text [type] API-Doc
Displays the specified string as dialog spoken by the player. This command blocks further event execution until the
dialog has finished being ‘said’ (either as displayed text or as audible speech from a file).
Global variables can be substituted into the text by wrapping the global name in braces. e.g. say player “I have
{coin_count} coins remaining”.
Parameters
• player
[Global ID of the ESCPlayer or ESCItem object that is active.] You can specify current_player in
order to refer to the currently active player, e.g. in cases where multiple players are playable such as in
games like Maniac Mansion or Day of the Tentacle.
• text: Text to display.
• type: Dialog type to use. One of floating or avatar. (default: the value set in the setting “Escoria/UI/Default
Dialog Type”)
The text supports translation keys by prepending the key followed by a colon (:) to the text. For more details see:
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/getting_started/dialogs.html#translations
Playing an audio file while the text is being displayed is also supported by this mechanism. For more details see:
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/getting_started/dialogs.html#recorded_speech
Example: say player ROOM1_PICTURE:"Picture's looking good."
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10.5.36 sched_event time object event API-Doc
Schedules an event to run at a later time.
If another event is already running when the scheduled event is supposed to start, execution of the scheduled event
begins when the already-running event ends.
Parameters
• time: Time in seconds until the scheduled event starts
• object: Global ID of the ESCItem that holds the ESC script
• event: Name of the event to schedule

10.5.37 set_active object active API-Doc
Changes the “active” state of the object. Inactive objects are invisible in the room.
Parameters
• object Global ID of the object
• active Whether object should be active. active can be true or false.

10.5.38 set_active_if_exists object active API-Doc
*** FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY *
Changes the “active” state of the object in the current room if it currently exists in the object manager. If it doesn’t,
then, unlike set_active, we don’t fail and we just carry on.
Inactive objects are invisible in the room.
Parameters
• object Global ID of the object
• active Whether object should be active. active can be true or false.

10.5.39 set_angle object target_degrees [wait] API-Doc
Turns a movable ESCItem or ESCPlayer to face a given target direction.
Angles 0 and 360 are the same and correspond to UP/NORTH, 90 is RIGHT/EAST, 180 is DOWN/SOUTH, 270 is
LEFT/WEST etc. The rotation direction will be determined by the shortest path - e.g. rotating from facing up (0
degrees) to left (270) will be a 90 degree turn anti-clockwise rather than a 270 degree clockwise turn.
The final animation used is determined by the directions which have been configured for the object. If the item has a
direction configured which has been drawn to show it facing to the right, and this direction has been defined to cover
the angle from 45 to 135 degrees, setting the target angle to 120 degrees will result in the right-facing animation being
used.
The number of intermediate animations shown while turning the item will depend on the directions specified in the
item’s definition. A 16 direction character will turn through 8 different directions to turn 180 degrees, a 4 direction
character only 2. The wait time will determine how long the idle animation for each direction is played before using
the next direction’s animation. As such, if wait was set to 1 second, a 16 direction character would take 8 seconds to
turn 180 degrees, a 4 direction character would take 2 seconds.
Parameters
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• object: Global ID of the object to turn
• target_degrees: Number of degrees by which object is to be turned
• wait: Number of seconds to wait for while playing each animation occurring between the current angle of object
and the target angle. A value of 0 will complete the turn immediately (default: 0)

10.5.40 set_animations object animations API-Doc
Sets the animation resource for the given ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object whose animation resource is to be updated
• animations: The path of the animation resource to use

10.5.41 set_global name value [force=false] API-Doc
Changes the value of a global.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global
• value: Value to set the global to (can be of type string, boolean, integer or float)
• force: if false, setting a global whose name is reserved will trigger an error. Defaults to false. Reserved globals are: ESC_LAST_SCENE, FORCE_LAST_SCENE_NULL, ANIMATION_RESOURCES,
ESC_CURRENT_SCENE

10.5.42 set_globals pattern value API-Doc
Changes the value of multiple globals using a wildcard pattern, where * matches zero or more arbitrary characters and
? matches any single character except a period (“.”).
Parameters
• pattern: Pattern to use to match the names of the globals to change
• value: Value to set (can be of type string, boolean, integer or float)

10.5.43 set_gui_visible visible API-Doc
Show or hide the GUI.
Parameters
• visible: Whether the GUI should be visible (true or false)
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10.5.44 set_interactive object interactive API-Doc
Sets whether an object is interactive.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to change
• interactive: Whether the object should be interactive

10.5.45 set_speed object speed API-Doc
Sets the speed of a ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem
• speed: Speed value for object in pixels per second.

10.5.46 set_state object state [immediate] API-Doc
Changes the state of object to the one specified. This command is primarily used to play animations.
If the specified object’s associated animation player has an animation with the same name, that animation is also played.
When the “state” of the object is set - for example, a door may be set to a “closed” state - this plays the matching “close”
animation if one exists (to show the door closing in the game). When you re-enter the room (via a different entry), or
restore a saved game, the state of the door object will be restored - showing the door as a closed door.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object whose state is to be changed
• immediate: If an animation for the state exists, specifies whether it is to skip to the last frame. Can be true or
false.

10.5.47 show_menu menu_type [enable_automatic_transition] API-Doc
Shows either the main menu or the pause menu. The enable_automatic_transition parameter can be used to specify if
Escoria manages the graphical transition to the menu or not. Setting enable_automatic_transition to false allows
you to manage the transition effect for your menu as it transitions in and out. Place a transition command in the
menu’s setup event to manage the look of the transition in, and in the menu’s exit_scene event to manage the look
of the transition out.
Parameters
• menu_type: Which menu to show. Can be either main or pause (default: main)
• enable_automatic_transition: Whether to automatically transition to the menu (default: false)
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10.5.48 slide_block object target [speed] API-Doc
Moves object towards the position of target. This command is blocking.
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• speed: The speed at which to slide in pixels per second (will default to the speed configured on the object)
Warning This command does not respect the room’s navigation polygons, so object can be moved even when outside
walkable areas.

10.5.49 slide object target [speed] API-Doc
Moves object towards the position of target. This command is non-blocking.
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• speed: The speed at which to slide in pixels per second (will default to the speed configured on the object)
Warning This command does not respect the room’s navigation polygons, so object can be moved even when outside
walkable areas.

10.5.50 spawn identifier path [is_active] [position_target] API-Doc
Programmatically adds a new item to the scene.
Parameters
• identifier: Global ID to use for the new object
• path: Path to the scene file of the object
• is_active: Whether the new object should be set to active (default: true)
• position_target: Global ID of another object that will be used to position the new object (when omitted, the new
object’s position is not specified)

10.5.51 stop API-Doc
Stops the current event’s execution. Note that this will stop the current script entirely - if you’re within a conditional
block, the code after the conditional block will not be executed.

10.5.52 stop_snd [audio_bus] API-Doc
Stops the given audio bus’s stream.
By default there are 3 audio buses set up by Escoria : _sound, which is used to play non-looping sound effects; _music,
which plays looping music; and _speech, which plays non-looping voice files (default: _music).
Each simultaneous sound (e.g. multiple game sound effects) will require its own bus. To create additional buses, see
the Godot sound documentation : Audio buses
Parameters
• audio_bus: Bus to stop (“_sound”, “_music”, “_speech”, or a custom audio bus you have created.)
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10.5.53 teleport object target API-Doc
Instantly moves an object to a new position.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the object to use as the destination coordinates for object

10.5.54 teleport_pos object x y API-Doc
Instantly moves an object to the specified (absolute) coordinates.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• x: X-coordinate of destination position
• y: Y-coordinate of destination position

10.5.55 transition transition_name mode [delay] API-Doc
Runs a transition effect - generally used when entering or leaving a room. Transitions are implemented as Godot
shaders. Custom transitions can be made by creating a shader in the game/scenes/transitions/shaders/ folder
within the escoria-core plugin folder.
Parameters
• transition_name: Name of the transition shader from one of the transition directories
• mode: Set to in to transition into or out to transition out of the room
• delay: Delay in seconds before starting the transition (default: 1.0)

10.5.56 turn_to object object_to_face [wait] API-Doc
Turns object to face another object.
Unlike movement commands, turn_to will not automatically reference an ESCLocation that is a child of an
ESCItem. To turn towards an ESCLocation that is a child of an ESCItem, give the ESCLocation a Global ID
and use this value as the object_to_face parameter.
While turning, the number of directions the item faces will depend on the number of directions defined for the
object. A 16 direction character for example will display 8 directions of animation while turning to face an object that
is 180 degrees away, a 4 direction character would only face 2 directions to make the same turn. As the idle animation
will be played for wait seconds for each direction the object faces, a 16 direction character would take 8 seconds to
rotate 180 degrees with a 1 second wait time, whereas a 4 direction character would only take 2 seconds to make the
same rotation.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to be turned
• object_to_face: Global ID of the object to turn towards
• wait: Length of time to wait in seconds for each intermediate angle. If set to 0, the turnaround is immediate
(default: 0)
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10.5.57 wait seconds API-Doc
Blocks execution of the current event.
Parameters
• seconds: Number of seconds to block

10.5.58 walk_block object target [walk_fast] API-Doc
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the target ESCItem’s location while playing object‘s
walking animation. This command is blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default. If the
target ESCItem has a child ESCLocation node, the walk destination will be the position of the ESCLocation.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false). (default: false)

10.5.59 walk object target [walk_fast] API-Doc
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the target ESCItem’s location while playing object‘s
walking animation. This command is non-blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default. If the
target ESCItem has a child ESCLocation node, the walk destination will be the position of the ESCLocation.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false) (default: false)

10.5.60 walk_to_pos_block object x y [walk_fast] API-Doc
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the absolute coordinates provided while playing the object‘s
walking animation. This command is blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• x: X-coordinate of target position
• y: Y-coordinate of target position
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false). (default: false)
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10.5.61 walk_to_pos object x y [walk_fast] API-Doc
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the absolute coordinates provided while playing the object‘s
walking animation. This command is non-blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• x: X-coordinate of target position
• y: Y-coordinate of target position
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false). (default: false)

10.6 Dialogs
Dialogs are specified by writing ? with optional parameters, followed by a list of dialog options starting with -. Use !
to end the dialog.
The following parameters are available:
• avatar: The path to a scene displaying an avatar to be used in the UI. Defaults to no avatar. To set only the
parameters below, set this parameter’s value to • timeout: Time allowed to select an option. Default value 0. After the specified time has elapsed,
timeout_option will be selected automatically. If the value is 0, there is no timeout (i.e. no time limit to
select an option).
• timeout_option: Index of option selected when timeout is reached. Default value of 0. Index begins at 1.
Options support translation keys by prepending and separating them with a : from the rest of the text.
Example:
# character's "talk" event
:talk
# After 5 seconds default to the second option
? avatar 5 2
- MAP:"I'd like to buy a map." [!player_has_map]
say player "I'd like to buy a map"
say map_vendor "Do you know the secret code?"
?
- UNCLE_SVEN:"Uncle Sven sends regards."
say player "Uncle Sven sends regards."
>

[player_has_money]
say map_vendor "Here you go."
say player "Thanks!"
inventory_add map
set_global player_has_map true
stop

>

[!player_has_money]
say map_vendor "You can't afford it"
say player "I'll be back"
stop
(continues on next page)
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- "Nevermind"
say player "Nevermind"
stop
!
- "Nevermind"
say player "Nevermind"
stop
!

10.6. Dialogs
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

CREATE YOUR OWN DIALOG MANAGER

A dialog manager plugin is responsible for displaying text triggered by the say command and by selecting dialog
choices when Escoria runs an ESCDialog.
In both cases, Escoria supports a “type” which results in different views.
In the current stock dialog addon, for example, there’s a floating type and an avatar type. The floating type displays
text floating over the character’s sprite. The avatar type displays a dialog box with an avatar and the spoken text.
Note: Dialog choosers also support a type; however, this isn’t currently supported in the dialog statements of the ESC
language.

11.1 Initialization
The dialog plugin needs to register classes that extend the ESCDialogManager. This is done by adding the path to the
.gd files of the classes to the Escoria project setting escoria/ui/dialog_managers.
This can be done in the following way:
tool
extends EditorPlugin

const MANAGER_CLASS="res://addons/my_plugin/my_manager.gd"

# Register ourselves after setup
func _enter_tree() -> void:
call_deferred("_register") # 1

# Unregister ourselves
func _exit_tree() -> void:
_unregister() # 2

# Add ourselves to the list of dialog managers
func _register():
_unregister() # 3
var dialog_managers: Array = ProjectSettings.get_setting(
(continues on next page)
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"escoria/ui/dialog_managers"
)
dialog_managers.push_back(MANAGER_CLASS)
ProjectSettings.set_setting(
"escoria/ui/dialog_managers",
dialog_managers
)

# Remove ourselves from the list of dialog managers
func _unregister():
var dialog_managers = ProjectSettings.get_setting(
"escoria/ui/dialog_managers"
)
dialog_managers.erase(MANAGER_CLASS)
ProjectSettings.set_setting(
"escoria/ui/dialog_managers",
dialog_managers
)

# Register a new project setting if it hasn't been defined already
#
# #### Parameters
#
# - name: Name of the project setting
# - default: Default value
# - info: Property info for the setting
func _register_setting(name: String, default, info: Dictionary):
if not ProjectSettings.has_setting(name):
ProjectSettings.set_setting(
name,
default
)
info.name = name
ProjectSettings.add_property_info(info)
This script, which can be used as the main plugin file, does the following:
• 1: When the plugin enters the tree (is enabled), it calls the register function when the engine is idle. This is done
to allow Escoria to start first so the plugin can be sure that the project setting has been initialized.
• 2: When the plugin exits the tree (is disabled), it unregisters the dialog manager to clean up after itself
• 3: For safety reasons, the plugin unregisters the dialog manager (if it exists) before registering it by adding it to
the list found in the project setting escoria/ui/dialog_managers
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11.2 The dialog manager class
The dialog manager needs to extend ESCDialogManager, which defines the basic functions required for the dialog
manager to work.
First, the dialog manager should return which types it supports:
• has_type: Return whether the provided type is supported for displaying dialogs
• has_chooser_type: Return whether the provided type is supported for displaying the dialog chooser
The dialog manager will be called by ESCDialogPlayer to either display a dialog line or to let the player choose a dialog
option.
In the case where a line of dialog is to be displayed, the say method is called in the dialog manager. The following
parameters are provided:
• dialog_player: The dialog player node that the UI should use to display the text. The node is added as a child
to the scene. This ensures a consistent look based on the user interface
• global_id: The global ID of the item that the text should be displayed for
• text: The text to display
• type: The chosen type for the say command
The method must emit the say_finished signal when the text has finished being displayed.
In the case where the player chooses a dialog option, the choose method is called in the dialog manager. These
parameters are provided:
• dialog_player: The dialog player node that the UI should use to display the text. The node is added as a child
to the scene. This ensures a consistent look based on the user interface
• dialog: An ESCDialog object with details about the dialog and the dialog options to display
The method must emit the option_chosen signal when the player has chosen an option. The selected option (a
ESCDialogOption ) should be provided as an argument to the signal.
Additionally, these functions need to be implemented:
• speedup: Handles the player triggering the speeding up of the dialog, so the text being rendered should be
displayed faster
• interrupt: The event has been interrupted and the dialog should be interrupted immediately

11.3 Recommendations
The developer is completely free to implement the user interface for dialogs and the dialog chooser. The dialog UIs
will be added to the game’s user interface, so theming the dialog UI is up to the game’s UI and is not required for the
dialog addon.
The say and choose methods should take care of adding the UI to the supplied dialog_player node, as well as
removing it again, so the scene tree is clean.
The player object can be retrieved from the ESCObjectManager to get additional information about it, e.g. its position
in the room.

11.2. The dialog manager class
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CHAPTER

TWELVE

CREATING A CUSTOM UI

The game scene is the central scene of your game. It is important to have this scene created in your game because it will
be automatically called by Escoria through an API defined by the class ESCGame. Your job is to override the functions
provided by this API if and where needed.
On the visual parts of this scene, you may consider that the game scene gathers all the static visual parts of your game:
Verbs interface (whatever you want it to be: Buttons, mouse cursors. . . ), inventory (also whatever you want it to be),
dialog choices, and the tooltip.
This scene is in charge of multiple things:
• displaying the static UI elements
• managing the input actions from the player on inventory items, on the background, on items, etc.
• containing the dialog elements
• containing the tooltip
• containing the game camera

12.1 Root node and script
Create a scene and add a Node2D as the scene’s root node. Then attach a new script to the root node. This script must
extend the ESCGame class.
extends ESCGame
When Escoria detects an input event from the player on a game element, it needs to transform the event into a game
action. For example:
• left mouse-click on the background makes the main character move to the clicked position
• right mouse-click on an item performs the “look” action on the item
• left double-click on an item on the floor makes the character move more quickly towards the item
• hovering over an item with the mouse shows the label of the item and outlines it
These are just some proposals. As the actual “game” reaction to player inputs is the choice of the game developer
(you!), it is necessary to override some functions to tell Escoria what to do in each case.
To do so, ESCGame provides an API for you to override. Note that you don’t have to override each one of the methods it
provides as most already perform a default action; you reimplement only the ones you need. To get the list of available
methods, please refer to ESCGame.
For now we’ll keep it simple and leave the script empty: Escoria will use the default implementation of the API for
each method.
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12.2 ESCCamera node
The ESCCamera is a simple Godot Camera2D that you can control from an ESC script. To ease this control, it also
requires a Tween node as a child.
Create a new scene. Add an ESCCamera node as the root node of the scene. In the Inspector, tick the “Current”
parameter and leave the other parameters unchanged from their respective defaults.
Save the scene: You’re done. Now, instance this scene into the game scene.
TODO: Why create a scene an instance it? Why not just create a single ESCCamera node? Also, check out escoriademo-game#413.

12.3 User interface
The user interface features multiple elements which are used in your game. Most of them are visual and can be hidden
by default:
• verbs
• inventory
• tooltip
• pause menu
• dialog player (not directly visual, but loads and displays visual scenes)
There is no mandatory way to build the visual aspect of your UI, although we advise you to create some CanvasLayers
to better separate these elements. Add a new CanvasLayer node to the game scene and name it ui.

12.3.1 Tooltip
The tooltip is a scene that can display text labels for focused elements as well as some named actions if a verb is
selected. Escoria provides the ESCTooltip node for this purpose: It can contain the currently selected verb name, up
to 2 targets, and 1 preposition. This allows you to construct this kind of phrasing:
<current verb> <current target> <preposition> <current target 2>
This example would give sentences similar to old LucasArts games:
<use> <rubber chicken> <on> <cable>
The way the actual text is constructed is up to you, so you don’t have to use all these elements. For our example, we
will show only the first target like so:
<current target>
Create a new scene. Add an ESCTooltip as its root node. Detach the default script attached to this node and create a
new one extending ESCTooltip with this script:
extends ESCTooltip
func update_tooltip_text():
bbcode_text = "[center]"
(continues on next page)
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bbcode_text +=
bbcode_text +=
bbcode_text +=
bbcode_text +=
update_size()

"[color=#" + color.to_html(false) + "]"
current_target
"[/color]"
"[/center]"

This update_tooltip_text() function creates a centered, colored (with the ESCTooltip.color value) text containing only the value of ESCTooltip.current_target.
Save the scene and instance it in the game scene.

12.3.2 Verbs
Depending on your game, you’ll have to define some actions for the player to interact with the environment and the
items around. We define these actions by using verbs. Among the most classic verbs: look, use, talk, give, etc.
These actions will need to be selected by the player to perform the action desired. The way a verb can be selected has
to be defined by you, the game developer. Every graphical adventure game proposes a different way for the player to
select the action. Here are some examples:

advanced/img/9verbs_monkey_island.png

Escoria does not require you to define a specific scene to allow the player to select the verb to be used, but you can do
so.
Whatever you choose, remember that the way you design the UI for your verbs is not related to Escoria–all Escoria
needs you to do is to inform its component Action Manager to set the current action.
Escoria’s Action Manager can be accessed using escoria.action_manager
which provides 2 methods:
• escoria.action_manager.set_current_action(action:
action to be used

String): Use this method to set the current

• escoria.action_manager.clear_current_action(): Use this method to clear the current action so that
no action happens on click
For our example, we decide that our game will only provide 2 actions: use and talk. The player will have to click the
button associated with each action to select it.

12.3. User interface
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advanced/img/action_use_button.png
advanced/img/action_talk_button.png

Create a new scene that will hold the UI of the verb selection. Make the root node of the scene an HBoxContainer.
Then, add 2 child nodes of type TextureButton. You can rename these 2 nodes with the action name for clarity.

advanced/img/verbs_scene_tree.png

Set each of these buttons’ Normal texture to use the appropriate texture.

advanced/img/verbs_scene.png

Now, we need to script this scene so that Escoria’s Action Manager is informed that an action button was clicked and
therefore needs change the current action verb.
Create a new script on the root node that uses the following:
extends HBoxContainer
func _ready():
$use.connect("pressed", self, "_on_action_button_pressed", ["use"])
$talk.connect("pressed", self, "_on_action_button_pressed", ["talk"])

func _on_action_button_pressed(action: String):
escoria.action_manager.set_current_action(action)
In this example, we connect each button’s pressed event to the _on_action_button_pressed method, which we
provide with the actual verb name as a String parameter.
Save the scene and instance it in the game scene.

12.3.3 Dialog player
12.3.4 Inventory
Head to the Create inventory page to create this scene. When it’s created, instance it in the game scene.
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CHAPTER

THIRTEEN

CREATING CUSTOM ESC COMMANDS

Escoria is designed to abstract and streamline the most basic features for game developers and at the same time give
them a lot of freedom so they can design the game they have in mind.
ESC is the domain specific language (DSL) used by Escoria to make very basic features of narrative and point and click
games as easy as possible.
There are a lot of commands already included in Escoria core. If the game developer requires more commands for their
specific game, it is very easy to create new commands with just a bit of GDScript knowledge.

13.1 What is an ESC command?
ESC commands consist of two things: a name and a group of one or more parameters.
say player “Hello!” <name> <parameter 1> <parameter 2> <. . . >
name only allows the following characters:
• Lowercase characters a-z
• Numbers from 0-9
• Underscore _
The parameters are separated from the name and other parameters by whitespace.
If a parameter is surrounded by quotation marks, the parameter may include whitespace as well:
say player Hello!
(2 parameters)
say player “Hello! How are you doing?”
(2 parameters)
say player Hello how are you doing?
(6 parameters)
When compiling an ESC script, Escoria checks each command to see if it matches a defined set of parameters and also
if the parameters have the right data type.
Additionally, a command can include a function which can test the given parameters for validity in depth.
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13.2 How are ESC commands integrated?
When the ESC compiler encounters a line that it identifies as an ESC command in an ESC script, it searches for a
GDScript file with the same name as the command in a list of directories (according to the :Project setting “Command
directories” in the main category).
It will load the first file it finds and validate the given parameters. If everything works out fine, the command is added
to the event and executed by the event manager later.

13.3 How is an ESC command structured?
Let’s look at the source code of the command camera_set_limits.
It can be found in the directory
addons/escoria_core/game/core-scripts/esc/commands, a directory included in the “Command directories” setting by
default. The file name is “camera_set_limits.gd”
# `camera_set_limits camlimits_id`
#
# Sets the camera limits to the one defined under `camlimits_id` in
# ESCRoom's camera_limits array.
# - camlimits_id: int: id of the camera limits to apply (defined in
# ESCRoom's camera_limits array)
#
# @ESC
extends ESCBaseCommand
class_name CameraSetLimitsCommand

# Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor:
return ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor.new(
1,
[TYPE_INT],
[null]
)

# Validate wether the given arguments match the command descriptor
func validate(arguments: Array):
if not escoria.main.current_scene.camera_limits.size() < arguments[0]:
escoria.logger.report_errors(
"camera_set_limits: invalid limits id",
[
"Limit id %d is bigger than limits array size %d" % [
arguments[0],
escoria.main.current_scene.camera_limits.size()
]
]
)
return false
return .validate(arguments)
(continues on next page)
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# Run the command
func run(command_params: Array) -> int:
escoria.main.set_camera_limits(command_params[0])
return ESCExecution.RC_OK

13.3.1 Documentation
The command starts with a documentation block which is used to create the API documentation for the command. The
“@ESC” tag is used to build up the ESC reference. It is recommended that all custom ESC commands include a similar
documentation section.

13.3.2 Class definition
Every ESC command has to extend the class ESCBaseCommand and include a class_name statement. The class name
is a PascalCase variant of the comamnd name with an additional “Command” suffix. So the file my_custom.gd would
have a class name of “MyCustomCommand”.

13.3.3 Configuration function
The function configure is used by the ESC compiler to return an ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor instance which
describes the command structure. The parameters to the ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor constructor are:
• The number of mandatory parameters
• A list of the types of all possible parameters. If the command is called with more parameters, the data type of
the last element of the list is used. The data types correspond to the GDScript enum Variant.Type
• A list of default values for each parameter. Mandatory parameters should use null` as the default value.

13.3.4 Validation function
The function validate is called by the event manager prior to running the command. It can check the given parameters
and validate them against the current state of the game (e.g. registered objects, active/inactive state, etc.)
In the example, the command checks if the given camera limits ID is valid. It should run the validate function from
ESCBaseCommand, which will validate the parameters according to the ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor returned
by the configure function.

13.3.5 The run function
Finally, the run function is executed by the event manager when the command is successfully validated. The function
should return an ESCExecution value, which informs the event manager whether the command was run successfully.

13.3. How is an ESC command structured?
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13.4 An example custom command
Bringing the different parts together, below is a complete example of a custom command which the developer can place
in a custom directory. The custom directory should then be added to the list of “Command directories”.
# `my_custom object`
#
# Runs a custom command on the given object.
#
# @ESC
extends ESCBaseCommand
class_name MyCustomCommand
# Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor:
return ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor.new(
1,
[TYPE_STRING],
[null]
)

# Validate wether the given arguments match the command descriptor
func validate(arguments: Array):
if not escoria.object_manager.has(arguments[0]):
escoria.logger.report_errors(
"my_custom: invalid object",
["Object %s not registered" % arguments[0]]
)
return false
return .validate(arguments)

# Run the command
func run(command_params: Array) -> int:
# Do something with the object
return ESCExecution.RC_OK

13.5 Using Escoria classes
Please refer to the API documentation on how to use the specific classes used by Escoria. The classes are usually
available in the Escoria main singleton. (e.g. escoria.object_manager to access the ESCObjectManager)
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CHAPTER

FOURTEEN

ARCHITECTURE OF ESCORIA

14.1 The plugin script, autoload and classes
According to the concept of Godot plugins, Escoria initializes itself in the plugin script addons/escoria-core/plugin.gd.
This script is mostly used to initialize the Escoria configuration items and initialize (and later remove) the autoload
scene escoria.
This scene binds together all required objects and interfaces in a central place.
In addition to this, various classes are defined in their respective class files which build up the various resources used
in Escoria. See the API-docs section for details.

14.2 Nodes and objects of the Escoria autoload scene
The Escoria autoload scene holds various nodes that provide vital parts of the engine.

14.2.1 Logger
The ESC logging framework is responsible for logging various game events throughout the engine.

14.2.2 Utils
Some smaller utilities used in various places in the engine.

14.2.3 Inventory manager
The inventory manager is responsible for storing inventory items the player carries around.
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14.2.4 Action Manager
The action manager is used when the player triggers a verb or uses items.

14.2.5 ESC Compiler
The ESC compiler compiles files in the ESC language into a list of events that can be run by the ESC event manager.

14.2.6 Event manager
The ESC event manager is used for queueing and scheduling events and handles event execution.

14.2.7 Globals manager
The globals manager stores and handles global flags as described in the ESC reference.

14.2.8 Object manager
The object manager handles the state of the objects used in the game (active/interactive/states). All objects that should
be handled by the engine - especially by ESC scripts - are required to register with the object manager and have a unique
global ID.

14.2.9 Command registry
The command registry stores references to available ESC commands. By adding additional command directories via
the settings, developers can enrich the ESC language for their specific needs.

14.2.10 Resource cache
To optimize performance on platforms that support a larger memory footprint, resources can be cached in the resource
cache using the queue_resource ESC command.

14.2.11 Dialog player
The dialog player is used for handling dialogs and the say command.

14.2.12 Main
escoria.main is the main scene manager used in Escoria that allows for switching scenes with transitions
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14.2.13 Inputs Manager
The inputs manager is the central component in Escoria to receive, handle, and deliver input events.

14.2.14 Save manager
The save manager is responsible for storing and loading savegames as well as the game settings.

14.3 The Godot main scene of Escoria
The scene that Godot loads when starting a game (the main scene) is set to addons/escoria-core/game/main_scene.tscn
which basically instantiates the configured main menu scene and starts it.

14.4 The interactivity workflow of Escoria
When the player clicks on an ESCItem, the input manager is used to check and distribute the click to the currently
running game interface. The game interface is then responsible for taking the respective action based on its workflow.
This way, different user interfaces can be implemented. For a coin interface, for example, a right click could open the
coin and let the player select the respective verb.
The game interface will ultimately call escoria.do, a plumbing that handles core functions like walking, clicking on items, and visiting areas. This method will then take care of the different actions; for example, moving the
player to an object (or its interact_position) and then running the appropriate event. The event is based on the
current_action set in the actions manager (the verb) and the current_tool (the selected item). If the current verb
is use and the ESC script has an event :use, the event manager will run that specific event.

14.5 Game start sequence
This is an overview of the steps that happen between when the player runs your game on their computer to when they
can start playing it.

14.3. The Godot main scene of Escoria
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CHAPTER

FIFTEEN

FAQ

15.1 How do I specify the first game room?
An ESC script is used to tell Escoria which room to open as your game’s first “room”. The script is configured in
Godot’s settings under “Escoria/Game Start Script”

advanced/img/logo_game_start_script.png

This script needs to contain two events:
• “:init” - this event will run as soon as Escoria has been initialised. Place any commands to display company logos
or short opening cutscenes here (see How do I add a company logo or introductory cutscene?). Alternatively,
use :init to just display your game’s main menu.
:init
# Show main menu immediately without a company logo screen
show_menu main
• “:newgame” - this event will run when the player selects “Start New Game” on your game’s menu. This needs
to include a change_scene call to open your game’s first room.
:newgame
change_scene res://game/rooms/startroom/startroom.tscn

15.2 How do I implement puzzles?
Puzzles can be broken down into two broad areas.
• Escoria script puzzles
Escoria script puzzles are ones that can be completely made using Escoria script. Demo room 9 provides an example
of this. Through the use of inventory items and game variables, puzzles can be progressed and their status determined.
An example of this is getting past a door bodyguard with a pass phrase. In the game, when the character “looks at” a note
on a computer that reads “the password is abc123”, Escoria script can be used to set a “password_obtained” variable
to true. When the character later talks to the bodyguard, the script logic can check whether “password_obtained” is set
to true and based on that provide new dialog options, or run an animation to move the bodyguard away from the door.
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• GDscript based puzzles
In the event you wanted to include a puzzle that requires more complexity than Escoria script can provide, you can use
native GDscript to implement this. Demo room 8 provides an example of this. The “spawn” Escoria script is used to
spawn the GDScript scene that contains your puzzle (arcade puzzle etc). Example:
spawn puzzle "res://game/rooms/room08/puzzle/10_buttons_puzzle.tscn"
Your Godot scene can contain anything you like - you’re only limited by Godot’s limitations and your imagination. The
main requirements of your Godot scene are :
• In your ready script, you need to hide Escoria
escoria.main.current_scene.game.hide_ui()
escoria.main.current_scene.hide()
• As a result of what happens as the player progresses the puzzle, you can pass state back to Escoria via Escoria’s
global variables, run an animation to change the look of the room post-puzzle, and deactivate / activate objects
in your room as a result of the puzzle’s success/failure.
# set a global
escoria.globals_manager.set_global("r8_m_door_open", true)
# Run an animation to change what the player sees in the room
escoria.object_manager.get_object("r8_m_door").set_state("door_open")
# Make the puzzle no longer available to use as the player completed it
escoria.object_manager.get_object("r8_mini_puzzle_button").active = false
• When the player quits / completes / fails the puzzle, you need to return control back to escoria, then delete the
puzzle scene using the “queue_free()” command.
escoria.main.current_scene.game.show_ui()
escoria.main.current_scene.show()
queue_free()

15.3 What’s the difference between states and animations?
The features offered by the state and animation commands are rather similar. This documentation section is to help you
choose when to use a particular command.
anim is used for starting an animation and immediately returning control to the next command in the script. This is
good for animations that will run once (like part of a cutscene), allowing you to have furher script commands running
while the animation is executing. As an example, you could start an animation of a bird flying across the screen, then
a separate one of a car driving along - both animations would run simultaneously.
anim_block is used when you want to control the pacing of your game / cutscene, and ensure that an animation
completes before further game commands are processed. As an example, if you had separate animations of someone
walking up to a door and another showing them opening it, using anim_block to play the person walking animation
would ensure they reached the door before it was opened.
set_state is like combining a “set global” command with an “anim” command. It retains a state which can be queried
(e.g. checking if the door is in an unlocked or a locked state) and runs an animation (if an animation with the same
name exists in this room). State is preserved between rooms, meaning that if you set door 2’s state to “dooropen” and
leave the room, when you come back, if you query the state of door 2, it will still return “dooropen”.
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** Comment required here about whether state will play with “immediate” or not when you reenter a room - still under
discussion
** Comment required here once ESC script supports querying the current state of an ESCItem

15.4 How do I create a cutscene?
A cutscene is a non-interactive part of the game where the player will watch part of the story unfold. This could be
short, like seeing a sunrise through the bedroom window before you’re allowed to make the player wake up and move
around, or long, telling the whole backstory of the game and its characters.
In Escoria, the cutscene is created through Escoria script and just requires a series of commands to show graphics or
animate sprites in your game world.
You can start your cutscene when your room appears by placing the commands as part of the :ready event.
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/scripting/z_esc_reference.html#ready-label
Alternatively, you can start your cutscene when the player walks through a trigger area or interacts with an object. For
example, this script is attached to a “button” in the scene, and runs a cutscene when the button is “pushed”.
:push
accept_input NONE

15.4.1 Blocking
Escoria script commands fit into 2 main categories: blocking and non-blocking. Using commands of the correct type
is essential to your cutscene running the way you expect it to. You can mix blocking and non-blocking commands.
Blocking commands have to complete entirely before the next command in the script is executed. Non-blocking commands are commands that are started and control is passed immediately to the next command in the script. Non-blocking
scripts allow for commands to run in parallel.
Hint: Though blocking commands generally have “_block” as part of their names, some commands that don’t (like
wait) will also block. See the command reference to confirm if the command you want to use is blocking or not.
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/scripting/z_esc_reference.html
In this first example * The player will walk to location (100,100) * Once they arrive, the “queen_arrives” animation will
start. * As the “queen_arrives” animation is started with the non-blocking anim command, the “cat_runs_to_throne”
animation will also start at the same time. * Once the blocking “cat_runs_to_throne” animation has completed, the
“queen_leaves” animation will run.
walk_to_pos_block player 100 100
anim queen queen_arrives
anim_block cat cat_runs_to_throne
anim queen queen_leaves

15.4. How do I create a cutscene?
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Hint: Be wary of the lengths of animations when mixing blocking and non-blocking commands. In the above example,
if the “queen_arrives” animation takes more time to complete than the “cat_runs_to_throne” animation, the cutscene
will not work as expected. The “queen_leaves” animation will commence as soon as the cat animation completes (i.e
while the “queen_arrives” animation is still playing).
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15.4.2 The accept_input command
Another
important
command
for
creating
cutscenes
is
the
https://docs.escoriaframework.org/en/devel/scripting/z_esc_reference.html#accept-input-type-api-doc command. It’s important that
the player can’t walk away or interact with items while the story component of your game is running. For this reason,
Escoria provides you the accept_input command to limit the actions the player can perform in your game. Generally
you would want to disable input at the start of a cutscene, and re-enable it on completion so the player can keep playing
your game.
accept_input NONE
walk_to_pos_block player 100 100
anim queen queen_arrives
anim_block cat cat_runs_to_throne
anim queen queen_leaves
accept_input ALL

15.5 How do I add a company logo or introductory cutscene?
A company logo or introductory cutscene that plays before the menu of your game is displayed is optional for your
game. To create one:
• Create an ESCRoom to display your logo or cutscene introduction. Depending on your requirements this may be
any combination of ESC commands and animations driven by Godot AnimationPlayers.
• Create an ESC script and attach it to the ESCRoom. Put the commands in here to display your game logo / opening
scene (remembering to use the “| NO_UI” flags so your game’s user interface is not displayed over the top of it).
As this animation will play every time someone starts your game it is recommended to keep this scene to a few
seconds in length. An example script for an introductory logo scene driven entirely by an animation is:
# Example introductory logo script
:setup | NO_UI
# Play the reset animation to make sure everythings as we expect it to be
anim_block intro_animation_player RESET
:ready | NO_UI
# Play the "intro" animation
anim_block intro_animation_player intro
show_menu main
• Ensure at the end of your logo / cutscene that you have the show_menu main call to pass control back to the
menu.
• Identify the main script that starts your game. This can be found in Godot’s settings under “Escoria/Game Start
Script”

advanced/img/logo_game_start_script.png
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• Modify your start script so that it runs your intro scene as part of the :init event. It should also have a
“:newgame” event to define which room should be loaded when a player starts a new game.
:init
# Play Escoria logo cutscene
change_scene res://game/rooms/logo/logo.tscn
# Showing main menu
show_menu main
:newgame
change_scene res://game/rooms/startroom/startroom.tscn

15.6 How do I change the characters costume?
There are two ways to change the look of a character. The first is to create an entirely new character (i.e. a new Godot
Scene with an ESCPlayer node, animated sprite, collision area, etc). The second option is to change just the animations
(i.e. the sprites used) for the character.

15.6.1 Changing the entire player scene
This option might be appropriate if you need to change something fundamental about a character for a particular scene
(e.g. if for a specific level you only want the character to be able to walk in 2 directions where they normally have 8
directions defined). If you choose this option, create the character scene, then in your game room (ESCRoom) set the
Player Scene parameter to point at the new character scene.

15.6.2 Changing the character animations
Changing the sprite set of a character so they look different (adding a hat, glasses, or changing their clothes, for example)
is an easy task. The process involves creating new animations, then telling Escoria to change the character to use the
animations as its default at the appropriate time.
Create new animations
You should already have idle, talk, and walk animations defined for your character. Open your character’s animated
sprite.
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Looking at the Animations window you should see the SpriteFrames defined.

Create new animations matching your new spriteset and call them something appropriate. In this example, the demonstration character has had some jester clothes put on.

Go back to your character (ESCPlayer) node and, using the dropdown arrow on the Animations parameter, select the
menu option to create a new ESCAnimationResource.

15.6. How do I change the characters costume?
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As when you created your player originally, set up the correct number of directions for the character with the associated
direction angles, as well as the direction, idles and speak animations pointing at your newly created animations.
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Use the dropdown again, choosing the save option. Give the file an appropriate name and location in the file dialog
window that appears.
Assign the new animations to the character
Now that you have the animations defined, you need to tell Escoria when you want to use them. If the player buys a
Jester outfit, for example, you may script the “use” option for the Jester outfit inventory item to change the animation
set. The command used is “set_animations”, and you pass it the path to your ESCAnimationResource file.
inventory_jester_outfit.esc::
:use
set_animations player res://game/characters/mark/mark_animations_jester.tres

15.6. How do I change the characters costume?
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15.7 How do I add audio speech to my game?
See https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/getting_started/dialogs.html#recorded-speech

15.8 How do I translate my game into other languages?
See https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/getting_started/dialogs.html#translations

15.9 How do I add a score to my game ?
• In your initial game room’s setup script, create a score global variable and set it to 0.
• When you pick up an ESCItem or interact with an NPC in some way that would score points, add or subtract
from the score variable by using the inc_global and dec_global commands.
• How you display the score will be dependent on the user interface
• As the score is a global variable, it will save and load without any extra work as part of Escoria’s save/load
process.

15.10 Can you show me a basic room script?
A suggested template for a room script looks like this (using a library as an example)
:setup
# Check if the player has ever been in this room
# If not, do first-time setup
> [!room_library_visited]
# Here you'd have some steps to play a cutscene
# e.g the librarian entering the room and sitting at the desk
<...>
# Set any room specific state. e.g. set a "conversation with librarian
# not started" variable so she'll introduce herself when you talk to her
# Make sure the room setup steps don't rerun if the player leaves the
# room and comes back in
set_global room_library_visited true
# Position the player depending which room they've entered this one from
teleport player door1 [eq ESC_LAST_SCENE room_street_outside_library]
teleport player door2 [eq ESC_LAST_SCENE room_library_upstairs]
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15.11 Why isn’t my mouse working properly with my ESCItems?
If you use a control node like TextureRect or ColorRect, they will cause problems with mouse interactions. You
will need to modify the properties of the TextureRect / ColorRect and set its “Mouse Filter” setting to “Ignore”.

15.12 How can I call my own GDScript function from Escoria?
Escoria script makes this possible by providing the custom command. The function must be associated with the child
node of an ESCItem in your scene.
(See
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/scripting/z_esc_reference.html#custom-object-node-func-nameparams-api-doc)
To make use of this handy command, follow these steps:
• Create a new node of an appropriate type as a child of an ESCItem in your scene. For example, if you have a
door in your scene and you want to make a function that does something special when the door opens, you could
create a child node of type Node2D underneath the ESCItem that represents the door.
Hint: Remember the global ID and name of this ESCItem. You’ll need them when you use the custom command.
• Create your GDScript function in a .gd file and attach it to the child node as described above. This function can
be called anything you want, but it must take exactly one argument. Escoria will pass in to the function any
and all arguments specified in the custom command as an array. If your function doesn’t require any arguments,
Escoria will pass in an empty array.
Hint: It is up to you to unpack the arguments passed in via the custom command as well as to perform any validation
on these arguments you deem necessary.
• In the appropriate event in an Escoria script file, call the function you made above by using the custom command.
For example :
– Your game has a node with a global_id of “treasure_maps”
– The “treasure_maps” node a child node called “france_treasure_map”.
– “france_treasure_map” has a Godot script (in GDscript format) attached.
In this script is a function “draw_treasure” to show a map on the screen. In your Escoria script, you
would call the script using :
:setup
# Call the function you defined with some arguments
# Format : custom esc_item_global_id child_node_name function_name arg1 arg2 ...
# Note no parameters are passed to the "draw_treasure" function
custom treasure_maps france_treasure_map draw_treasure
* The GDScript it calls might look like this :
extends Node2D
# An empty array is passed as a parameter to the function so we ignore it
(continues on next page)

15.11. Why isn’t my mouse working properly with my ESCItems?
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(continued from previous page)

func draw_treasure(_ignored_parameter):
get_node("../france_map_sprite").visible = true
• If instead you wanted to pass this script some parameters:
– If your script took an x and y coordinate to display an “X marks the spot”
graphic on the treasure map, your Escoria script code might look like :
:setup
custom treasure_maps france_treasure_map draw_treasure {xcoordinate} {ycoordinate}

Hint: Escoria variables (ESC flags, globals, etc) can be passed as parameters by wrapping them in braces. e.g.
{xcoorinate}
• The matching GDScript code now needs to extract those coordinates from the
parameter array that is passed to the function.
extends Node2D
# Extract coordinates from the array of parameters
func draw_treasure(list_of_parameters):
var xcoord = list_of_parameters[0]
var ycoord = list_of_parameters[1]
get_node("../france_map_sprite").visible = true
[...]

Hint: You can pass in as many arguments you want to your function. If no arguments are required, you don’t need to
specify anything else after the function’s name.

Hint: Any arguments you pass to your function must be literals. Escoria variables (ESC flags, globals, etc) cannot be
passed currently.

15.13 How do I create an avatar to use in conversations?
Escoria’s default dialog plugin supports two types of talk animations: floating (text appears above the character’s head)
and avatar (text appears in a box with an animation in its own box displayed beside the text).
The first step is to configure the location where Escoria can find any avatars you create. You specify this folder in
Escoria’s project setting under Escoria/Dialog simple/Avatars Path.
The next step is to create the avatar animation (usually a close up of the character’s head with different mouth poses to
make a talking animation). You will need individual sprites for each animation frame for the avatar.
To create the animation in Godot, create a new Sprite node (NOT an AnimatedSprite) in any scene in your project.
Click the dropdown menu related to the “Texture” property and select New AnimatedTexture. Click this property to
edit the AnimatedTexture. Select the number of frames in the frame property. A number of frame properties (Frame 0,
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Frame 1, . . . ) will appear matching the frame count selected. Click and drag each animation onto the Texture of each
frame.
Update the FPS setting to make the animation run at an appropriate speed.
Click the down arrow next to the AnimatedTexture Texture property and choose save from the list. Save the file to the
avatar location selected earlier. *The file name needs to match the global ID of the character the avatar is for!*
To make the avatar appear, on any say line, append the word “avatar”.
say worker "Get back to work!" avatar

15.13. How do I create an avatar to use in conversations?
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CHAPTER

SIXTEEN

HOW TO DEBUG

16.1 Console and debugger
When games made with Escoria need testing, some errors and warnings may appear in the console. This information
can be very useful when debugging issues.
If Escoria encounters an error or a crash, it will stop the execution of the game and return to the editor, showing you
the line that broke. Usually, this line will be located in Escoria’s logger class, as this class is in charge of showing the
errors before stopping execution.
Godot also shows the debugger panel but it is advised to check the output log first.

The console shows many lines, the verbosity of which depends on the log level defined in Project Settings. In order
from most to least granular:
• TRACE
• DEBUG
• INFO
• WARNING
• ERROR
(The default logging level for Escoria is ERROR.)
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In the example above, the error is explained in the line starting with (E) (“E” for “Error”, “D” for “Debug”, “I” for
“Info”, “T” for “Trace”). The reason for this error is that Escoria attempted to load a non-existant file. The (E)rror line
provides the path to the file that was expected. At this point, fixing the issue is easy: Either create the missing file or
remove any references to this non-existant file in the scenes that use it.
This example is straightforward, of course. Sometimes, the issue can be trickier. In this next case, the Debugger panel
will be of use.

We will not cover the use of the debugger panel in this documentation (information can be found on the official Debugger
panel documentation page). The Stack Frames can be used to go back to the line that initiated the crash.
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16.2 Escoria data
Finding the current state of the data held by Escoria during the execution of the game or at the moment of a crash is
often necessary. These data can be easily accessed which can be helpful in understanding why the game is not behaving
the way it is supposed to.

16.2.1 Find current Escoria data during the game execution
While the game is running, switch to the Godot Engine editor. In the “Scene” tab, the “Remote” button reveals the
actual state of the scene tree in the game currently being executed. The escoria object is located under the root node
where it can be selected.

16.2.2 Find current Escoria data when a crash occurs
In case of a crash, the escoria object can easily be accessed in the bottom-right corner of the debugger panel by
clicking the escoria variable in the “Globals” section (framed in yellow in the following screenshot):

16.2. Escoria data
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16.2.3 Access managers from the Escoria object
When the escoria object is selected in the Remote scene tree or in the debugger panel, its contents are displayed in
the Inspector:
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Each manager object can be accessed by clicking the “Object ID” button next to its label. As an example, here is the
result for the Objects Manager:
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From there, every object can be accessed and checked. Same for the Globals Manager:

16.3 Escoria game crash management
Escoria comes with auto logfile and emergency savegame generation when a crash occurs. When that happens, it is
notified in the console and in a crash popup.

16.3. Escoria game crash management
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As soon as the crash popup is closed, the game will terminate.

16.3.1 Hide or define a custom crash popup
By default, Escoria displays a simple AcceptDialog with the content of Project Settings’ escoria/debug/
crash_message variable as shown above. It is automatically filled with the generated log and savegame paths.
If displaying the popup is not desired, it is then required to override the show_crash_popup() function in the game
script. For the popup not to show, this function simply needs pass.
If however a specifially themed popup needs to be displayed, then it can be created in its own scene. The overriden
show_crash_popup() function can then instance it and add it as child to the game scene. The text of the popup
needs to be manually constructed using Project Settings’ escoria/debug/crash_message variable and the files:
Array parameter of the function that contains paths to all generated files when the crash happened.
Whatever the way this function is implemented, it needs to finally emit the signal crash_popup_confirmed when it
closes: this signal is connected to an internal function that terminates the game.
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CHAPTER

SEVENTEEN

ADVANCED ESCORIA

This chapter includes all advanced topics of Escoria. These are not required for a basic game but are recommended to
make games unique and add required features.
Note: This chapter expects the developer to have a stable knowledge in Godot and GDScript.
We’d recommend the following Godot documentation and experimenting with the features to build up the required
knowledge:
• GDScript
• The Godot API
• Singletons (AutoLoad)
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CHAPTER

EIGHTEEN

GAME AND SETTINGS LOAD AND SAVE SYSTEM

Escoria comes with a complete Save and Load manager that takes care of saving a player’s game state so that it’s
possible to load a previously saved game.
It also allows for the saving and loading of game settings. Both settings and save game files can optionally contain
user-defined settings.

18.1 Loading and saving games
Escoria manages save games using numbered slots. A save game slot is required to be provided as part of the save
game function call. If the given slot already has a save game, that saved game will be overwritten. The ESCSaveManager.load_game() function can be used to give the player the opportunity to choose whether to overwrite the existing
save game or not.
There is no limitation on the number of save slots that can be used.
Saving a game is as simple as calling the ESCSaveManager.save_game() function.
Files are saved to the folder specified in the Godot’s Project Settings under escoria/main/savegames_path. If not
changed, the default is ‘<game folder>/saves’.
Loading a game works the same way, using a slot number to load the relevant save game. To load a game, simply call
ESCSaveManager.load_game() function.
Attempting to load a saved game that doesn’t exist will result in an error message being displayed (“Save file <id>
doesn’t exist”).
Files are loaded from the folder specified in Godot’s Project Settings under escoria/main/savegames_path. The
default is ‘<game folder>/saves’.
var slot: int = 1
var savename: String: "Blocked in room before puzzle"
# This will save the game in the file /saves/save_001.tres
escoria.save_manager.save_game(slot, savename)
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18.2 Loading and saving settings
Game settings are loaded when the game is run. If no settings file exists, a new one is created with default values.
It is not required to manage settings saving and loading if the player is not supposed to change any of them. Otherwise,
settings should be saved. It is the duty of the game developer to manage this in a settings UI included in the game
menus.
Settings files are stored in a ESCSaveSettings resource file.
The following settings are stored in the settings file:
• text_lang: the language of the text displayed in the game.
• voice_lang: the speech language.
• speech_enabled: a boolean value indicating whether audio speech is enabled in the game.
• master_volume: the global volume value (a value between 0 and 100).
• music_volume: the volume of the music (a value between 0 and 100).
• sfx_volume: the sound effects volume, ie. all sounds that are not music or speech (a value between 0 and 100).
• speech_volume: the speech volume (a value between 0 and 100)
• fullscreen: a boolean value indicating whether the game is fullscreen.
• skip_dialog: a boolean value indicating whether dialogue skipping is allowed.
• custom_settings: a dictionary containing any custom data to be saved. For example, the screen resolution
could be added in this field. See Saving custom data in save game and settings files.

18.3 Saving custom data in save game and settings files
As indicated above, both save game and settings files provide a specific field allowing the game developer to add custom
data to these files. This section describes how to use these fields.

18.3.1 Adding custom data to save game files
The ESCSaveGame data structure provides a dictionary variable custom_data which custom data can be added to.
This feature requires a get_custom_data() function to be implemented in the game.gd script of the game (extending
ESCGame). This function must return a dictionary value that contains the custom data to be saved.
When the ESCSaveManager.save_game() function is called, the ESCGame.get_custom_data() function is automatically called and the returned dictionary is then saved in the custom_data field of the save game file.
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18.3.2 Adding custom data to settings files
The ESCSaveSettings data structure contains a dictionary variable custom_settings where the developer can add
any data they would like to save.
To save the custom settings, it is simply required to set the values to save directly in the escoria.settings.
custom_settings Dictionary value. The escoria.settings parameter is directly saved as-is when the
ESCSaveManager.save_settings() function is called to save the settings.
To make use of this feature, an apply_custom_settings() function needs to be implemented in the game.gd script
of the game (extending ESCGame). This function is automatically called by the escoria.apply_settings() function
when the game starts, which is called right after the settings file is loaded.

18.4 Managing migrations
With newer versions of Escoria, certain built-in ESC variables may change their name. For this reason, upgrading the
Escoria version could break older versions of a save game. In the same way, during the development of the game, an
ESC variable or item id may change. It is then necessary to migrate old savegames that contain the old names, replacing
them with the new ones.
When a save game file is loaded, Escoria will automatically initiate the migration between both Escoria and game
versions.
While Escoria migrations are automatically managed, migrations between Game versions must be managed by the
game developer. See Game version migration for details.

18.4.1 Escoria migration
This section of the documentation is for informational purposes only. No developer interaction is required.
During the loading of a save game, Escoria automatically performs a version check: if the Escoria version listed in
the save game file is older than the current Escoria version used by the game, the ESCMigrationManager.migrate()
function is automatically called to convert the save game file to match the newer Escoria version.

18.4.2 Game version migration
To make use of automated version migration, the game must have a version defined in Godot’s Project Settings under
escoria/main/game_version. This game version number is saved in the save game file. The version follows a
x.y.z pattern where:
• x is the major version number.
• y is the minor version number.
• z is the patch version number.
Let’s suppose that a save game file was created using game version 1.0.0 and is then loaded in game version 1.
1.0. Upon loading the 1.0.0 savegame, Escoria will migrate it through every intermediary version (if any) before
migrating it to the 1.1.0 version. Where migrations are required, all versions requiring a migration must have an
associated migration script.
All game migration scripts must be located in a migration scripts folder. This folder is configured in Godot’s Projects
Settings, under escoria/main/game_migration_path.
A migration script filename must follow the version number pattern: x.y.z.gd.

18.4. Managing migrations
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Any migration script must extend the ESCMigration class and implement the migrate() function. This function
modifies the save game content to move the former variables to the newer ones. To do so, the self object contains a
member _savegame that allows access to the save game data described in the Loading and saving games section.
# File 1.1.0.gd # Migrate to version 1.1.0 of the game. # This version
changes the name of the "tets" global to "test".
extends ESCMigration
function migrate():
# Copy the "tets" global value into the "test" global value.
self._savegame.globals["test"] = self._savegame.globals["tets"]
# Remove the now useless global "tets"
self._savegame.globals.erase("tets")

18.5 Save game data
This section of the documentation is for informational purposes only.
Save games hold data that are listed and explained here for a better understanding.

18.5.1 Header data
Save games hold “header” data:
• Version of Escoria being used: this is used to manage the automated migration of save games between Escoria
versions. See Managing migrations.
• Version of the game: this is additional information used for the automated migration of save games between
different versions of the game. See Managing migrations.
• Name that describes the savegame: This can be either provided by the player or managed by the game (and thus
transparent to the player).
• Date: the saved game’s creation date.

18.5.2 Game data
These data are split into 3 dictionaries:
• main: contains internal information such as the last visited scene ID, and the scene where the player is currently
located.
• globals: the contents of all the global variables at the time of saving.
• objects: data about all objects registered in Escoria. These data include the object’s state, position, orientation,
etc. Any object that the player has yet to encounter in the game is not registered, so these objects will have their
values set to their default settings on loading.
• custom_data: a dictionary containing custom data to be saved. See Saving custom data in save game and
settings files.
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CHAPTER

NINETEEN

HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO ESCORIA

Thanks a lot for thinking about contributing to the Escoria project! Please read the guidelines outlined in this document
on how to most efficiently add your contribution to the project to make it better.
How do you want to contribute?
• I have a question about how to make a game using Escoria
• Something doesn’t work as documented or intended
• I want to do something with Escoria that isn’t possible right now

19.1 Questions
Of course! We’ll help you to answer your question as best as possible. Our community uses Discord to communicate
and collaborate.
Please simply join our server and state your question in our support channel:

19.2 Bugs
Oh no! Sorry about that. We guess you encountered a bug. Please file an issue in the Escoria issue tracker.
I can also send code changes that will fix the bug.

19.3 Feature requests
Sure. We’re always open to new ideas. Please make sure you talk to our community in the Discord support channel
first. Maybe somebody else already thought about the same thing and found a solution!
If not, please add a new feature request in the Escoria issue tracker.
Please note that we’re developing Escoria in our free time and can’t always implement new features as fast as we would
like to. We will usually add a version to your feature request stating when the feature can possibly be added to Escoria.
This, however, might change, so don’t bet on it.
I can also send code changes that will implement the new feature.
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19.4 Contributions
That’s awesome. Thanks a lot. Let’s talk about how we implement code in Escoria.

19.4.1 Code changes
We implement all new code in our demo game. That’s our testing ground, if you will. Clone the demo game’s git
repository. Checkout the develop branch and then create a new branch named “issue-<your issue number>”. (e.g.
issue-42)
If you’d like to submit code for fixing a bug, please recreate the bug in the demo game. If you want to implement a new
feature, create a demo for the new feature in the game.
Afterwards, add the required code to fix the bug or implement the feature.
When committing in git, please make sure to format your commit message according to the semantic-release standard.
When you’re ready, please interactively rebase your branch and remove all non-essential commits from your changes.
See this article for information about interactively rebasing.
Afterwards, open a pull request in the demo game repository against the develop branch. We may possibly ask you to
kindly add more changes or otherwise communicate more about your changes. Please use the PR UI to answer these
questions and resolve the conversations once you have implemented the requested change.
Again, thanks a lot for your contributions.

19.4.2 Documentation changes
• The
documentation
is
written
in
the
doc.org/en/master/usage/restructuredtext/basics.html

reStructeredText

format

https://www.sphinx-

• The documentation style is checked by doc8 https://pypi.org/project/doc8/
• The API command documentation is automatically generated from the comments above the functions. Update
the comments and submit a pull request as per the code changes process above. Once merged into the main
repository, the documentation will be automatically updated by GitHub actions.
• All other documentation is built from the file structure in the documentation repository.
doc8 will run to check the documentation meets the project’s style standards. Running doc8 locally before submitting
a PR is highly encouraged.
Behind the scenes:
These details are provided for interest only - contributors will not need to concern themselves with how the documentation gets from code to the website.
After a successful pull request to the main repository, GitHub actions will run the following steps automatically :
• extractesc.py will extract information about the ESC commands from the API documentation and make the
documentation files in the API folder.
• These are accessed by the main documentation from a reference in esc_reference.template.rst
• doc8 will confirm the documentation meets the project’s style requirements by running .github/workflows/checkdocs.yml
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CHAPTER

TWENTY

ESCORIA API REFERENCE

20.1 1.0.1.gd
Extends: ESCMigration < Reference

20.1.1 Description
20.1.2 Method Descriptions
migrate
func migrate()

20.2 1.1.0.gd
Extends: ESCMigration < Reference

20.2.1 Description
20.2.2 Method Descriptions
migrate
func migrate()

20.3 AcceptInputCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource
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20.3.1 Description
accept_input [type]
Sets how much input the game is to accept. This allows for cut scenes in which dialogue can be skipped (if [type] is
set to SKIP), and ones where it can’t (if [type] is set to NONE).
Parameters
• type: Type of inputs to accept (ALL) ALL: Accept all types of user input SKIP: Accept skipping dialogues but
nothing else NONE: Deny all inputs (including opening menus)
Warning: SKIP and NONE also disable autosaves.
Warning: The type of user input accepted will persist even after the current event has ended. Remember to reset the
input type at the end of cut-scenes!
@ESC

20.3.2 Constants Descriptions
SUPPORTED_INPUT_TYPES
const SUPPORTED_INPUT_TYPES: Array = ["ALL","NONE","SKIP"]
The list of supported input types

20.3.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.4 AnimBlockCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.4.1 Description
anim_block object name [reverse]
Executes the animation specified in “name” on “object” while blocking other events from starting. The next command
in the event will be executed when the animation is finished playing.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object with the animation
• name: Name of the animation to play
• reverse: Plays the animation in reverse when true
@ESC

20.4.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command

20.4. AnimBlockCommand
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.5 AnimCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.5.1 Description
anim object name [reverse]
Executes the animation specified in “name” on “object” without blocking. The next command in the event will be
executed immediately after the animation is started.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object with the animation
• name: Name of the animation to play
• reverse: Plays the animation in reverse when true
@ESC

20.5.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.6 CameraPushBlockCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.6.1 Description
camera_push_block target [time] [type]
Pushes (moves) the camera so it points at a specific target. If the camera was following a target (like the player)
previously, it will no longer follow this target. Blocks until the command completes.
Make sure the target is reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• target: Global ID of the ESCItem to push the camera to. ESCItems have a “camera_node” property that
can be set to point to a node (usually an ESCLocation node). If the “camera_node” property is empty,
camera_push_block will point the camera at the ESCItems location. If however, the ESCItem has its “camera_node” property set, the command will instead point the camera at the node referenced by the ESCItems
“camera_node” property.
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take (default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix).
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.6.2 Constants Descriptions
SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS
const SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS: Array = ["LINEAR","SINE","QUINT","QUART","QUAD","EXPO",
˓→"ELASTIC","CUBIC","CIRC","BOUNCE","BACK"]
The list of supported transitions as per the link mentioned above

20.6. CameraPushBlockCommand
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20.6.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.7 CameraPushCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.7.1 Description
camera_push target [time] [type]
Pushes (moves) the camera so it points at a specific target. If the camera was following a target (like the player)
previously, it will no longer follow this target.
Make sure the target is reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• target: Global ID of the ESCItem to push the camera to. ESCItems have a “camera_node” property that can be
set to point to a node (usually an ESCLocation node). If the “camera_node” property is empty, camera_push
will point the camera at the ESCItems location. If however, the ESCItem has its “camera_node” property set,
the command will instead point the camera at the node referenced by the ESCItems “camera_node” property.
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take (default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
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Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix):
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.7.2 Constants Descriptions
SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS
const SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS: Array = ["LINEAR","SINE","QUINT","QUART","QUAD","EXPO",
˓→"ELASTIC","CUBIC","CIRC","BOUNCE","BACK"]
The list of supported transitions as per the link mentioned above

20.7.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.7. CameraPushCommand
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20.8 CameraSetLimitsCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.8.1 Description
camera_set_limits camlimits_id
Limits the current camera’s movement to a limit defined in the ESCRoom’s definition. A limit is defined as an upper-left
(x, y) coordinate, a width and a height that the camera must stay within. Multiple limits can be defined for a room,
allowing for new areas to be seen once they have been ‘unlocked’.
Parameters
• camlimits_id: Index of the camera limit defined in the camera limits list of the current ESCRoom
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.8.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.
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20.9 CameraSetPosBlockCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.9.1 Description
camera_set_pos_block time x y
Moves the camera to the given absolute position over a time period. Blocks until the command completes.
Make sure the coordinates are reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take
• x: Target X coordinate
• “y*: Target Y coordinate
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.9.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command

20.9. CameraSetPosBlockCommand
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.10 CameraSetPosCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.10.1 Description
camera_set_pos time x y
Moves the camera to the given absolute position over a time period.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take
• x: Target X coordinate
• “y*: Target Y coordinate
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.10.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.11 CameraSetTargetBlockCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.11.1 Description
camera_set_target_block time object
Configures the camera to follow the specified target object (ESCItem) as it moves around the current room. The
transition to focus on the object will happen over a time period. Blocks until the command completes.
The camera will move as close as it can if camera limits have been configured and the object is at coordinates that
are not reachable.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take to move the camera to follow object
• object: Global ID of the target object
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.11.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor

20.11. CameraSetTargetBlockCommand
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.12 CameraSetTargetCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.12.1 Description
camera_set_target time object
Configures the camera to follow the specified target object as it moves around the current room. The transition to
focus on the object will happen over a time period.
Parameters
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take to move the camera to follow object
• object: Global ID of the target object
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.12.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.13 CameraSetZoomBlockCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.13.1 Description
camera_set_zoom_block magnitude [time]
Zooms the camera in/out to the desired magnitude. Values larger than ‘1’ zoom the camera out while smaller values
zoom in. These values are relative to the default zoom value of ‘1’, not the current value. As such, while using a value
of ‘0.5’ would double the size of the graphics, running the same command again would result in no change. The zoom
will happen over the given time period. Blocks until the command completes.
Zoom operations might not be as smooth as desired if the requested zoom level results in an edge of the camera meeting
any defined camera limits.
Parameters
• magnitude: Magnitude of zoom
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.13.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command

20.13. CameraSetZoomBlockCommand
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.14 CameraSetZoomCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.14.1 Description
camera_set_zoom magnitude [time]
Zooms the camera in/out to the desired magnitude. Values larger than ‘1’ zoom the camera out while smaller values
zoom in. These values are relative to the default zoom value of ‘1’, not the current value. As such, while using a value
of ‘0.5’ would double the size of the graphics, running the same command again would result in no change. The zoom
will happen over the given time period.
Parameters
• magnitude: Magnitude of zoom
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.14.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.15 CameraSetZoomHeightBlockCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.15.1 Description
camera_set_zoom_height_block pixels [time]
Zooms the camera in/out so it occupies the given height in pixels. Blocks until the command completes.
Parameters
• pixels: Target height in pixels (integer values only)
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.15.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor

20.15. CameraSetZoomHeightBlockCommand
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.16 CameraSetZoomHeightCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.16.1 Description
camera_set_zoom_height pixels [time]
Zooms the camera in/out so it occupies the given height in pixels.
Parameters
• pixels: Target height in pixels
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 0)
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.16.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.17 CameraShiftBlockCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.17.1 Description
camera_shift_block x y [time] [type]
Shifts the camera by the given horizontal and vertical amounts relative to the current location. Blocks until the command
completes.
Make sure the destination coordinates are reachable if camera limits have been configured.
Parameters
• x: Shift by x pixels along the x-axis
• y: Shift by y pixels along the y-axis
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix).
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.17.2 Constants Descriptions
SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS
const SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS: Array = ["LINEAR","SINE","QUINT","QUART","QUAD","EXPO",
˓→"ELASTIC","CUBIC","CIRC","BOUNCE","BACK"]
The list of supported transitions as per the link mentioned above

20.17. CameraShiftBlockCommand
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20.17.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.18 CameraShiftCommand
Extends: ESCCameraBaseCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.18.1 Description
camera_shift x y [time] [type]
Shifts the camera by the given horizontal and vertical amounts relative to the current location.
Parameters
• x: Shift by x pixels along the x-axis
• y: Shift by y pixels along the y-axis
• time: Number of seconds the transition should take, with a value of 0 meaning the zoom should happen instantly
(default: 1)
• type: Transition type to use (default: QUAD)
Supported transitions include the names of the values used in the “TransitionType” enum of the “Tween” type (without
the “TRANS_” prefix):
https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html?highlight=tween#enumerations
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For more details see: https://docs.escoria-framework.org/camera
@ESC

20.18.2 Constants Descriptions
SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS
const SUPPORTED_TRANSITIONS: Array = ["LINEAR","SINE","QUINT","QUART","QUAD","EXPO",
˓→"ELASTIC","CUBIC","CIRC","BOUNCE","BACK"]
The list of supported transitions as per the link mentioned above

20.18.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.18. CameraShiftCommand
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20.19 ChangeSceneCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.19.1 Description
change_scene path [enable_automatic_transition] [run_events]
Switches the game from the current scene to another scene. Use this to move the player to a new room when they walk
through an unlocked door, for example.
Parameters
• path: Path of the new scene
• enable_automatic_transition: Automatically transition to the new scene (default: true)
• run_events: Run the standard ESC events of the new scene (default: true)
@ESC

20.19.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array) -> bool
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.
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20.20 CustomCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.20.1 Description
custom object node func_name [params...]
Executes the specified Godot function. This function must be in a script attached to a child node of a registered
ESCItem.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the target ESCItem
• node: Name of the child node of the target ESCItem
• func_name: Name of the function to be called
• params: Any arguments to be passed to the function (array and object parameters are not supported). Multiple
parameters can be passed by simply passing them in as additional arguments separated by spaces, e.g. custom
the_object the_node the_function arg1 arg2 arg3
@ESC

20.20.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command

20.20. CustomCommand
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.21 DecGlobalCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.21.1 Description
dec_global name value
Subtract the given value from the specified global.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global to be changed
• value: Value to be subtracted (default: 1)
@ESC

20.21.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.22 DialogChoices
Extends: State < Node

20.22.1 Description
20.22.2 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(dialog_player, dialog: ESCDialog, type: String) -> void

enter
func enter()

update
func update(_delta)

20.23 DialogFinish
Extends: State < Node

20.23.1 Description
20.23.2 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(dialog_player) -> void

20.22. DialogChoices
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enter
func enter()

update
func update(_delta)

20.24 DialogIdle
Extends: State < Node

20.24.1 Description
20.24.2 Method Descriptions
enter
func enter()

20.25 DialogInterrupt
Extends: State < Node

20.25.1 Description
20.25.2 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(dialog_manager: ESCDialogManager) -> void

enter
func enter()
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20.26 DialogSayFast
Extends: State < Node

20.26.1 Description
20.26.2 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(dialog_manager: ESCDialogManager) -> void

enter
func enter()

20.27 DialogSayFinish
Extends: State < Node

20.27.1 Description
20.27.2 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(dialog_manager: ESCDialogManager) -> void

enter
func enter()

20.28 DialogVisible
Extends: State < Node

20.26. DialogSayFast
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20.28.1 Description
20.28.2 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(dialog_manager: ESCDialogManager) -> void

enter
func enter()

handle_input
func handle_input(_event)

20.29 ESCActionManager
Extends: Resource

20.29.1 Description
Manages currently carried out actions

20.29.2 Enumerations
ACTION
const ACTION: Dictionary = {"BACKGROUND_CLICK":0,"ITEM_LEFT_CLICK":1,"ITEM_RIGHT_CLICK
˓→":2,"TRIGGER_IN":3,"TRIGGER_OUT":4}
Actions understood by the do(. . . ) method
• BACKGROUND_CLICK: Object is to move from its current position
• ITEM_LEFT_CLICK: Item has been clicked on with LMB.
• ITEM_RIGHT_CLICK: Item has been clicked on with RMB.
• TRIGGER_IN: Character has moved into a trigger area.
• TRIGGER_OUT: Character has moved out of a trigger area.
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ACTION_INPUT_STATE
const ACTION_INPUT_STATE: Dictionary = {"AWAITING_ITEM":1,"AWAITING_TARGET_ITEM":2,
˓→"AWAITING_VERB":3,"AWAITING_VERB_CONFIRMATION":4,"AWAITING_VERB_OR_ITEM":0,"COMPLETED
˓→":5}
States of the action input (verb, item, target) (I) -> AWAITING_VERB_OR_ITEM -> AWAITING_ITEM -> COMPLETED -> (E) or (I) -> AWAITING_VERB_OR_ITEM -> AWAITING_ITEM -> AWAITING_TARGET_ITEM
-> COMPLETED -> (E) or (I) -> AWAITING_VERB_OR_ITEM -> AWAITING_VERB -> AWAITING_VERB_CONFIRMATION -> COMPLETED -> (E)

20.29.3 Constants Descriptions
ACTION_ARRIVED
const ACTION_ARRIVED: String = "arrived"
Basic required internal actions
ACTION_EXIT_SCENE
const ACTION_EXIT_SCENE: String = "exit_scene"

ACTION_WALK
const ACTION_WALK: String = "walk"

20.29.4 Property Descriptions
current_action
var current_action: String = ""
• Setter: set_current_action
Current verb used
current_tool
var current_tool: ESCObject
Current tool (ESCItem/ESCInventoryItem) used

20.29. ESCActionManager
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current_target
var current_target: ESCObject
Current target where the tool is being used on/with (if any)
action_state
var action_state
• Setter: set_action_input_state
Current action input state

20.29.5 Method Descriptions
do
func do(action: int, params: Array, can_interrupt: bool = false) -> void
Run a generic action
Parameters
• action: type of the action to run
• params: Parameters for the action
• can_interrupt: if true, this command will interrupt any ongoing event before it is finished
set_action_input_state
func set_action_input_state(p_state)
Sets the current state of action input.

20.29.6 Parameters
• p_state: the action input state to set
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set_current_action
func set_current_action(action: String)
Set the current action verb

20.29.7 Parameters
• action: The action verb to set
clear_current_action
func clear_current_action()
Clear the current action
clear_current_tool
func clear_current_tool()
Clear the current tool
perform_walk
func perform_walk(moving_obj: ESCObject, destination, is_fast: bool = false)

perform_inputevent_on_object
func perform_inputevent_on_object(obj: ESCObject, event: InputEvent, default_action:␣
˓→bool = false)

is_object_actionable
func is_object_actionable(global_id: String) -> bool
Determines whether the object in question can be acted upon.

20.29. ESCActionManager
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Parameters
• global_id: the global ID of the item to examine
Returns True iff the item represented by global_id can be acted upon.

20.29.8 Signals
• signal action_changed(): The current action verb was changed
• signal action_finished(): Emitted, when an action has been completed
• signal action_input_state_changed(): Emitted when the action input state has changed

20.30 ESCAnimationName
Extends: Resource

20.30.1 Description
Class defining an animation to use for an angle.

20.30.2 Property Descriptions
animation
export var animation: String = ""
Name of the animation
mirrored
export var mirrored: bool = false
Animation mirror (false is no mirror, true is mirrored)

20.31 ESCAnimationPlayer
Extends: Node
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20.31.1 Description
An abstraction class to expose the same animation methods for noth AnimatedSprite and AnimationPlayer

20.31.2 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(node: Node)
Create a new animation player
Parameters
• node: The actual player node
get_animation
func get_animation() -> String
Return the currently playing animation Returns the currently playing animation name
get_animations
func get_animations() -> PoolStringArray
Returns a list of all animation names Returns A list of all animation names
is_playing
func is_playing() -> bool
Whether the animation is playing Returns: Whether the animation is playing
stop
func stop()
Stop the animation

20.31. ESCAnimationPlayer
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play
func play(name: String, backwards: bool = false)
Play the animation
Parameters
• name: The animation name to play
• backwards: Play backwards
play_backwards
func play_backwards(name: String)
Play the given animation backwards
Parameters
• name: Animation to play
has_animation
func has_animation(name: String) -> bool
Check if the given animation exists
Parameters
• name: Name of the animation to check Returns Whether the animation player has the animation
seek_end
func seek_end(name: String)
Play an animation and directly skip to the end
Parameters
• name: Name of the animation to play
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get_length
func get_length(name: String) -> float
Get the length of the specified animation
Parameters
• name: Name of the animation Returns The length of the animation in seconds
is_valid
func is_valid() -> bool
Return true if the ESCAnimationPlayer node is valid, ie. it has a valid player node. Returns: true if the ESCAnimationPlayer has a valid player node, else false

20.31.3 Signals
• signal animation_finished(name): Emitted when the animation finsihed playing

20.32 ESCAnimationResource
Extends: Resource

20.32.1 Description
Resource containing all defined animations and angles for characters movement.

20.32.2 Property Descriptions
dir_angles
export var dir_angles: Array = []
• Setter: set_dir_angles
Array containing the different angles available for animations. Each angle is defined by an array [start_angle, angle_size]. start_angle must be between 0 and 360. Angles 0 and 360 are the same and correspond to UP/NORTH, 90
is RIGHT/EAST, 180 is DOWN/SOUTH, 270 is LEFT/WEST etc.
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directions
export var directions: Array = []
• Setter: set_directions
Array of animations for each direction, from UP to RIGHT_UP clockwise [animation_name, scale]: scale parameter
can be set to -1 to mirror the animation
idles
export var idles: Array = []
• Setter: set_idles
Array containing the idle animations for each direction (in the order defined by dir_angles): scale parameter can be set
to -1 to mirror the animation
speaks
export var speaks: Array = []
• Setter: set_speaks
Array containing the speak animations for each direction (in the order defined by dir_angles): scale parameter can be
set to -1 to mirror the animation

20.32.3 Method Descriptions
set_dir_angles
func set_dir_angles(p_dir_angles: Array) -> void
Sets the dir_angles property.
Parameters
• p_dir_angles: array of direction angle resources to set.
set_directions
func set_directions(p_set_directions: Array) -> void
Sets the directions property.
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Parameters
• p_directions: array of direction resources to set.
set_idles
func set_idles(p_set_idles: Array) -> void
Sets the idles property.
Parameters
• p_set_idles: array of idle resources to set.
set_speaks
func set_speaks(p_set_speaks: Array) -> void
Sets the speaks property.
Parameters
• p_set_idles: array of speak resources to set.

20.33 ESCBackground
Extends: TextureRect

20.33.1 Description
ESCBackground’s purpose is to display a background image and receive input events on the background. More precisely, the TextureRect under ESCBackground does not receive events itself - if it did, it would also eat all events like
hotspot focusing and such. Instead, we set the TextureRect mouse filter to MOUSE_FILTER_IGNORE, and we use an
Area2D node to receive the input events.
If ESCBackground doesn’t contain a texture, it is important that its rect_size is set over the whole scene, because its
rect_size is then used to create the Area2D node under it. If the rect_size is wrongly set, the background may receive
no input.
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20.33.2 Property Descriptions
esc_script
export var esc_script = ""
The ESC script connected to this background

20.33.3 Method Descriptions
get_full_area_rect2
func get_full_area_rect2() -> Rect2
Calculate the actual area taken by this background depending on its Texture or set size Returns The correct area size

20.33.4 Signals
• signal double_left_click_on_bg(position): The background was double clicked
Parameters
• position: The position where the player clicked
• signal left_click_on_bg(position): The background was left clicked
Parameters
• position: The position where the player clicked
• signal right_click_on_bg(position): The background was right clicked
Parameters
• position: The position where the player clicked
• signal mouse_wheel_up(): Emitted when the mouse wheel was turned up
• signal mouse_wheel_down(): Emitted when the mouse wheel was turned down

20.34 ESCBaseCommand
Extends: Resource
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20.34.1 Description
A base class for every ESC command. Extending classes have to override the configure and run function

20.34.2 Constants Descriptions
COMMAND_NAME_REGEX
const COMMAND_NAME_REGEX: String = "(?<path>.+)/(?<file>[^.]+)(?<extension>\\.[^.]*$|$)"

EXTENSION_REGEX_GROUP
const EXTENSION_REGEX_GROUP: String = "extension"

FILE_REGEX_GROUP
const FILE_REGEX_GROUP: String = "file"

PATH_REGEX_GROUP
const PATH_REGEX_GROUP: String = "path"
Regex for creating command name based on the script’s filename, including named groups

20.34.3 Property Descriptions
command_name_regex
var command_name_regex: RegEx
Regex matcher for command names

20.34.4 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array) -> bool
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
get_command_name
func get_command_name() -> String
Return the name of the command based on the script’s filename
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.35 ESCCamera
Extends: Camera2D

20.35.1 Description
Camera handling

20.35.2 Method Descriptions
register
func register(room = null)
Register this camera with the object manager. We do it out here so we can work with the camera before it’s made active
as part of the current scene tree.
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Parameters
• room: The room with which to register the camera.
get_tween
func get_tween() -> Tween
Returns the camera’s tween.
Returns the tween owned by this camera.
set_limits
func set_limits(limits: ESCCameraLimits)
Sets camera limits so it doesn’t go out of the scene
Parameters
• limits: The limits to set
set_drag_margin_enabled
func set_drag_margin_enabled(p_dm_h_enabled, p_dm_v_enabled)

set_target
func set_target(p_target, p_time: float = 0)
Set the target for the camera
Parameters
• p_target: Object to target
• p_time: Number of seconds for the camera to reach the target
set_camera_zoom
func set_camera_zoom(p_zoom_level: float, p_time: float)
Set the camera zoom level
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Parameters
• p_zoom_level: Zoom level to set
• p_time: Number of seconds for the camera to reach the zoom level
push
func push(p_target, p_time: float = 0, p_type: int = 0)
Push the camera towards the target in terms of position and zoom level using a given transition type and time. See
https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html#enumerations
Parameters
• p_target: Target to push to
• p_time: Number of seconds for the transition to take
• p_type: Tween transition type
shift
func shift(p_target: Vector2, p_time: float, p_type: int)
Shift the camera by the given vector in a given time and using a specific Tween transition type.
See https://docs.godotengine.org/en/stable/classes/class_tween.html#enumerations
Parameters
• p_target: Vector to shift the camera by
• p_time: Number of seconds for the transition to take
• p_type: Tween transition type
check_point_is_inside_viewport_limits
func check_point_is_inside_viewport_limits(point: Vector2) -> bool
Checks whether the given point is contained within the viewport’s limits. Note that this is different from the camera’s
limits when using anchor mode DRAG_CENTER.
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Parameters
• point: Point to be tested against viewport limits.
Returns true iff point is inside the calculated viewport’s limits (inclusive)
get_current_valid_viewport_values_x
func get_current_valid_viewport_values_x() -> Array
Returns the inclusive minimum and maximum values for the x-component of the current valid viewport. Mainly used
in any logging messages related to same.
Returns the inclusive minimum and maximum values for the x-component of the current valid viewport.
get_current_valid_viewport_values_y
func get_current_valid_viewport_values_y() -> Array
Returns the inclusive minimum and maximum values for the y-component of the current valid viewport. Mainly used
in any logging messages related to same.
*Returns the inclusive minimum and maximum values for the y-component of the current valid viewport.
get_camera_limit_rect
func get_camera_limit_rect() -> Rect2
Returns the camera’s current limits as a Rect2. Mainly used in any logging messages related to same.
Returns the camera’s current limits as a Rect2.
clamp_to_viewport_limits
func clamp_to_viewport_limits() -> void
Used when drag margins are enabled. Clamps the camera so it respects the viewport limits inside the camera limits.

20.36 ESCCameraBaseCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource
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20.36.1 Description
20.36.2 Method Descriptions
generate_viewport_warning
func generate_viewport_warning(pos: Vector2, camera: ESCCamera) -> void
Generaters a log entry when attempting to move the camera to an invalid position.
Parameters
• pos: The offending position.
• camera: The camera object that pos was checked against.

20.37 ESCCameraLimits
Extends: Reference

20.37.1 Description
Describes a bounding box that limits the camera movement in the scene

20.37.2 Property Descriptions
limit_left
var limit_left: int = -10000
The left side of the bounding box
limit_right
var limit_right: int = 10000
The right side of the bounding box
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limit_top
var limit_top: int = -10000
The top side of the bounding box
limit_bottom
var limit_bottom: int = 10000
The bottom side of the bounding box

20.37.3 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(left: int, right: int, top: int, bottom: int)

20.38 ESCCommand
Extends: ESCStatement < Reference

20.38.1 Description
An ESC command

20.38.2 Constants Descriptions
REGEX
const REGEX: String = "^(\\s*)(?<name>[^\\s]+)(\\s(?<parameters>([^\\[]|$)+))?(\\[(?
˓→<conditions>[^\\]]+)\\])?"
Regex matching command lines

20.38.3 Property Descriptions
name
var name: String
The name of this command
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parameters
var parameters: Array
Parameters of this command
conditions
var conditions: Array
A list of ESCConditions to run this command. Conditions are combined using logical AND

20.38.4 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(command_string)
Create a command from a command string
is_valid
func is_valid() -> bool
Check, if conditions match
command_exists
func command_exists() -> bool
Checks that the command exists
Returns True if the command exists, else false.
run
func run() -> var
Run this command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
This function interrupts the command. If it was not started, it will not run. If it had already started, the execution will
be considered as finished immediately and finish. If it was already finished, nothing will happen.

20.39 ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Extends: Reference

20.39.1 Description
The descriptor of the arguments of an ESC command

20.39.2 Constants Descriptions
GODOT_TYPE_LIST
const GODOT_TYPE_LIST: Array = ["nil","bool","int","real","string","vector2","rect2",
˓→"vector3","matrix32","plane","quat","aabb","matrix3","transform","color","image","node_
˓→path","rid","object","input_event","dictionary","array","raw_array","int_array","real_
˓→array","string_array","vector2_array","vector3_array","color_array","max"]
As the get_type command was deprecated with Godot 2.x w we need a way to determine variable types. Ideally these
wouldn’t be hardcoded but there’s no GDScript 3.x command to turn a type back to its name.

20.39.3 Property Descriptions
max_args
var max_args: int = 0
Maximum number of total arugments the command can handle
min_args
var min_args: int = 0
Number of required arguments the command expects
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types
var types: Array
The types the arguments as TYPE_ constants. If the command is called with more arguments than there are entries in
the types array, the additional arguments will be checked against the last entry of the types array.
defaults
var defaults: Array
The default values for the arguments
strip_quotes
var strip_quotes: Array
Whether to strip quotes on specific arguments
has_varargs
var has_varargs: bool = false
Whether the final argument is a series of varargs

20.39.4 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(p_min_args: int = 0, p_types: Array, p_defaults: Array, p_strip_quotes: Array␣
˓→= true, p_has_varargs: bool = false)

prepare_arguments
func prepare_arguments(arguments: Array) -> Array
Combine the default argument values with the given arguments
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validate
func validate(command: String, arguments: Array) -> bool
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor

20.40 ESCCommandRegistry
Extends: Reference

20.40.1 Description
A registry of ESC command objects

20.40.2 Property Descriptions
registry
var registry: Dictionary
The registry of registered commands

20.40.3 Method Descriptions
load_command
func load_command(command_name: String) -> ESCBaseCommand
Load a command by its name
Parameters
• command_name: Name of command to load Returns The command object
get_command
func get_command(command_name: String) -> ESCBaseCommand
Retrieve a command from the command registry
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Parameters
• command_name: The name of the command Returns The command object

20.41 ESCCompiler
Extends: Resource

20.41.1 Description
Compiler of the ESC language

20.41.2 Constants Descriptions
COMMAND_DIRECTORIES
const COMMAND_DIRECTORIES: String = "escoria/main/command_directories"
This must match ESCProjectSettingsManager.COMMAND_DIRECTORIES. We do not reference it directly to avoid
circular dependencies.
COMMENT_REGEX
const COMMENT_REGEX: String = "^\\s*#.*$"
A RegEx for comment lines .*$’
EMPTY_REGEX
const EMPTY_REGEX: String = "^\\s*$"
A RegEx for empty lines
INDENT_REGEX
const INDENT_REGEX: String = "^(?<indent>\\s*)"
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INDENT_REGEX_GROUP
const INDENT_REGEX_GROUP: String = "indent"
A RegEx for finding out the indent of a line

20.41.3 Method Descriptions
load_esc_file
func load_esc_file(path: String) -> ESCScript
Load an ESC file from a file resource
compile
func compile(lines: Array, path: String = "") -> ESCScript
Compiles an array of ESC script strings to an ESCScript

20.42 ESCCondition
Extends: Reference

20.42.1 Description
A condition to run a command

20.42.2 Constants Descriptions
COMPARISON_ACTIVITY
const COMPARISON_ACTIVITY: int = 4

COMPARISON_DESCRIPTION
const COMPARISON_DESCRIPTION: Array = ["Checking if %s %s %s true%s","Checking if %s %s
˓→%s equals %s","Checking if %s %s %s greater than %s","Checking if %s %s %s less than %s
˓→","Checking if %s %s %s active%s"]
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COMPARISON_EQ
const COMPARISON_EQ: int = 1

COMPARISON_GT
const COMPARISON_GT: int = 2

COMPARISON_LT
const COMPARISON_LT: int = 3

COMPARISON_NONE
const COMPARISON_NONE: int = 0

REGEX
const REGEX: String = "^(?<is_negated>!)?(?<comparison>eq|gt|lt)? ?(?<is_inventory>i/)?(?
˓→<is_activity>a/)?(?<flag>[^ ]+)( (?<comparison_value>.+))?$"
Regex that matches condition lines

20.42.3 Property Descriptions
flag
var flag: String
Name of the flag compared
negated
var negated: bool = false
Whether this condition is negated
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inventory
var inventory: bool = false
Whether this condition is regarding an inventory item (“i/. . . ”)
comparison
var comparison: int
An optional comparison type. Use the COMPARISON-Enum
comparison_value
var comparison_value
The value used together with the comparison type

20.42.4 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(comparison_string: String)
Create a new condition from an ESC condition string
run
func run() -> bool
Run this comparison against the globals

20.43 ESCDialog
Extends: ESCStatement < Reference

20.43.1 Description
An ESC dialog
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20.43.2 Constants Descriptions
END_REGEX
const END_REGEX: String = "^(?<indent>\\s*)!.*$"
A Regex that matches the end of a dialog
REGEX
const REGEX: String = "^(\\s*)\\?( (?<avatar>[^ ]+))?( (?<timeout>[^ ]+))?( (?<timeout_
˓→option>.+))?$"
Regex that matches dialog lines

20.43.3 Property Descriptions
avatar
var avatar: String = "-"
Avatar used in the dialog
timeout
var timeout: int = 0
Timeout until the timeout_option option is selected. Use 0 for no timeout
timeout_option
var timeout_option: int = 0
The dialog option to select when timeout is reached
options
var options: Array
A list of ESCDialogOptions
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20.43.4 Method Descriptions
load_string
func load_string(dialog_string: String)
Construct a dialog from an ESC dialog string
Parameters
• dialog_string: ESC dialog string
is_valid
func is_valid() -> bool
Check if dialog is valid
run
func run()
Run this dialog

20.44 ESCDialogManager
Extends: Control

20.44.1 Description
A base class for dialog plugins to work with Escoria

20.44.2 Method Descriptions
has_type
func has_type(type: String) -> bool
Check whether a specific type is supported by the dialog plugin
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Parameters
• type: required type Returns Whether the type is supported or not
has_chooser_type
func has_chooser_type(type: String) -> bool
Check whether a specific chooser type is supported by the dialog plugin
Parameters
• type: required chooser type Returns Whether the type is supported or not
say
func say(dialog_player: Node, global_id: String, text: String, type: String)
Output a text said by the item specified by the global id. Emit say_finished after finishing displaying the text.
Parameters
• dialog_player: Node of the dialog player in the UI
• global_id: Global id of the item that is speaking
• text: Text to say, optional prefixed by a translation key separated by a “:”
• type: Type of dialog box to use
choose
func choose(dialog_player: Node, dialog: ESCDialog)
Present an option chooser to the player and sends the signal option_chosen with the chosen dialog option
Parameters
• dialog_player: Node of the dialog player in the UI
• dialog: Information about the dialog to display
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speedup
func speedup()
Trigger running the dialogue faster
finish
func finish()
Trigger an instant finish of the current dialog
interrupt
func interrupt()
The say command has been interrupted, cancel the dialog display
voice_audio_finished
func voice_audio_finished()
To be called if voice audio has finished.

20.44.3 Signals
• signal say_finished(): Emitted when the say function has completed showing the text
• signal say_visible(): Emitted when text has just become fully visible
• signal option_chosen(option): Emitted when the player has chosen an option

20.45 ESCDialogOption
Extends: ESCStatement < Reference

20.45.1 Description
An option of an ESC dialog
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20.45.2 Constants Descriptions
REGEX
const REGEX: String = "^[^-]*- (?<trans_key>[^:]+)?:?\"(?<option>[^\"]+)\"( \\[(?
˓→<conditions>[^\\]]+)\\])?$"
Regex that matches dialog option lines

20.45.3 Property Descriptions
option
var option: String
• Getter: get_option
Option displayed in the HUD
conditions
var conditions: Array
Conditions to show this dialog

20.45.4 Method Descriptions
load_string
func load_string(option_string: String)
Create a dialog option from an ESC string
Parameter
• option_string: ESC string for the dialog option
get_option
func get_option()
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is_valid
func is_valid() -> bool
Check, if conditions match

20.46 ESCDialogOptionsChooser
Extends: Control

20.46.1 Description
Base class for all dialog options implementations

20.46.2 Property Descriptions
dialog
var dialog: ESCDialog
The dialog to show

20.46.3 Method Descriptions
set_dialog
func set_dialog(new_dialog: ESCDialog) -> void
Set the dialog used for the chooser
Parameters
• new_dialog: Dialog to set
show_chooser
func show_chooser() -> void
Show the dialog chooser UI
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hide_chooser
func hide_chooser() -> void
Hide the dialog chooser UI

20.46.4 Signals
• signal option_chosen(option): An option was chosen
Parameters
• option: The dialog option that was chosen

20.47 ESCDirectionAngle
Extends: Resource

20.47.1 Description
Class defining an angle, with a start angle (between 0 and 360) and a size.

20.47.2 Property Descriptions
angle_start
export var angle_start: int = 0
Start angle of the directional angle.
angle_size
export var angle_size: int = 0
Size of the angle

20.48 ESCEvent
Extends: ESCStatement < Reference
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20.48.1 Description
An event in the ESC language
Events are triggered from various sources. Common events include
• :setup : This event is always the first to be called each time the room is visited. It allows elements in the room to
be prepared before the room is displayed to the player (e.g. starting particle effects).
• :ready : This event is the second to be called each time the room is visited. It is run immediately after :setup
finishes execution, if it exists. Otherwise, :ready will be the first event to run. Regardless, this event is run after
the room is displayed to the player, allowing cutscenes or animations to be run once the room is visible.
• :use Called from the current item when it is used with the item with the global id

20.48.2 Constants Descriptions
FLAG_NO_SAVE
const FLAG_NO_SAVE: int = 8

FLAG_NO_TT
const FLAG_NO_TT: int = 2

FLAG_NO_UI
const FLAG_NO_UI: int = 4

FLAG_TK
const FLAG_TK: int = 1

PREFIX
const PREFIX: String = ":"
Prefix to identify this as an ESC event.
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REGEX
const REGEX: String = "^:(?<name>[^|]+)( \\|\\s*(?<flags>( (TK|NO_TT|NO_UI|NO_SAVE))+))?$
˓→"
Regex identifying an ESC event

20.48.3 Property Descriptions
name
var name: String
Name of event
flags
var flags: int = 0
Flags set to this event

20.48.4 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(event_string: String)
Create a new event from an event line
run
func run() -> int
Execute this statement and return its return code

20.49 ESCEventManager
Extends: Node
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20.49.1 Description
A manager for running events There are different “channels” an event can run on. The usual events happen in the
foreground channel _front, but additional event queues can be added as required. Additionally, events can be scheduled
to be queued in the future

20.49.2 Constants Descriptions
CHANNEL_FRONT
const CHANNEL_FRONT: String = "_front"
Event channel names
EVENT_CANT_REACH
const EVENT_CANT_REACH: String = "cant_reach"

EVENT_EXIT_SCENE
const EVENT_EXIT_SCENE: String = "exit_scene"

EVENT_INIT
const EVENT_INIT: String = "init"

EVENT_LOAD
const EVENT_LOAD: String = "load"

EVENT_NEW_GAME
const EVENT_NEW_GAME: String = "newgame"

EVENT_PRINT
const EVENT_PRINT: String = "print"
Pre-defined ESC events
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EVENT_READY
const EVENT_READY: String = "ready"

EVENT_ROOM_SELECTOR
const EVENT_ROOM_SELECTOR: String = "room_selector"

EVENT_SETUP
const EVENT_SETUP: String = "setup"

EVENT_TRANSITION_IN
const EVENT_TRANSITION_IN: String = "transition_in"

EVENT_TRANSITION_OUT
const EVENT_TRANSITION_OUT: String = "transition_out"

20.49.3 Property Descriptions
scheduled_events
var scheduled_events: Array
A list of currently scheduled events
events_queue
var events_queue: Dictionary
A list of constantly running events in multiple background channels

20.49.4 Method Descriptions
queue_event_from_esc
func queue_event_from_esc(script_object: ESCScript, event: String, channel: String,␣
˓→block: bool) -> var
Queue a new event based on input from an ESC command, most likely “queue_event”
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Parameters
• script_object: Compiled script object, i.e. the one with the event to queue
• event: Name of the event to queue
• channel: Channel to run the event on (default: _front)
• block: Whether to wait for the queue to finish. This is only possible, if the queued event is not to be run on the
same event as this command (default: false)
Returns indicator of success/status
queue_event
func queue_event(event: ESCEvent, force: bool = false) -> void
Queue a new event to run in the foreground
Parameters
• event: Event to run
schedule_event
func schedule_event(event: ESCEvent, timeout: float) -> void
Schedule an event to run after a timeout
Parameters
• event: Event to run
• timeout: Number of seconds to wait before adding the event to the front queue
queue_background_event
func queue_background_event(channel_name: String, event: ESCEvent) -> void
Queue the run of an event in a background channel
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Parameters
• channel_name: Name of the channel to use
• event: Event to run
interrupt
func interrupt(exceptions: PoolStringArray) -> void
Interrupt the events currently running and any that are pending.
Parameters
• exceptions: an optional list of events which should be left running or queued
clear_event_queue
func clear_event_queue()
Clears the event queues.
is_channel_free
func is_channel_free(name: String) -> bool
Check whether a channel is free to run more events
Parameters
• name: Name of the channel to test Returns Whether the channel can currently accept a new event
get_running_event
func get_running_event(name: String) -> ESCEvent
Get the currently running event in a channel
Parameters
• name: Name of the channel Returns The currently running event or null
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set_changing_scene
func set_changing_scene(p_is_changing_scene: bool) -> void
Setter for _changing_scene.
Parameterse
• value: boolean value to set _changing_scene to

20.49.5 Signals
• signal event_started(event_name): Emitted when the event started execution
• signal background_event_started(channel_name, event_name): Emitted when an event is started in a channel of
the background queue
• signal event_finished(return_code, event_name): Emitted when the event did finish running
• signal background_event_finished(return_code, event_name, channel_name): Emitted when a background event
was finished

20.50 ESCExecution
Extends: Resource

20.50.1 Description
Basic features and informations about ESC executions

20.50.2 Constants Descriptions
RC_CANCEL
const RC_WONT_QUEUE: int = 5
Return codes handled by events
• RC_OK: Event run okay
• RC_CANCEL: Cancel all scheduled and queued events. This return code tells the Event Manager that no execution is required for this command (such as “stop” and “repeat”)
• RC_ERROR: Error running a command
• RC_REPEAT: Repeat the current scope from the beginning
• RC_INTERRUPTED: Event was interrupted
• RC_WONT_QUEUE: Event won’t or can’t be queued
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RC_ERROR
const RC_WONT_QUEUE: int = 5
Return codes handled by events
• RC_OK: Event run okay
• RC_CANCEL: Cancel all scheduled and queued events. This return code tells the Event Manager that no execution is required for this command (such as “stop” and “repeat”)
• RC_ERROR: Error running a command
• RC_REPEAT: Repeat the current scope from the beginning
• RC_INTERRUPTED: Event was interrupted
• RC_WONT_QUEUE: Event won’t or can’t be queued
RC_INTERRUPTED
const RC_WONT_QUEUE: int = 5
Return codes handled by events
• RC_OK: Event run okay
• RC_CANCEL: Cancel all scheduled and queued events. This return code tells the Event Manager that no execution is required for this command (such as “stop” and “repeat”)
• RC_ERROR: Error running a command
• RC_REPEAT: Repeat the current scope from the beginning
• RC_INTERRUPTED: Event was interrupted
• RC_WONT_QUEUE: Event won’t or can’t be queued
RC_OK
const RC_WONT_QUEUE: int = 5
Return codes handled by events
• RC_OK: Event run okay
• RC_CANCEL: Cancel all scheduled and queued events. This return code tells the Event Manager that no execution is required for this command (such as “stop” and “repeat”)
• RC_ERROR: Error running a command
• RC_REPEAT: Repeat the current scope from the beginning
• RC_INTERRUPTED: Event was interrupted
• RC_WONT_QUEUE: Event won’t or can’t be queued
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RC_REPEAT
const RC_WONT_QUEUE: int = 5
Return codes handled by events
• RC_OK: Event run okay
• RC_CANCEL: Cancel all scheduled and queued events. This return code tells the Event Manager that no execution is required for this command (such as “stop” and “repeat”)
• RC_ERROR: Error running a command
• RC_REPEAT: Repeat the current scope from the beginning
• RC_INTERRUPTED: Event was interrupted
• RC_WONT_QUEUE: Event won’t or can’t be queued
RC_WONT_QUEUE
const RC_WONT_QUEUE: int = 5
Return codes handled by events
• RC_OK: Event run okay
• RC_CANCEL: Cancel all scheduled and queued events. This return code tells the Event Manager that no execution is required for this command (such as “stop” and “repeat”)
• RC_ERROR: Error running a command
• RC_REPEAT: Repeat the current scope from the beginning
• RC_INTERRUPTED: Event was interrupted
• RC_WONT_QUEUE: Event won’t or can’t be queued

20.51 ESCExit
Extends: ESCItem < Area2D

20.51.1 Description
An ESCExit is a minimal feature node that provides an exit to a room.
For exits that don’t require scripts, the ESCExit node is provided. The only things you will need to configure on the
node are the “target_scene” to change to, and optionally, a “switch sound” (the sound to play when changing rooms).
If you want to attach the exit to a script to perform additional actions - a cutscene for example - use an ESCItem with
“Is Exit” selected instead.
The game character will automatically walk to an ESCLocation created as a child of an ESCExit node.
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20.51.2 Property Descriptions
target_scene
export var target_scene = ""
Path to the target scene to change to
switch_sound
export var switch_sound = ""
Sound effect to play when changing the scene

20.52 ESCGame
Extends: Node2D

20.52.1 Description
A base class for ESC game scenes An extending class can be used in the project settings and is responsible for managing
very basic game features and controls

20.52.2 Enumerations
EDITOR_GAME_DEBUG_DISPLAY
const EDITOR_GAME_DEBUG_DISPLAY: Dictionary = {"MOUSE_TOOLTIP_LIMITS":1,"NONE":0}
Editor debug modes NONE - No debugging MOUSE_TOOLTIP_LIMITS - Visualize the tooltip limits

20.52.3 Property Descriptions
main_menu
export var main_menu = ""
The main menu node
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pause_menu
export var pause_menu = ""
The main menu node
mouse_tooltip_margin
export var mouse_tooltip_margin = 50
The safe margin around tooltips
editor_debug_mode
export var editor_debug_mode = 0
Which (if any) debug mode for the editor is used
ui_parent_control_node
export var ui_parent_control_node = ""
The Control node underneath which all UI must be placed. This should be a Control node and NOT a CanvasLayer (or
any other type of) node.
tooltip_node
var tooltip_node: Object
A reference to the node handling tooltips
room_ready_for_inputs
var room_ready_for_inputs: bool = false
Boolean indicating whether the game scene is ready to accept inputs from the player. This enables using escoria.is_ready_for_inputs() in _input() function of game.gd script.

20.52.4 Method Descriptions
clear_tooltip
func clear_tooltip()
Clears the tooltip content (if an ESCTooltip node exists in UI)
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do_walk
func do_walk(destination, params: Array, can_interrupt: bool = false) -> void
Sets up and performs default walking action
Parameters
• destination: Destination to walk to
• params: Parameters for the action
• can_interrupt: if true, this command will interrupt any ongoing event
left_click_on_bg
func left_click_on_bg(position: Vector2) -> void
Called when the player left clicks on the background (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameters
• position: Position clicked
right_click_on_bg
func right_click_on_bg(position: Vector2) -> void
Called when the player right clicks on the background (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameters
• position: Position clicked
left_double_click_on_bg
func left_double_click_on_bg(position: Vector2) -> void
Called when the player double clicks on the background (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
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Parameters
• position: Position clicked
element_focused
func element_focused(element_id: String) -> void
Called when an element in the scene was focused (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameters
• element_id: Global id of the element focused
element_unfocused
func element_unfocused() -> void
Called when no element is focused anymore (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
left_click_on_item
func left_click_on_item(item_global_id: String, event: InputEvent) -> void
Called when an item was left clicked (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameters
• item_global_id: Global id of the item that was clicked
• event: The received input event
right_click_on_item
func right_click_on_item(item_global_id: String, event: InputEvent) -> void
Called when an item was right clicked (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameters
• item_global_id: Global id of the item that was clicked
• event: The received input event
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left_double_click_on_item
func left_double_click_on_item(item_global_id: String, event: InputEvent) -> void

left_click_on_inventory_item
func left_click_on_inventory_item(inventory_item_global_id: String, event: InputEvent) ->
˓→ void

right_click_on_inventory_item
func right_click_on_inventory_item(inventory_item_global_id: String, event: InputEvent) ˓→> void

left_double_click_on_inventory_item
func left_double_click_on_inventory_item(inventory_item_global_id: String, event:␣
˓→InputEvent) -> void

inventory_item_focused
func inventory_item_focused(inventory_item_global_id: String) -> void
Called when an inventory item was focused (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameters
• inventory_item_global_id: Global id of the inventory item that was focused
inventory_item_unfocused
func inventory_item_unfocused() -> void
Called when no inventory item is focused anymore (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
open_inventory
func open_inventory()
Called when the inventory was opened (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
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close_inventory
func close_inventory()
Called when the inventory was closed (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
mousewheel_action
func mousewheel_action(direction: int)
Called when the mousewheel was used (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
Parameter
• direction: The direction in which the mouse wheel was rotated
hide_ui
func hide_ui()
Called when the UI should be hidden (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
show_ui
func show_ui()
Called when the UI should be shown (Needs to be overridden, if supported)
pause_game
func pause_game()
Pauses the game. Reimplement to eventually show a specific UI.
unpause_game
func unpause_game()
Unpause the game. Reimplement to eventually hide a specific UI.
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show_main_menu
func show_main_menu()
Shows the main menu. Reimplement to show a specific UI.
hide_main_menu
func hide_main_menu()
Hides the main menu. Reimplement to hide a specific UI.
apply_custom_settings
func apply_custom_settings(custom_settings: Dictionary)
Custom function that is meant to apply custom settings. Called right after Escoria settings file was loaded.
get_custom_data
func get_custom_data() -> Dictionary
Custom function automatically called when save game is created.
Returns A Dictionary containing the custom data to be saved within the game file.
show_crash_popup
func show_crash_popup(files: Array) -> var
Shows the crash popup when a crash occurs
Parameters
• files: Array of strings containing the paths to the files generated on crash
escoria_hide_ui
func escoria_hide_ui()
*** FOR USE BY ESCORIA CORE ONLY *** Hides everything under the UI Control node.
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escoria_show_ui
func escoria_show_ui()
*** FOR USE BY ESCORIA CORE ONLY *** Show everything under the UI Control node.

20.52.5 Signals
• signal crash_popup_confirmed(): Emitted when the user has confirmed the crash popup
• signal request_pause_menu(): Signal sent when pause menu has to be displayed

20.53 ESCGlobalsManager
Extends: Resource

20.53.1 Description
A resource that manages the ESC global states The ESC global state is basically simply a dictionary of keys with values.
Values can be bool, integer or strings

20.53.2 Property Descriptions
globals_regex
var globals_regex: RegEx
Use look-ahead/behind to capture the term in braces

20.53.3 Method Descriptions
has
func has(key: String) -> bool
Check if a global was registered
Parameters
• key: The global key to check Returns Whether the global was registered
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register_reserved_global
func register_reserved_global(key: String, value = null) -> void
Registers a global as being reserved and initializes it.
Parameters
• key: The key of the global to register
• value: The initial value (optional)
get_global
func get_global(key: String)
Get the current value of a global
Parameters
• key: The key of the global to return the value Returns The value of the global
filter
func filter(pattern: String) -> Dictionary
Filter the globals and return all matching keys and their values as a dictionary Check out the Godot docs for the pattern
format
Parameters
• pattern: The pattern that the keys have to match Returns A dictionary of matching keys and their values
set_global
func set_global(key: String, value, ignore_reserved: bool = false) -> void
Set the value of a global
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Parameters
• key: The key of the global to modify
• value: The new value
set_global_wildcard
func set_global_wildcard(pattern: String, value) -> void
Set all globals that match the pattern to the value Check out the Godot docs for the pattern format
Parameters
• pattern: The wildcard pattern to match
• value: The new value
replace_globals
func replace_globals(string: String) -> String
Look to see if any globals (names in braces) should be interpreted
Parameters
• string: Text in which to replace globals
Returns the provided string with globals variables replaced with their values
save_game
func save_game(p_savegame: ESCSaveGame) -> void
Save the state of globals in the savegame.
Parameters
• p_savegame: ESCSaveGame resource that holds all data of the save
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20.53.4 Signals
• signal global_changed(global, old_value, new_value): Emitted when a global is changed

20.54 ESCGroup
Extends: ESCStatement < Reference

20.54.1 Description
A group of ESC commands

20.54.2 Constants Descriptions
REGEX
const REGEX: String = "^([^>]*)>\\s*(\\[(?<conditions>[^\\]]+)\\])?$"
A RegEx identifying a group

20.54.3 Property Descriptions
conditions
var conditions: Array
A list of ESCConditions to run this group Conditions are combined using logical AND

20.54.4 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(group_string: String)
Construct an ESC group of an ESC script line

20.55 ESCInputsManager
Extends: Resource
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20.55.1 Description
Escoria inputs manager Catches, handles and distributes input events for the game

20.55.2 Constants Descriptions
ESC_SHOW_DEBUG_PROMPT
const ESC_SHOW_DEBUG_PROMPT: String = "esc_show_debug_prompt"
Input action for use by InputMap
ESC_UI_PRIMARY_ACTION
const ESC_UI_PRIMARY_ACTION: String = "esc_ui_primary_action"
Input action for use by InputMap that represents a “primary action” from an input device, such as a left-click on a
mouse or the X button on an XBox controller
INPUT_ALL
const INPUT_ALL: int = 0

INPUT_NONE
const INPUT_NONE: int = 1

INPUT_SKIP
const INPUT_SKIP: int = 2

SWITCH_ACTION_VERB
const SWITCH_ACTION_VERB: String = "switch_action_verb"
Input action for use by InputMap
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20.55.3 Property Descriptions
input_mode
var input_mode
The current input mode
hover_stack
var hover_stack: Array
A LIFO stack of hovered items
hotspot_focused
var hotspot_focused: String = ""
The global id of the topmost item from the hover_stack
custom_input_handler
var custom_input_handler
Function reference that can be used to intercept and process input events. If set, this function must have the following
signature:
(event: InputEvent, is_default_state: bool) -> bool
Parameters
• event: The event to process
• is_default_state: Whether the current state is escoria.GAME_STATE.DEFAULT
Returns Whether the function processed the event.

20.55.4 Method Descriptions
register_core
func register_core()
Register core signals (from escoria.gd)
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register_inventory_item
func register_inventory_item(item: Node)
Connect the item signals to the local methods
register_background
func register_background(background: ESCBackground)

register_custom_input_handler
func register_custom_input_handler(callback) -> void
Registers a function that can be used to intercept and process input events. callback must have the following signature:
(event: InputEvent, is_default_state: bool) -> bool
where
• event: The event to process
• is_default_state: Whether the current state is escoria.GAME_STATE.DEFAULT
• returns whether the function processed the event
callback is responsible for calling get_tree().set_input_as_handled(), if appropriate.
Parameters
• callback: Function reference satisfying the above contract
try_custom_input_handler
func try_custom_input_handler(event: InputEvent, is_default_state: bool) -> bool
If a callback was specified via register_custom_input_handler(), forwards the event to the callback and returns
its result; otherwise, returns false.
Parameters
• event: The event to process
• is_default_state: Whether the current state is escoria.GAME_STATE.DEFAULT
Returns Result of custom_input_handler if set; otherwise, false
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unset_hovered_node
func unset_hovered_node(item: ESCItem)
Unsets the hovered node.
Parameters
• item: the item that was unfocused (mouse_exited)
set_hovered_node
func set_hovered_node(item: ESCItem) -> bool
Sets the hovered node and calls its mouse_entered() method if it was the top most item in hover_stack.
Parameters
• item: the item that was focused (mouse_entered)
Returns True if item is the new top hovered object
on_item_non_interactive
func on_item_non_interactive(item: ESCItem) -> void
Function called when the item is set interactive, to re-trigger an input on underlying item.
Parameters
• item: The ESCCItem that was set non-interactive
hover_stack_add_item
func hover_stack_add_item(item)
Add the given item to the stack if not already in it.
Parameters
• item: the item to add to the hover stack
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hover_stack_add_items
func hover_stack_add_items(items: Array)
Add the items contained in given list to the stack if not already in it.
Parameters
• items: the items list (array) to add to the hover stack
hover_stack_erase_item
func hover_stack_erase_item(item)
Remove the given item from the stack
Parameters
• item: the item to remove from the hover stack
hover_stack_clear
func hover_stack_clear()
Clear the stack of hovered items

20.55.5 Sub-classes
HoverStackSorter
Method Descriptions
sort_ascending_z_index (static)
func sort_ascending_z_index(a, b)

20.56 ESCInventory
Extends: Control
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20.56.1 Description
Manages the inventory on the GUI connected to the inventory_ui_container variable

20.56.2 Property Descriptions
inventory_ui_container
export var inventory_ui_container = ""
Define the actual container node to add items as children of. Should be a Container.
items_ids_in_inventory
var items_ids_in_inventory: Dictionary
A registry of inventory ESCInventoryItem nodes

20.56.3 Method Descriptions
add_new_item_by_id
func add_new_item_by_id(item_id: String) -> void
add item to Inventory UI using its id set in its scene
remove_item_by_id
func remove_item_by_id(item_id: String) -> void
remove item fromInventory UI using its id set in its scene

20.57 ESCInventoryButton
Extends: TextureButton

20.57.1 Description
The inventory representation of an ESC item if pickable (only used by the inventory components)
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20.57.2 Property Descriptions
global_id
var global_id: String = ""
Global ID of the ESCItem that uses this ESCInventoryItem

20.57.3 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(p_item: ESCInventoryItem) -> void

20.57.4 Signals
• signal mouse_left_inventory_item(item_id): Signal emitted when the item was left clicked
Parameters
• item_id: Global ID of the clicked item
• signal mouse_right_inventory_item(item_id): Signal emitted when the item was right clicked
Parameters
• item_id: Global ID of the clicked item
• signal mouse_double_left_inventory_item(item_id): Signal emitted when the item was double clicked
Parameters
• item_id: Global ID of the clicked item
• signal inventory_item_focused(item_id): Signal emitted when the item was focused
Parameters
• item_id: Global ID of the clicked item
• signal inventory_item_unfocused(): Signal emitted when the item is not focused anymore
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20.58 ESCInventoryContainer
Extends: Control

20.58.1 Description
Inventory container handler that acts as a base for UIs inventory containers

20.58.2 Method Descriptions
is_empty
func is_empty() -> bool
Get whether the inventory container currently is empty Returns Whether the container is empty or not
add_item
func add_item(inventory_item: ESCInventoryItem) -> ESCInventoryButton
Add a new item into the container and return the control generated for it so its events can be handled by the inputs
manager
Parameters
• inventory_item: Item to add Returns The button generated for the item
remove_item
func remove_item(inventory_item: ESCInventoryItem)
Remove an item from the container
Parameters
• inventory_item: Item to remove
get_inventory_button
func get_inventory_button(inventory_item: ESCInventoryItem) -> ESCInventoryButton
Return an Inventory button from the container, using an ESCInventoryItem
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Parameters
• inventory_item: Inventory item to return the button node from

20.59 ESCInventoryItem
20.59.1 Property Descriptions
global_id
var global_id: String = ""
Global ID of the ESCItem that uses this ESCInventoryItem
texture
var texture: Texture
The texture for the item

20.59.2 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(p_item: ESCItem) -> void

20.60 ESCInventoryManager
Extends: Resource

20.60.1 Description
A manager for inventory objects

20.60.2 Method Descriptions
inventory_has
func inventory_has(item: String) -> bool
Check if the player has an inventory item
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Parameters
• item: Inventory item id Returns Whether the player has the inventory
items_in_inventory
func items_in_inventory() -> Array
Get all inventory items Returns The items in the inventory
remove_item
func remove_item(item: String)
Remove an item from the inventory
Parameters
• item: Inventory item id
add_item
func add_item(item: String)
Add an item to the inventory
Parameters
• item: Inventory item id

20.61 ESCItem
Extends: Area2D

20.61.1 Description
An ESCItem defines a (usually interactive) item in the game.
When interacting with an ESCItem, the game character will automatically walk to an ESCLocation that is created as
a child of an ESCItem.
By selecting the “Is Exit” checkbox when you create an ESCItem node, Escoria will look for an :exit_scene event
in the attached script file. Any commands you place in the :exit_scene event will be run when the player chooses
to “use” the exit - for example, saying a goodbye, or running a cutscene. Place a change_scene command inside this
event to move the character to the next room.
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20.61.2 Constants Descriptions
GROUP_ITEM_CAN_COLLIDE
const GROUP_ITEM_CAN_COLLIDE: String = "item_can_collide"
Group for ESCItem’s that can be collided with in a scene. Used for quick retrieval of such nodes to easily change their
attributes at the same time.

20.61.3 Property Descriptions
global_id
export var global_id = ""
The global ID of this item
esc_script
export var esc_script = ""
The ESC script for this item
is_exit
export var is_exit = false
If true, the ESC script may have an :exit_scene event to manage scene changes. For simple exits that do not require
scripted actions, the ESCExit node may be preferred.
is_trigger
export var is_trigger = false
If true, object is considered as trigger. Allows using :trigger_in and :trigger_out verbs in ESC scripts.
trigger_in_verb
export var trigger_in_verb = "trigger_in"
The verb used for the trigger in ESC events
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trigger_out_verb
export var trigger_out_verb = "trigger_out"
The verb used for the trigger out ESC events
is_interactive
export var is_interactive = true
If true, the player can interact with this item
is_movable
export var is_movable = false
Whether this item is movable
player_orients_on_arrival
export var player_orients_on_arrival = true
If true, player orients towards ‘interaction_direction’ as player character arrives.
interaction_direction
export var interaction_direction = 0
Let the player turn to this direction when the player arrives at the item
tooltip_name
export var tooltip_name = ""
The name for the tooltip of this item
default_action
export var default_action = ""
Default action to use if object is not in the inventory
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default_action_inventory
export var default_action_inventory = ""
Default action to use if object is in the inventory
combine_when_selected_action_is_in
export var combine_when_selected_action_is_in = []
If action used by player is in this list, the game will wait for a second click on another item to combine objects together
(typical USE <X> WITH <Y>, GIVE <X> TO <Y>)
combine_is_one_way
export var combine_is_one_way = false
If true, combination must be done in the way it is written in ESC script ie. :use ON_ITEM If false, combination will
be tried in the other way.
use_from_inventory_only
export var use_from_inventory_only = false
If true, then the object must have been picked up before using it. A false value is useful for items in the background,
such as buttons.
inventory_texture
export var inventory_texture: Texture = "[Object:null]"
The visual representation for this item when its in the inventory
dialog_color
export var dialog_color = "0,0,0,1"
Color used for dialogs
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dont_apply_terrain_scaling
export var dont_apply_terrain_scaling = false
If true, terrain scaling will not be applied and node will remain at the scale set in the scene.
speed
export var speed: int = 300
Speed of this item ifmovable
v_speed_damp
export var v_speed_damp: float = 1
Speed damp of this item if movable
animation_player_node
export var animation_player_node: NodePath = ""
The node used to play animations
camera_node
export var camera_node = ""
The node that references the camera position and zoom if this item is used as a camera target
animations
var animations: ESCAnimationResource
• Setter: set_animations
ESCAnimationsResource (for walking, idling. . . )
animation_sprite
var animation_sprite
Reference to the animation node (null if none was found)
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terrain
var terrain: ESCTerrain
Reference to the current terrain
collision
var collision: Node
Reference to this items collision shape node

20.61.4 Method Descriptions
validate_animations
func validate_animations(animations_resource: ESCAnimationResource) -> void
Validates the ESCAnimationResource if it exists. Note that we pass in the ESCAnimationResource as an argument so
that it can also be used to validate an ESCAnimationResource prior to being set.
Parameters
• animation_resource: the ESCAnimationResource to validate.
set_animations
func set_animations(p_animations: ESCAnimationResource) -> void
Setter for the animations property.
get_animation_player
func get_animation_player() -> Node
Return the animation player node
get_interact_position
func get_interact_position() -> Vector2
Return the position the player needs to walk to to interact with this item. That can either be a direct Position2D child
or a collision shape
Returns The interaction position
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mouse_entered
func mouse_entered()
React to the mouse entering the item by emitting the respective signal
mouse_exited
func mouse_exited()
React to the mouse exiting the item by emitting the respective signal
element_entered
func element_entered(body)
Another item (e.g. the player) has entered this item
Parameters
• body: Other object that has entered the item
element_exited
func element_exited(body)
Another item (e.g. the player) has exited this element
Parameters
• body: Other object that has entered the item
teleport
func teleport(target: Node) -> void
Use the movable node to teleport this item to the target item
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Parameters
• target: Target node to teleport to
teleport_to
func teleport_to(target: Vector2) -> void
Use the movable node to teleport this item to the target position
Parameters
• target: Vector2 position to teleport to
walk_to
func walk_to(pos: Vector2, p_walk_context: ESCWalkContext = null) -> void
Use the movable node to make the item walk to the given position
Parameters
• pos: Position to walk to
• p_walk_context: Walk context to use
stop_walking_now
func stop_walking_now(to_target: bool = false) -> void
Stop the movable node immediately and remain where it is at this moment, or teleport it directly at destination position
if ‘to_target’ is true.
Parameters
• to_target: if true, the movable node is teleport directly at its target destination
set_speed
func set_speed(speed_value: int) -> void
Set the moving speed
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Parameters
• speed_value: Set the new speed
has_moved
func has_moved() -> bool
Check whether this item moved
get_sprite
func get_sprite() -> Node
Return the sprite node
set_angle
func set_angle(deg: int, wait: float = 0)
Set the angle
Parameters
• deg: The angle degree to set
• wait: Wait this amount of seconds until continuing with turning around
turn_to
func turn_to(object: Node, wait: float = 0)
Turn to face another object
Parameters
• deg: The angle degree to set
• float Wait this amount of seconds until continuing with turning around
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start_talking
func start_talking()
Play the talking animation
stop_talking
func stop_talking()
Stop playing the talking animation
update_idle
func update_idle()
Replay the last idle animation
get_camera_node
func get_camera_node()
Return the camera position if a camera_position_node exists or the global position of the player
is_moving
func is_moving() -> bool
Whether the item is currently moving.
Returns Returns true if the player is currently moving, false otherwise

20.61.5 Signals
• signal mouse_entered_item(item): Emitted when the mouse has entered this item
Parameters
• items: The inventory item node
• signal mouse_exited_item(item): Emitted when the mouse has exited this item
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Parameters
• items: The inventory item node
• signal mouse_left_clicked_item(global_id): Emitted when the item was left cliced
Parameters
• global_id: ID of this item
• signal mouse_double_left_clicked_item(global_id): Emitted when the item was double cliced
Parameters
• global_id: ID of this item
• signal mouse_right_clicked_item(global_id): Emitted when the item was right cliced
Parameters
• global_id: ID of this item
• signal arrived(walk_context): Emitted when the item walked to a destination
Parameters
• walk_context: The walk context of the command

20.61.6 Sub-classes
HoverStackSorter
Method Descriptions
sort_ascending_z_index (static)
func sort_ascending_z_index(a, b)

20.62 ESCLocation
Extends: Position2D
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20.62.1 Description
A simple node extending Position2D with a global ID so that it can be referenced in ESC Scripts. Movement-based
commands like walk_to_pos will automatically use an ESCLocation that is a child of the destination node. Commands like turn_to–which are not movement-based–will ignore child ESCLocations and refer to the parent node.

20.62.2 Property Descriptions
global_id
export var global_id = ""
The global ID of this item
is_start_location
export var is_start_location = false
If true, this ESCLocation is considered as a player start location
player_orients_on_arrival
export var player_orients_on_arrival = true
If true, player orients towards ‘interaction_direction’ as player character arrives.
interaction_direction
export var interaction_direction = 0
Let the player turn to this direction when the player arrives at the item

20.62.3 Method Descriptions
is_class
func is_class(p_classname: String) -> bool
Used by “is” keyword to check whether a node’s class_name is the same as p_classname.
## Parameters
p_classname: String class to compare against
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20.63 ESCMain
Extends: Node

20.63.1 Description
Main_scene is the entry point for Godot Engine. This scene sets up the main menu scene to load.

20.63.2 Property Descriptions
escoria_node
var escoria_node: Escoria

20.64 ESCMigration
Extends: Reference

20.64.1 Description
Base class for all migration version scripts. Extending scripts should be named like the version they migrate the
savegame to. (e.g. 1.0.0.gd, 1.0.1.gd)

20.64.2 Method Descriptions
set_savegame
func set_savegame(savegame: ESCSaveGame)
Set the savegame
Parameters
• savegame: Savegame to modify
get_savegame
func get_savegame()
Get the savegame Returns Savegame
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migrate
func migrate()
Override this function in the version script with the things that need to be applied to the savegame

20.65 ESCMigrationManager
Extends: Reference

20.65.1 Description
Class that handles migrations between different game or escoria versions

20.65.2 Constants Descriptions
VERSION_REGEX
const VERSION_REGEX: String = "^(?<major>\\d+)\\.(?<minor>\\d+)\\.(?<patch>\\d+)$"
Regular expression that matches a simple semver version string

20.65.3 Property Descriptions
version_regex
var version_regex: RegEx
Compiled regex

20.65.4 Method Descriptions
migrate
func migrate(savegame: ESCSaveGame, from: String, to: String, versions_directory:␣
˓→String) -> ESCSaveGame
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20.66 ESCMovable
Extends: Node

20.66.1 Description
Node that performs the moving (walk, teleport, terrain scaling. . . ) actions on its parent node.

20.66.2 Enumerations
MovableTask
const MovableTask: Dictionary = {"NONE":0,"SLIDE":2,"WALK":1}
Tasks carried out by this walkable node NONE - The node is inactive WALK - The node walks the parent somewhere
SLIDE - The node slides the parent somewhere

20.66.3 Property Descriptions
walk_path
var walk_path: Array
Character path through the scene as calculated by the Pathfinder
path_ofs
var path_ofs: int
Current active walk path entry
walk_destination
var walk_destination: Vector2
The destination where the character should be moving to
walk_context
var walk_context: ESCWalkContext
The walk context currently carried out by this movable node
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moved
var moved: bool
Whether the character was moved at all
last_dir
var last_dir: int
Player Direction used to reflect the movement to the new position
last_scale
var last_scale: Vector2
The last scaling applied to the parent
is_mirrored
var is_mirrored: bool
Whether the current direction animation is flipped
parent
var parent
Shortcut variable that references the node’s parent
task
var task
Currenly running task

20.66.4 Method Descriptions
teleport
func teleport(target: Node) -> void
Teleports this item to the target position.
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Parameters
• target: Position2d or ESCItem to teleport to
teleport_to
func teleport_to(target: Vector2) -> void
Teleports this item to the target position.
Parameters
• target: Vector2 target position to teleport to
walk_to
func walk_to(pos: Vector2, p_walk_context: ESCWalkContext = null) -> void
Walk to a given position
Parameters
• pos: Position to walk to
• p_walk_context: Walk context to use
walk_stop
func walk_stop(pos: Vector2) -> void
We have finished walking. Set the idle pose and complete
Parameters
• pos: Final target position
update_terrain
func update_terrain(on_event_finished_name = null) -> void
Update the sprite scale and lighting
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Parameters
• on_event_finished_name: Used if this function is called from an ESC event
set_angle
func set_angle(deg: int, wait: float = 0) -> var
Sets character’s angle and plays according animation.
Parameters
• deg int angle to set the character
• wait float Wait this amount of seconds until continuing with turning around
turn_to
func turn_to(item: Node, wait: float = 0) -> void
Turns the character to face another item or character.
Parameters
• item_id id of the object to face.
• float Wait this amount of seconds until continuing with turning around
get_shortest_way_to_dir
func get_shortest_way_to_dir(current_dir: int, target_dir: int) -> int
Return the shortest way to turn from a direction to another. Returned way is either: -1 (shortest way is to turn anticlockwise) 0 (already at the right direction) 1 (clockwise).
####Parameters
• current_dir: integer corresponding to the starting direction as defined in the attached ESCAnimationResource.directions.
• target_dir: integer corresponding to the target direction as defined in the attached ESCAnimationResource.directions.
Returns Integer: -1 (anti-clockwise), 1 (clockwise) or 0 (no movement needed).
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20.67 ESCMusicPlayer
Extends: Control

20.67.1 Description
Background music player

20.67.2 Property Descriptions
global_id
export var global_id: String = "_music"
Global id of the background music player
state
var state: String = "default"
The state of the music player. “default” or “off” disable music Any other state refers to a music stream that should be
played
stream
var stream: AudioStreamPlayer
Reference to the audio player

20.67.3 Method Descriptions
set_state
func set_state(p_state: String, p_force: bool = false) -> void
Set the state of this player
Parameters
• p_state: New state to use
• p_force: Override the existing state even if the stream is still playing
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20.68 ESCObject
Extends: Reference

20.68.1 Description
20.68.2 Constants Descriptions
STATE_DEFAULT
const STATE_DEFAULT: String = "default"
Default object state

20.68.3 Property Descriptions
global_id
var global_id: String
The global id of the object
active
var active: bool = true
Whether the object is active (visible to the player)
interactive
var interactive: bool = true
Whether the object is interactive (clickable by the player)
state
var state: String
The state of the object. If the object has a respective animation, it will be played
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events
var events: Dictionary
The events registered with the object
node
var node: Node
The node in the scene. Can be an ESCItem or an ESCCamera

20.68.4 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(p_global_id: String, p_node: Node)

set_state
func set_state(p_state: String, immediate: bool = false)
Set the state and start a possible animation
Parameters
• p_state: State to set
• immediate: If true, skip directly to the end
get_save_data
func get_save_data() -> Dictionary
Return the data of the object to be inserted in a savegame file.
Returns A dictionary containing the data to be saved for this object.

20.69 ESCObjectManager
Extends: Resource
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20.69.1 Description
A manager for ESC objects

20.69.2 Constants Descriptions
CAMERA
const CAMERA: String = "_camera"

MUSIC
const MUSIC: String = "_music"

RESERVED_OBJECTS
const RESERVED_OBJECTS: Array = ["_music","_sound","_speech"]

SOUND
const SOUND: String = "_sound"

SPEECH
const SPEECH: String = "_speech"

20.69.3 Property Descriptions
room_objects
var room_objects: Array
The array of registered objects (organized by room, so each entry is a structure representing a room and its registered
objects). This also includes one “room” for reserved objects; that is, we use one entry of the array to hold all reserved
objects. This entry can be identified by the “is_reserved” property being set to true.
“Reserved objects” are those which are named in the RESERVED_OBJECTS const array and include objects that are
used internally by Escoria in every room, e.g. a music player, a sound player, a speech player, the main camera.
In almost all cases, the reserved objects’ entry doesn’t need updating once created.
Example structure:
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[
{
is_reserved: true,

# Indicates this is the "reserved objects"␣

entry

˓→

room: "",
room_instance_id: "",
objects:
{
"_camera": camera
},
},
{
is_reserved: false,

# Indicates this an entry for a room's␣

objectss

˓→

room_global_id: "<room_global_id>",
room_instance_id: "<room_object_instance_id>",
objects:
{
"obj1": val1,
"obj2": val2
}
}
]

current_room_key
var current_room_key: ESCRoomObjectsKey
We also store the current room’s ids for retrieving the right objects.
reserved_objects_container
var reserved_objects_container: ESCRoomObjects
To avoid having to look this up all the time, we hold a reference.

20.69.4 Method Descriptions
set_current_room
func set_current_room(room: ESCRoom) -> void
Updates which object manager room is to be treated as the currently active one.
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Parameters
• room: Room to register the object with in the object manager
register_object
func register_object(object: ESCObject, room: ESCRoom = null, force: bool = false, auto_
˓→unregister: bool = true) -> void
Register the object in the manager
Parameters
• object: Object to register
• room: Room to register the object with in the object manager
• force: Register the object, even if it has already been registered
• auto_unregister: Automatically unregister object on tree_exited
has
func has(global_id: String, room: ESCRoom = null) -> bool
Check whether an object was registered
Parameters
• global_id: Global ID of object
• room: ESCRoom instance the object is registered with. Returns Whether the object exists in the object registry
get_object
func get_object(global_id: String, room: ESCRoom = null) -> ESCObject
Get the object from the object registry
Parameters
• global_id: The global id of the object to retrieve
• room: ESCRoom instance the object is registered with. Returns The retrieved object, or null if not found
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unregister_object
func unregister_object(object: ESCObject, room_key: ESCRoomObjectsKey) -> void
Remove an object from the registry
Parameters
• object: The object to unregister
• room_key: The room under which the object should be unregistered.
unregister_object_by_global_id
func unregister_object_by_global_id(global_id: String, room_key: ESCRoomObjectsKey) ->␣
˓→void
Remove an object from the registry by global_id
Parameters
• global_id: The global_id of the object to unregister
• room_key: The room under which the object should be unregistered.
save_game
func save_game(p_savegame: ESCSaveGame) -> void
Insert data to save into savegame. For now, we only save the current room’s objects.
Parameters
• p_savegame: The savegame resource
get_start_location
func get_start_location() -> ESCLocation
Returns the current room’s starting location. If more than one exists, the first one encountered is returned.
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20.70 ESCPlayer
Extends: ESCItem < Area2D

20.70.1 Description
A playable character

20.70.2 Property Descriptions
selectable
export var selectable = false
Whether the player can be selected like an item

20.71 ESCProjectSettingsManager
Extends: Resource

20.71.1 Description
Registers and allows access to Escoria-specific project settings.

20.71.2 Constants Descriptions
ACTION_DEFAULT_SCRIPT
const ACTION_DEFAULT_SCRIPT: String = "escoria/main/action_default_script"

COMMAND_DIRECTORIES
const COMMAND_DIRECTORIES: String = "escoria/main/command_directories"

CRASH_MESSAGE
const CRASH_MESSAGE: String = "escoria/debug/crash_message"
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DEFAULT_DIALOG_TYPE
const DEFAULT_DIALOG_TYPE: String = "escoria/ui/default_dialog_type"

DEFAULT_TRANSITION
const DEFAULT_TRANSITION: String = "escoria/ui/default_transition"

DEVELOPMENT_LANG
const DEVELOPMENT_LANG: String = "escoria/debug/development_lang"

DIALOG_MANAGERS
const DIALOG_MANAGERS: String = "escoria/ui/dialog_managers"

DISPLAY
const DISPLAY: String = "display"
Godot Windows project settings
ENABLE_ROOM_SELECTOR
const ENABLE_ROOM_SELECTOR: String = "escoria/debug/enable_room_selector"

FORCE_QUIT
const FORCE_QUIT: String = "escoria/main/force_quit"

FULLSCREEN
const FULLSCREEN: String = "display/window/size/fullscreen"
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GAME_MIGRATION_PATH
const GAME_MIGRATION_PATH: String = "escoria/main/game_migration_path"

GAME_SCENE
const GAME_SCENE: String = "escoria/ui/game_scene"

GAME_START_SCRIPT
const GAME_START_SCRIPT: String = "escoria/main/game_start_script"

GAME_VERSION
const GAME_VERSION: String = "escoria/main/game_version"

INVENTORY_ITEMS_PATH
const INVENTORY_ITEMS_PATH: String = "escoria/ui/inventory_items_path"

INVENTORY_ITEM_SIZE
const INVENTORY_ITEM_SIZE: String = "escoria/ui/inventory_item_size"

LOG_FILE_PATH
const LOG_FILE_PATH: String = "escoria/debug/log_file_path"

LOG_LEVEL
const LOG_LEVEL: String = "escoria/debug/log_level"

MASTER_VOLUME
const MASTER_VOLUME: String = "escoria/sound/master_volume"
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MUSIC_VOLUME
const MUSIC_VOLUME: String = "escoria/sound/music_volume"

ROOM_SELECTOR_ROOM_DIR
const ROOM_SELECTOR_ROOM_DIR: String = "escoria/debug/room_selector_room_dir"

SAVEGAMES_PATH
const SAVEGAMES_PATH: String = "escoria/main/savegames_path"

SETTINGS_PATH
const SETTINGS_PATH: String = "escoria/main/settings_path"

SFX_VOLUME
const SFX_VOLUME: String = "escoria/sound/sfx_volume"

SIZE
const SIZE: String = "size"

SKIP_CACHE
const SKIP_CACHE: String = "escoria/platform/skip_cache"

SKIP_CACHE_MOBILE
const SKIP_CACHE_MOBILE: String = "escoria/platform/skip_cache.mobile"

SPEECH_ENABLED
const SPEECH_ENABLED: String = "escoria/sound/speech_enabled"
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SPEECH_EXTENSION
const SPEECH_EXTENSION: String = "escoria/sound/speech_extension"

SPEECH_FOLDER
const SPEECH_FOLDER: String = "escoria/sound/speech_folder"

SPEECH_VOLUME
const SPEECH_VOLUME: String = "escoria/sound/speech_volume"

TERMINATE_ON_ERRORS
const TERMINATE_ON_ERRORS: String = "escoria/debug/terminate_on_errors"

TERMINATE_ON_WARNINGS
const TERMINATE_ON_WARNINGS: String = "escoria/debug/terminate_on_warnings"

TEXT_LANG
const TEXT_LANG: String = "escoria/main/text_lang"

TRANSITION_PATHS
const TRANSITION_PATHS: String = "escoria/ui/transition_paths"

VOICE_LANG
const VOICE_LANG: String = "escoria/main/voice_lang"

WINDOW
const WINDOW: String = "window"
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20.71.3 Method Descriptions
register_setting (static)
func register_setting(name: String, default_value, info: Dictionary) -> void
Register a new project setting if it hasn’t been defined already
Parameters
• name: Name of the project setting
• default_value: Default value
• info: Property info for the setting
remove_setting (static)
func remove_setting(name: String) -> void
Removes the specified project setting.
Parameters
• name: Name of the project setting
get_setting (static)
func get_setting(key: String)
Retrieves the specified project setting.
Parameters
• key: Project setting name.
Returns the value of the project setting located with key.
set_setting (static)
func set_setting(key: String, value) -> void
Sets the specified project setting to the provided value.
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Parameters
• key: Project setting name.
• value: Project setting value.
has_setting (static)
func has_setting(key: String) -> bool
Simple wrapper for consistency’s sake.
Parameters
• key: Project setting name.
Returns true iff the project setting exists.

20.72 ESCResourceCache
Extends: Reference

20.72.1 Description
A cache for resources

20.72.2 Property Descriptions
thread
var thread: Thread

mutex
var mutex: Mutex

sem
var sem: Semaphore
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queue
var queue: Array

pending
var pending: Dictionary

20.72.3 Method Descriptions
queue_resource
func queue_resource(path: String, p_in_front: bool = false, p_permanent: bool = false)

cancel_resource
func cancel_resource(path)

clear
func clear()

get_progress
func get_progress(path)

is_ready
func is_ready(path)

get_resource
func get_resource(path)
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thread_process
func thread_process()

thread_func
func thread_func(u)
warning-ignore:unused_argument
print_progress
func print_progress(p_path, p_progress)

res_loaded
func res_loaded(p_path)

print_queue_progress
func print_queue_progress(p_queue_size)

start
func start()

20.72.4 Signals
• signal resource_loading_progress(path, progress):
• signal resource_loading_done(path):
• signal resource_queue_progress(queue_size):

20.73 ESCResourceDescriptor
Extends: Resource
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20.73.1 Description
Describes a resource for use in the resource cache

20.73.2 Property Descriptions
res
var res: Resource
The resource being described
permanent
var permanent: bool
Whether the resource is permanent

20.73.3 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(res_in: Resource, permanent_in: bool) -> void

20.74 ESCRoom
Extends: Node2D

20.74.1 Description
A room in an Escora based game

20.74.2 Enumerations
EditorRoomDebugDisplay
const EditorRoomDebugDisplay: Dictionary = {"CAMERA_LIMITS":1,"NONE":0}
Debugging displays for a room NONE: No debug display CAMERA_LIMITS: Display the camera limits
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20.74.3 Property Descriptions
global_id
export var global_id = ""
The global id of this room
esc_script
export var esc_script = ""
The ESC script of this room
player_scene
export var player_scene = "[Object:null]"
The player inside this scene
camera_limits
export var camera_limits: Array = ["(0, 0, 0, 0)"]
• Setter: set_camera_limits
The camera limits available in this room
editor_debug_mode
export var editor_debug_mode = 0
• Setter: set_editor_debug_mode
The editor debug display mode
player
var player
The player scene instance
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player_camera
var player_camera: ESCCamera
The player camera
game
var game
The game scene instance
compiled_script
var compiled_script: ESCScript
Compiled ESCScript
enabled_automatic_transitions
var enabled_automatic_transitions
Whether automatic transition are enabled or not
is_run_directly
var is_run_directly
Whether this room was run directly with Play Scene (F6)

20.74.4 Method Descriptions
set_camera_limits
func set_camera_limits(p_camera_limits: Array) -> void
Set the camera limits
Parameters
• p_camera_limits: An array of Rect2Ds as camera limits
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set_editor_debug_mode
func set_editor_debug_mode(p_editor_debug_mode: int) -> void
Set the editor debug mode
Parameters
• p_editor_debug_mode: The debug mode to set for the room

20.75 ESCRoomManager
Extends: Resource

20.75.1 Description
20.75.2 Constants Descriptions
GLOBAL_ANIMATION_RESOURCES
const GLOBAL_ANIMATION_RESOURCES: String = "ANIMATION_RESOURCES"

GLOBAL_CURRENT_SCENE
const GLOBAL_CURRENT_SCENE: String = "ESC_CURRENT_SCENE"
Contains the global_id of the current room
GLOBAL_FORCE_LAST_SCENE_NULL
const GLOBAL_FORCE_LAST_SCENE_NULL: String = "FORCE_LAST_SCENE_NULL"
If true, ESC_LAST_SCENE is not considered for automatic transitions
GLOBAL_LAST_SCENE
const GLOBAL_LAST_SCENE: String = "ESC_LAST_SCENE"
Reserved globals which can not be overridden; prefixed with “GLOBAL_”
Contains the global_id of previous room
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RESERVED_GLOBALS
const RESERVED_GLOBALS: Dictionary = {"ANIMATION_RESOURCES":{},"ESC_CURRENT_SCENE":"",
˓→"ESC_LAST_SCENE":"","FORCE_LAST_SCENE_NULL":false}
Dict of the reserved globals to register and their initial values.

20.75.3 Method Descriptions
register_reserved_globals
func register_reserved_globals() -> void
Registers all reserved global flags for use.
change_scene
func change_scene(room_path: String, enable_automatic_transitions: bool) -> void
Performs the actions needed in order to change the current scene to the one specified by room_path.
Parameters
• room_path: Node path to the room that is to become the new current room.
• enable_automatic_transitions: Whether to play the transition between rooms automatically or to leave the responsibility to the developer.
init_room
func init_room(room: ESCRoom) -> void
Sanitize camera limits, add player node and set the global id to the name of this node if it’s not set manually
Parameters
• room: The ESCRoom to be initialized for use.

20.76 ESCRoomObjects
Extends: Reference
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20.76.1 Description
Container for ESCObjects stored in the object manager.

20.76.2 Property Descriptions
is_reserved
var is_reserved: bool = false
Designated whether ‘objects’ is the container for all reserved objects.
room_global_id
var room_global_id: String = ""
Global ID of the room to which the objects in ‘objects’ are registered.
room_instance_id
var room_instance_id: int = -1
Instance ID of the room to which the objects in ‘objects’ are registered. This is used to disambiguate in cases where
more than one of the same room exist in the object manager.
objects
var objects: Dictionary
The hash of objects registered to the room specified above.

20.77 ESCRoomObjectsKey
Extends: Reference

20.77.1 Description
Simple pair container to store a room’s identifying information for use in the object manager.
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20.77.2 Property Descriptions
room_global_id
var room_global_id: String = ""
Contains the global_id of the room being represented by this key.
room_instance_id
var room_instance_id: int = -1
Contains the instance ID of the room being represented by this key.

20.77.3 Method Descriptions
is_valid
func is_valid() -> bool
Checks whether this key is valid and represents an actual room.
Returns true iff the key has a valid global_id and room instance ID.

20.78 ESCSaveGame
Extends: Resource

20.78.1 Description
Resource used for holding savegames data.

20.78.2 Constants Descriptions
MAIN_CURRENT_SCENE_FILENAME_KEY
const MAIN_CURRENT_SCENE_FILENAME_KEY: String = "current_scene_filename"
Access key for the main data current_scene_filename
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MAIN_LAST_SCENE_GLOBAL_ID_KEY
const MAIN_LAST_SCENE_GLOBAL_ID_KEY: String = "last_scene_global_id"
Access key for the main data last_scene_global_id

20.78.3 Property Descriptions
escoria_version
export var escoria_version: String = ""
Escoria version which the savegame was created with.
game_version
export var game_version: String = ""
Game version which the savegame was created with.
name
export var name: String = ""
Name of the savegame. Can be custom value, provided by the player.
date
export var date: String = ""
Date of creation of the savegame.
main
export var main: Dictionary = {}
Main data to be saved
globals
export var globals: Dictionary = {}
Escoria Global variables exported from ESCGlobalsManager
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objects
export var objects: Dictionary = {}
Escoria objects exported from ESCObjectsManager
custom_data
export var custom_data: Dictionary = {}
Custom data

20.79 ESCSaveManager
20.79.1 Constants Descriptions
CRASH_SAVE_NAME_TEMPLATE
const CRASH_SAVE_NAME_TEMPLATE: String = "crash_autosave_%s_%s.tres"
Template for crash savegames filenames
SAVE_NAME_TEMPLATE
const SAVE_NAME_TEMPLATE: String = "save_%03d.tres"
Template for savegames filenames
SETTINGS_TEMPLATE
const SETTINGS_TEMPLATE: String = "settings.tres"
Template for settings filename

20.79.2 Property Descriptions
save_enabled
var save_enabled: bool = true
If true, saving a game is enabled. Else, saving is disabled
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save_folder
var save_folder: String
Variable containing the saves folder obtained from Project Settings
crash_savegame_filename
var crash_savegame_filename: String
Filename of the latest crash savegame file
settings_folder
var settings_folder: String
Variable containing the settings folder obtained from Project Settings

20.79.3 Method Descriptions
get_saves_list
func get_saves_list() -> Dictionary
Return a list of savegames metadata (id, date, name and game version)
save_game_exists
func save_game_exists(id: int) -> bool
Returns true whether the savegame identified by id does exist
## Parameters
• id: integer suffix of the savegame file
save_game
func save_game(id: int, p_savename: String)
Save the current state of the game in a file suffixed with the id value. This id can help with slots development for the
game developer.
## Parameters
• id: integer suffix of the savegame file
• p_savename: name of the savegame
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save_game_crash
func save_game_crash()
Performs an emergency savegame in case of crash.
load_game
func load_game(id: int)
Load a savegame file from its id.
## Parameters
• id: integer suffix of the savegame file
save_settings
func save_settings()
Save the game settings in the settings file.
load_settings
func load_settings() -> Resource
Load the game settings from the settings file Returns The Resource structure loaded from settings file

20.80 ESCSaveSettings
Extends: Resource

20.80.1 Description
Resource holding game settings. Note that we call directly to ProjectSettings for instance variable initialization since
this class is instantiated from escoria.gd.

20.80.2 Property Descriptions
escoria_version
export var escoria_version: String = ""
Version of ESCORIA Framework
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text_lang
export var text_lang: String = ""
Language of displayed text
voice_lang
export var voice_lang: String = ""
Language of voice speech
speech_enabled
export var speech_enabled: bool = false
Whether speech is enabled
master_volume
export var master_volume: float = 0
Master volume (mix of music, voice and sfx)
music_volume
export var music_volume: float = 0
Volume of music only
sfx_volume
export var sfx_volume: float = 0
Volume of SFX only
speech_volume
export var speech_volume: float = 0
Speech volume only
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fullscreen
export var fullscreen: bool = false
True if game has to be fullscreen
custom_settings
export var custom_settings: Dictionary = {}
Dictionary containing all user-defined settings.

20.81 ESCScheduledEvent
Extends: Reference

20.81.1 Description
An event that is scheduled to run later

20.81.2 Property Descriptions
event
var event: ESCEvent
Event to run when timeout is reached
timeout
var timeout: float
The number of seconds until the event is run

20.81.3 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(p_event: ESCEvent, p_timeout: float)
Create a new scheduled event
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run
func run() -> int
Run the event
Returns The execution code

20.82 ESCScript
Extends: Resource

20.82.1 Description
A compiled ESC script

20.82.2 Property Descriptions
events
var events: Dictionary
A dictionary of ESCEvents in this script

20.83 ESCSettingsManager
20.83.1 Constants Descriptions
SETTINGS_TEMPLATE
const SETTINGS_TEMPLATE: String = "settings.tres"
Template for settings filename

20.83.2 Property Descriptions
settings_folder
var settings_folder: String
Variable containing the settings folder obtained from Project Settings
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custom_settings
var custom_settings: Dictionary
Dictionary containing specific settings that gamedev wants to save in settings This variable is access-free. Getting its
content is gamedev’s duty. It is saved with other Escoria settings data when save_settings() is called.

20.83.3 Method Descriptions
apply_settings
func apply_settings() -> void
Apply the loaded settings
save_settings_resource_to_project_settings
func save_settings_resource_to_project_settings(settings: ESCSaveSettings)

load_settings
func load_settings()
Load the game settings from the settings file
get_settings
func get_settings() -> ESCSaveSettings

save_settings
func save_settings()
Save the game settings in the settings file.

20.84 ESCSoundPlayer
Extends: Control
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20.84.1 Description
Background sound player

20.84.2 Property Descriptions
global_id
export var global_id: String = "_sound"
Global id of the background sound player
state
var state: String = "default"
The state of the sound player. “default” or “off” disable sound Any other state refers to a sound stream that should be
played
stream
var stream: AudioStreamPlayer
Reference to the audio player

20.84.3 Method Descriptions
set_state
func set_state(p_state: String, p_force: bool = false)
Set the state of this player
Parameters
• p_state: New state to use
• p_force: Override the existing state even if the stream is still playing
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20.85 ESCSpeechPlayer
Extends: Control

20.85.1 Description
Speech player

20.85.2 Property Descriptions
global_id
export var global_id: String = "_speech"
Global id of the background music player
stream
var stream: AudioStreamPlayer
Reference to the audio player

20.85.3 Method Descriptions
set_state
func set_state(p_state: String, p_force: bool = false) -> void
Set the state of this player
Parameters
• p_state: New state to use
• p_force: Override the existing state even if the stream is still playing
pause
func pause()
Pause the speech player
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resume
func resume()
Unpause the speech player

20.86 ESCStatement
Extends: Reference

20.86.1 Description
A statement in an ESC file

20.86.2 Property Descriptions
statements
var statements: Array
The list of ESC commands
source
var source: String = ""
The source of this statement, e.g. an ESC script or a class.

20.86.3 Method Descriptions
is_valid
func is_valid() -> bool
Check whether the statement should be run based on its conditions
run
func run() -> var
Execute this statement and return its return code
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Interrupt the statement in the middle of its execution.
reset_interrupt
func reset_interrupt()
Resets an interrupted event

20.86.4 Signals
• signal finished(event, return_code): Emitted when the event did finish running
• signal interrupted(event, return_code): Emitted when the event was interrupted

20.87 ESCTerrain
Extends: Navigation2D

20.87.1 Description
A walkable Terrains

20.87.2 Enumerations
DebugMode
const DebugMode: Dictionary = {"LIGHTMAP":2,"NONE":0,"SCALES":1}
Visualize scales or the lightmap for debugging purposes

20.87.3 Constants Descriptions
Logger
const Logger: GDScript = preload("res://addons/escoria-core/game/esc_logger.gd")
Logger class
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20.87.4 Property Descriptions
scales
export var scales = "[Object:null]"
Scaling texture
scale_min
export var scale_min = 0.3
Minimum scaling
scale_max
export var scale_max = 1
Maximum scaling
lightmap
export var lightmap = "[Object:null]"
Lightmap texture
bitmaps_scale
export var bitmaps_scale = "(1, 1)"
The scaling factor for the scale and light maps
player_speed_multiplier
export var player_speed_multiplier = 1
Multiplier applied to the player speed on this terrain
player_doubleclick_speed_multiplier
export var player_doubleclick_speed_multiplier = 1.5
Multiplier how much faster the player will walk when fast mode is on (double clicked)
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lightmap_modulate
export var lightmap_modulate = "1,1,1,1"
Additional modulator to the lightmap texture
debug_mode
export var debug_mode = 0
Currently selected debug visualize mode
current_active_navigation_instance
var current_active_navigation_instance: NavigationPolygonInstance
The currently activ navigation polygon
logger
var logger
Logger instance

20.87.5 Method Descriptions
get_light
func get_light(pos: Vector2) -> Color
Return the Color of the lightmap pixel for the specified position
Parameters
• pos: Position to calculate lightmap for Returns The color of the given point
get_scale_range
func get_scale_range(factor: float) -> Vector2
Calculate the scale inside the scale range for a given scale factor
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Parameters
• factor: The factor for the scaling according to the scale map Returns The scaling
get_terrain
func get_terrain(pos: Vector2) -> float
Get the terrain scale factor for a given position
Parameters
• pos: The position to calculate for Returns The scale factor for the given position

20.88 ESCTooltip
Extends: RichTextLabel

20.88.1 Description
A tooltip displaying []

20.88.2 Constants Descriptions
MAX_HEIGHT
const MAX_HEIGHT: int = 500
Maximum height of the label
MAX_WIDTH
const MAX_WIDTH: int = 200
Maximum width of the label
MIN_HEIGHT
const MIN_HEIGHT: int = 30
Minimum height of the label
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ONE_LINE_HEIGHT
const ONE_LINE_HEIGHT: int = 16
Height of one line in the label

20.88.3 Property Descriptions
color
export var color = "0,0,0,1"
• Setter: set_color
Color of the label
offset_from_cursor
export var offset_from_cursor = "(10, 0)"
Vector2 defining the offset from the cursor
debug_mode
export var debug_mode = false
• Setter: set_debug_mode
Activates debug mode. If enabled, shows the label with a white background.
current_action
var current_action: String
Infinitive verb
current_target
var current_target: String
• Setter: set_target
Target item/hotspot
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current_prep
var current_prep: String = "with"
Preposition: on, with. . .
current_target2
var current_target2: String
Target 2 item/hotspot
waiting_for_target2
var waiting_for_target2
True if tooltip is waiting for a click on second target (use x with y)
debug_texturerect_node
var debug_texturerect_node: TextureRect
Node containing the debug white background

20.88.4 Method Descriptions
set_color
func set_color(p_color: Color)
Set the color of the label

20.88.5 Parameters
- p_color: the color to set the label
set_debug_mode
func set_debug_mode(p_debug_mode: bool)
Enable/disable debug mode of the label. If enabled, the label is displayed with a white background.
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20.88.6 Parameters
• p_debug_mode: if true, enable debug mode. False to disable
set_target
func set_target(target: String, needs_second_target: bool = false) -> void
Set the first target of the label.
## Parameters
• target: String the target to add to the label
• needs_second_target: if true, the label will prepare for a second target
set_target2
func set_target2(target2: String) -> void
Set the second target of the label
## Parameters
• target2: String the second target to add to the label
update_tooltip_text
func update_tooltip_text()
Update the tooltip text.
update_size
func update_size()
Update the tooltip size according to the text.
tooltip_distance_to_edge_top
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_top(position: Vector2)
Return the tooltip distance to top edge.
## Parameters
• position: the position to test
Return The distance to the edge.
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tooltip_distance_to_edge_bottom
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_bottom(position: Vector2)
Return the tooltip distance to bottom edge.
## Parameters
• position: the position to test
Return The distance to the edge.
tooltip_distance_to_edge_left
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_left(position: Vector2)
Return the tooltip distance to left edge.
## Parameters
• position: the position to test
Return The distance to the edge.
tooltip_distance_to_edge_right
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_right(position: Vector2)
Return the tooltip distance to right edge.
## Parameters
• position: the position to test
Return The distance to the edge.
clear
func clear()
Clear the tooltip targets texts

20.89 ESCTransitionPlayer
Extends: ColorRect
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20.89.1 Description
A transition player for scene changes

20.89.2 Enumerations
TRANSITION_MODE
const TRANSITION_MODE: Dictionary = {"IN":0,"OUT":1}
The valid transition modes

20.89.3 Constants Descriptions
TRANSITION_ID_INSTANT
const TRANSITION_ID_INSTANT: int = -1
Id to represent instant/no transitions
TRANSITION_INSTANT
const TRANSITION_INSTANT: String = "instant"
Instant transition type

20.89.4 Property Descriptions
transition_id
var transition_id: int = 0
Id of the transition. Allows keeping track of the actual transition being played or finished

20.89.5 Method Descriptions
transition
func transition(transition_name: String = "", mode: int, duration: float = 1) -> int
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get_transition
func get_transition(name: String) -> String
Returns the full path for a transition shader based on its name

20.89.6 Parameters
• name: The name of the transition to test
Returns the full path to the shader or an empty string, if it can’t be found
has_transition
func has_transition(name: String) -> bool
Returns true whether the transition scene has a transition corresponding to name provided.

20.89.7 Parameters
• name: The name of the transition to test
Returns true if a transition exists with given name.
reset_shader_cutoff
func reset_shader_cutoff() -> void
Resets the current material’s cutoff parameter instantly.

20.89.8 Signals
• signal transition_done(transition_id): Emitted when the transition was played

20.90 ESCUtils
Extends: Reference

20.90.1 Description
A set of common utilities
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20.90.2 Method Descriptions
get_deg_from_rad (static)
func get_deg_from_rad(rad_angle: float)
Convert radians to degrees
Parameters
• rad_angle: Angle in radians Returns Degrees
get_re_group (static)
func get_re_group(re_match: RegExMatch, group: String) -> String
Get the content of a reg exp group by name
Parameters
• re_match: The RegExMatch object
• group: The name of the group Returns The value of the named regex group in the match
get_typed_value (static)
func get_typed_value(value: String, type_hint)
Return a string value in the correct infered type
Parameters
• value: The original value
• type_hint: The type it should be Returns The typed value according to the type inference
sanitize_whitespace (static)
func sanitize_whitespace(value: String) -> String
Sanitize use of whitespaces in a string. Removes double whitespaces and converts tabs into space.
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Paramters
• value: String to work on Returns the string with sanitized whitespaces

20.91 ESCWalkContext
Extends: Reference

20.91.1 Description
The walk context describes the target of a walk command and if that command should be executed fast

20.91.2 Property Descriptions
target_object
var target_object: ESCObject
Target object that the walk command tries to reach
target_position
var target_position: Vector2 = "(0, 0)"
The target position
fast
var fast: bool
Whether to move fast
dont_interact_on_arrival
var dont_interact_on_arrival: bool
Whether an interaction should NOT happen after walk reaches destination
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20.91.3 Method Descriptions
_init
func _init(p_target_object: ESCObject, p_target_position: Vector2, p_fast: bool, p_dont_
˓→interact_on_arrival: bool)

20.92 EnableTerrainCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.92.1 Description
enable_terrain node_name
Enables the ESCTerrain’s NavigationPolygonInstance specified by the given node name. It will also disable the
previously-activated NavigationPolygonInstance. Use this to change where the player can walk, allowing them to
walk into the next room once a door has been opened, for example.
Parameters
• node_name: Name of the NavigationPolygonInstance node to activate
@ESC

20.92.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.
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20.93 Escoria
Extends: Node

20.93.1 Description
The escoria main script

20.93.2 Constants Descriptions
ESCORIA_CORE_PLUGIN_NAME
const ESCORIA_CORE_PLUGIN_NAME: String = "escoria-core"
Name of the Escoria core plugin

20.93.3 Property Descriptions
main
var main
The main scene

20.93.4 Method Descriptions
init
func init()
Called by Escoria’s main_scene as very very first event EVER. Usually you’ll want to show some logos animations
before spawning the main menu in the escoria/main/game_start_script ‘s :init event
run_event_from_script
func run_event_from_script(script: ESCScript, event_name: String)
Runs the event “event_name” from the “script” ESC script.
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Parameters
• script: ESC script containing the event to run. The script must have been loaded.
• event_name: Name of the event to run
new_game
func new_game()
Called from escoria autoload to start a new game.
quit
func quit()
Function called to quit the game.
is_ready_for_inputs
func is_ready_for_inputs() -> bool
Used by game.gd to determine whether the game scene is ready to take inputs from the _input() function. To do so,
the current_scene must be set, the game scene must be set, and the game scene must’ve been notified that the room is
ready.
Returns true if game scene is ready for inputs

20.93.5 Signals
• signal request_pause_menu(): Signal sent when pause menu has to be displayed

20.94 EscoriaPlugin
20.94.1 Method Descriptions
register_ui (static)
func register_ui(plugin: EditorPlugin, game_scene: String) -> bool
Register a user interface. This should be called in a deferred way from the addon’s _enter_tree.
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Parameters
• plugin: the plugin that registers
• game_scene: Path to the game scene extending ESCGame
Returns a boolean indicating whether the ui could be successfully registered
deregister_ui (static)
func deregister_ui(game_scene: String)
Deregister a user interface
Parameters
• game_scene: Path to the game scene extending ESCGame
register_dialog_manager (static)
func register_dialog_manager(plugin: EditorPlugin, manager_class: String) -> bool
Register a dialog manager addon. This should be called in a deferred way from the addon’s _enter_tree.
Parameters
• plugin: the plugin that registers
• manager_class: Path to the manager class script
Returns a boolean value indicating whether the dialog manager was registered
deregister_dialog_manager (static)
func deregister_dialog_manager(manager_class: String)
Deregister a dialog manager addon
Parameters
• manager_class: Path to the manager class script
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20.95 HideMenuCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.95.1 Description
hide_menu menu_type [enable_automatic_transition]
Hides either the main menu or the pause menu. The enable_automatic_transition parameter can be used to specify if
Escoria manages the graphical transition for you or not. Setting enable_automatic_transition to false allows you
to manage the transition effect for your room as it transitions in and out. Place a transition command in the room’s
setup event to manage the look of the transition in, and in the room’s exit_scene event to manage the look of the
transition out.
Parameters
• menu_type: Which menu to hide. Can be either main or pause (default: main)
• enable_automatic_transition: Whether to automatically transition from the menu (default: false)
@ESC

20.95.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.96 IncGlobalCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.96.1 Description
inc_global name value
Adds the given value to the specified global.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global to be changed
• value: Value to be added (default: 1)
@ESC

20.96.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.97 InventoryAddCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.97.1 Description
inventory_add item
Adds an item to the inventory. If the player is picking up an object, you may want to use this command in conjunction
with the set_active command so that the object ‘disappears’ from the scene as it’s added to the inventory.
Parameters
• item: Global ID of the ESCItem to add to the inventory
@ESC

20.97.2 Constants Descriptions
ILLEGAL_STRINGS
const ILLEGAL_STRINGS: Array = ["/"]

20.97.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.98 InventoryRemoveCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.98.1 Description
inventory_remove item
Removes an item from the inventory. You may wish to use this command in conjuction with the set_active command
to show an item in the scene, simulating placing the item somewhere, for example.
Parameters
• item: Global ID of the ESCItem to remove from the inventory
@ESC

20.98.2 Constants Descriptions
ILLEGAL_STRINGS
const ILLEGAL_STRINGS: Array = ["/"]

20.98.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.99 PlaySndCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.99.1 Description
play_snd file [player]
Plays the specified sound without blocking the currently running event.
Parameters
• file: Sound file to play
• player: Sound player to use. Can either be _sound, which is used to play non- looping sound effects; _music,
which plays looping music; or _speech, which plays non-looping voice files (default: _sound)
@ESC

20.99.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command

20.100 PrintCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.100.1 Description
print string
Prints a message to the Godot debug window. Use this for debugging game state.
Parameters
• string: The string to log
@ESC

20.100.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.101 QueueEventCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.101.1 Description
queue_event object event [channel] [block]
Queue an event to run.
If you queue multiple events on a channel and none of them are blocking events, all events will effectively run at the
same time. As the events are placed on the channel’s queue, if one event contains a blocking command, the next event
on that channel’s queue won’t be processed until the blocking command finishes.
Parameters
• object: Object that holds the ESC script with the event
• event: Name of the event to queue
• channel: Channel to run the event on (default: _front). Using a previously unused channel name will create a
new channel.
• block: Whether to wait for the queue to finish. This is only possible, if the queued event is not to be run on the
same event as this command (default: false)
@ESC

20.101.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(arguments: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.102 QueueResourceCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.102.1 Description
queue_resource path [front_of_queue]
Queues the loading of the given resource into the resource cache.
Parameters
• path: Path of the resource to cache
• front_of_queue: Whether to put the resource at the front of the queue in order to load it as soon as possible
(default: false)
@ESC

20.102.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array) -> bool
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.103 RandGlobalCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.103.1 Description
rand_global name max_value
Sets the given global to a random integer between 0 and max_value (inclusive). e.g. Setting max_value to 2 could
result in ‘0’, ‘1’ or ‘2’ being returned.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global to set
• max_value: Maximum possible integer value (inclusive) (default: 1)
@ESC

20.103.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.104 RepeatCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.104.1 Description
repeat
Makes the current script loop back to the start. Currently the only way to exit the loop is via the stop command which
will stop the script completely.
@ESC

20.104.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.104. RepeatCommand
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20.105 SayCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.105.1 Description
say player text [type]
Displays the specified string as dialog spoken by the player. This command blocks further event execution until the
dialog has finished being ‘said’ (either as displayed text or as audible speech from a file).
Global variables can be substituted into the text by wrapping the global name in braces. e.g. say player “I have
{coin_count} coins remaining”.
Parameters
• player: Global ID of the ESCPlayer or ESCItem object that is active. You can specify current_player in
order to refer to the currently active player, e.g. in cases where multiple players are playable such as in games
like Maniac Mansion or Day of the Tentacle.
• text: Text to display.
• type: Dialog type to use. One of floating or avatar. (default: the value set in the setting “Escoria/UI/Default
Dialog Type”)
The text supports translation keys by prepending the key followed by a colon (:) to the text. For more details see:
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/getting_started/dialogs.html#translations
Playing an audio file while the text is being displayed is also supported by this mechanism. For more details see:
https://docs.escoria-framework.org/en/devel/getting_started/dialogs.html#recorded_speech
Example: say player ROOM1_PICTURE:"Picture's looking good."
@ESC

20.105.2 Constants Descriptions
CURRENT_PLAYER_KEYWORD
const CURRENT_PLAYER_KEYWORD: String = "CURRENT_PLAYER"

20.105.3 Property Descriptions
globals_regex
var globals_regex: RegEx
Regex to match global variables in strings
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20.105.4 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.106 SchedEventCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.106.1 Description
sched_event time object event
Schedules an event to run at a later time.
If another event is already running when the scheduled event is supposed to start, execution of the scheduled event
begins when the already-running event ends.
Parameters
• time: Time in seconds until the scheduled event starts
• object: Global ID of the ESCItem that holds the ESC script
• event: Name of the event to schedule
@ESC
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20.106.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.107 SetActiveCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.107.1 Description
set_active object active
Changes the “active” state of the object. Inactive objects are invisible in the room.
Parameters
• object Global ID of the object
• active Whether object should be active. active can be true or false.
@ESC
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20.107.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.108 SetActiveIfExistsCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.108.1 Description
set_active_if_exists object active
*** FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY ***
Changes the “active” state of the object in the current room if it currently exists in the object manager. If it doesn’t,
then, unlike set_active, we don’t fail and we just carry on.
Inactive objects are invisible in the room.
Parameters
• object Global ID of the object
• active Whether object should be active. active can be true or false.
@ESC
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20.108.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.109 SetAngleCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.109.1 Description
set_angle object target_degrees [wait]
Turns a movable ESCItem or ESCPlayer to face a given target direction.
Angles 0 and 360 are the same and correspond to UP/NORTH, 90 is RIGHT/EAST, 180 is DOWN/SOUTH, 270 is
LEFT/WEST etc. The rotation direction will be determined by the shortest path - e.g. rotating from facing up (0
degrees) to left (270) will be a 90 degree turn anti-clockwise rather than a 270 degree clockwise turn.
The final animation used is determined by the directions which have been configured for the object. If the item has a
direction configured which has been drawn to show it facing to the right, and this direction has been defined to cover
the angle from 45 to 135 degrees, setting the target angle to 120 degrees will result in the right-facing animation being
used.
The number of intermediate animations shown while turning the item will depend on the directions specified in the
item’s definition. A 16 direction character will turn through 8 different directions to turn 180 degrees, a 4 direction
character only 2. The wait time will determine how long the idle animation for each direction is played before using
the next direction’s animation. As such, if wait was set to 1 second, a 16 direction character would take 8 seconds to
turn 180 degrees, a 4 direction character would take 2 seconds.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to turn
• target_degrees: Number of degrees by which object is to be turned
• wait: Number of seconds to wait for while playing each animation occurring between the current angle of object
and the target angle. A value of 0 will complete the turn immediately (default: 0)
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@ESC

20.109.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.110 SetAnimationsCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.110.1 Description
set_animations object animations
Sets the animation resource for the given ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object whose animation resource is to be updated
• animations: The path of the animation resource to use
@ESC
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20.110.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.111 SetGlobalCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.111.1 Description
set_global name value [force=false]
Changes the value of a global.
Parameters
• name: Name of the global
• value: Value to set the global to (can be of type string, boolean, integer or float)
• force: if false, setting a global whose name is reserved will trigger an error. Defaults to false. Reserved globals are: ESC_LAST_SCENE, FORCE_LAST_SCENE_NULL, ANIMATION_RESOURCES,
ESC_CURRENT_SCENE
@ESC
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20.111.2 Constants Descriptions
ILLEGAL_STRINGS
const ILLEGAL_STRINGS: Array = ["/"]

20.111.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.112 SetGlobalsCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.112.1 Description
set_globals pattern value
Changes the value of multiple globals using a wildcard pattern, where * matches zero or more arbitrary characters and
? matches any single character except a period (“.”).
Parameters
• pattern: Pattern to use to match the names of the globals to change
• value: Value to set (can be of type string, boolean, integer or float)
20.112. SetGlobalsCommand
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@ESC

20.112.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.113 SetGuiVisibleCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.113.1 Description
set_gui_visible visible
Show or hide the GUI.
Parameters
• visible: Whether the GUI should be visible (true or false)
@ESC

20.113.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.114 SetInteractiveCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.114.1 Description
set_interactive object interactive
Sets whether an object is interactive.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to change
• interactive: Whether the object should be interactive
@ESC

20.114.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.115 SetSpeedCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.115.1 Description
set_speed object speed
Sets the speed of a ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem
• speed: Speed value for object in pixels per second.
@ESC

20.115.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.116 SetStateCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.116.1 Description
set_state object state [immediate]
Changes the state of object to the one specified. This command is primarily used to play animations.
If the specified object’s associated animation player has an animation with the same name, that animation is also played.
When the “state” of the object is set - for example, a door may be set to a “closed” state - this plays the matching “close”
animation if one exists (to show the door closing in the game). When you re-enter the room (via a different entry), or
restore a saved game, the state of the door object will be restored - showing the door as a closed door.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object whose state is to be changed
• immediate: If an animation for the state exists, specifies whether it is to skip to the last frame. Can be true or
false.
@ESC

20.116.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.117 ShowMenuCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.117.1 Description
show_menu menu_type [enable_automatic_transition]
Shows either the main menu or the pause menu. The enable_automatic_transition parameter can be used to specify if
Escoria manages the graphical transition to the menu or not. Setting enable_automatic_transition to false allows
you to manage the transition effect for your menu as it transitions in and out. Place a transition command in the
menu’s setup event to manage the look of the transition in, and in the menu’s exit_scene event to manage the look
of the transition out.
Parameters
• menu_type: Which menu to show. Can be either main or pause (default: main)
• enable_automatic_transition: Whether to automatically transition to the menu (default: false)
@ESC

20.117.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.118 SlideBlockCommand
Extends: SlideCommand < ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.118.1 Description
slide_block object target [speed]
Moves object towards the position of target. This command is blocking.
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• speed: The speed at which to slide in pixels per second (will default to the speed configured on the object)
Warning This command does not respect the room’s navigation polygons, so object can be moved even when outside
walkable areas.
@ESC

20.118.2 Method Descriptions
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.119 SlideCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.119.1 Description
slide object target [speed]
Moves object towards the position of target. This command is non-blocking.
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• speed: The speed at which to slide in pixels per second (will default to the speed configured on the object)
Warning This command does not respect the room’s navigation polygons, so object can be moved even when outside
walkable areas.
@ESC

20.119.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.120 SpawnCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.120.1 Description
spawn identifier path [is_active] [position_target]
Programmatically adds a new item to the scene.
Parameters
• identifier: Global ID to use for the new object
• path: Path to the scene file of the object
• is_active: Whether the new object should be set to active (default: true)
• position_target: Global ID of another object that will be used to position the new object (when omitted, the new
object’s position is not specified)
@ESC

20.120.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.121 State
Extends: Node

20.121.1 Description
20.121.2 Method Descriptions
enter
func enter()
Initialize the state. E.g. change the animation
exit
func exit()
Clean up the state. Reinitialize values like a timer
handle_input
func handle_input(_event)

update
func update(_delta)
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20.121.3 Signals
• signal finished(next_state_name):

20.122 StateMachine
Extends: Node

20.122.1 Description
20.122.2 Property Descriptions
START_STATE
export var START_STATE = ""

states_map
var states_map

states_stack
var states_stack
can also be used as a pushdown automaton
current_state
var current_state

current_state_name
var current_state_name

20.122.3 Method Descriptions
initialize
func initialize(start_state)

20.122. StateMachine
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set_active
func set_active(value)

get_current_state_name
func get_current_state_name()

20.122.4 Signals
• signal state_changed(current_state):

20.123 StopCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.123.1 Description
stop
Stops the current event’s execution. Note that this will stop the current script entirely - if you’re within a conditional
block, the code after the conditional block will not be executed.
@ESC

20.123.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
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interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.124 StopSndCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.124.1 Description
stop_snd [audio_bus]
Stops the given audio bus’s stream.
By default there are 3 audio buses set up by Escoria : _sound, which is used to play non-looping sound effects; _music,
which plays looping music; and _speech, which plays non-looping voice files (default: _music).
Each simultaneous sound (e.g. multiple game sound effects) will require its own bus. To create additional buses, see
the Godot sound documentation : Audio buses
Parameters
• audio_bus: Bus to stop (“_sound”, “_music”, “_speech”, or a custom audio bus you have created.)
@ESC

20.124.2 Property Descriptions
previous_snd_state
var previous_snd_state: String
The previous sound state, saved for interrupting

20.124.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.125 TeleportCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.125.1 Description
teleport object target
Instantly moves an object to a new position.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the object to use as the destination coordinates for object
@ESC

20.125.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.126 TeleportPosCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.126.1 Description
teleport_pos object x y
Instantly moves an object to the specified (absolute) coordinates.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• x: X-coordinate of destination position
• y: Y-coordinate of destination position
@ESC

20.126.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.127 TransitionCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.127.1 Description
transition transition_name mode [delay]
Runs a transition effect - generally used when entering or leaving a room. Transitions are implemented as Godot
shaders. Custom transitions can be made by creating a shader in the game/scenes/transitions/shaders/ folder
within the escoria-core plugin folder.
Parameters
• transition_name: Name of the transition shader from one of the transition directories
• mode: Set to in to transition into or out to transition out of the room
• delay: Delay in seconds before starting the transition (default: 1.0)
@ESC

20.127.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
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validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.128 TurnToCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.128.1 Description
turn_to object object_to_face [wait]
Turns object to face another object.
Unlike movement commands, turn_to will not automatically reference an ESCLocation that is a child of an
ESCItem. To turn towards an ESCLocation that is a child of an ESCItem, give the ESCLocation a Global ID
and use this value as the object_to_face parameter.
While turning, the number of directions the item faces will depend on the number of directions defined for the
object. A 16 direction character for example will display 8 directions of animation while turning to face an object that
is 180 degrees away, a 4 direction character would only face 2 directions to make the same turn. As the idle animation
will be played for wait seconds for each direction the object faces, a 16 direction character would take 8 seconds to
rotate 180 degrees with a 1 second wait time, whereas a 4 direction character would only take 2 seconds to make the
same rotation.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to be turned
• object_to_face: Global ID of the object to turn towards
• wait: Length of time to wait in seconds for each intermediate angle. If set to 0, the turnaround is immediate
(default: 0)
@ESC
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20.128.2 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.129 WaitCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.129.1 Description
wait seconds
Blocks execution of the current event.
Parameters
• seconds: Number of seconds to block
@ESC
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20.129.2 Property Descriptions
timer
var timer: Timer
Timer to wait for

20.129.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.130 WalkBlockCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.130. WalkBlockCommand
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20.130.1 Description
walk_block object target [walk_fast]
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the target ESCItem’s location while playing object’s
walking animation. This command is blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default. If the
target ESCItem has a child ESCLocation node, the walk destination will be the position of the ESCLocation.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false). (default: false)
@ESC

20.130.2 Property Descriptions
walking_object_node
var walking_object_node: ESCItem
Walking object
target_object_node
var target_object_node: ESCObject
Target object

20.130.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.131 WalkCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.131.1 Description
walk object target [walk_fast]
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the target ESCItem’s location while playing object’s
walking animation. This command is non-blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default. If the
target ESCItem has a child ESCLocation node, the walk destination will be the position of the ESCLocation.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• target: Global ID of the target object
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false) (default: false)
@ESC

20.131.2 Property Descriptions
walking_object_node
var walking_object_node: ESCItem
Walking object

20.131. WalkCommand
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target_object_node
var target_object_node: ESCObject
Target object

20.131.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.132 WalkToPosBlockCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.132.1 Description
walk_to_pos_block object x y [walk_fast]
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the absolute coordinates provided while playing the object’s
walking animation. This command is blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• x: X-coordinate of target position
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• y: Y-coordinate of target position
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false). (default: false)
@ESC

20.132.2 Property Descriptions
walking_object_node
var walking_object_node: ESCItem
Walking object

20.132.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
run
func run(command_params: Array) -> var
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.
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20.133 WalkToPosCommand
Extends: ESCBaseCommand < Resource

20.133.1 Description
walk_to_pos object x y [walk_fast]
Moves the specified ESCPlayer or movable ESCItem to the absolute coordinates provided while playing the object’s
walking animation. This command is non-blocking. This command will use the normal walk speed by default.
Parameters
• object: Global ID of the object to move
• x: X-coordinate of target position
• y: Y-coordinate of target position
• walk_fast: Whether to walk fast (true) or normal speed (false). (default: false)
@ESC

20.133.2 Property Descriptions
walking_object_node
var walking_object_node: ESCItem
Walking object

20.133.3 Method Descriptions
configure
func configure() -> ESCCommandArgumentDescriptor
Return the descriptor of the arguments of this command
validate
func validate(arguments: Array)
Validate whether the given arguments match the command descriptor
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run
func run(command_params: Array) -> int
Run the command
interrupt
func interrupt()
Function called when the command is interrupted.

20.134 esc_logger.gd
20.134.1 Sub-classes
ESCLoggerBase
Constants Descriptions
LOG_DEBUG
const LOG_TRACE: int = 4
Valid log levels
LOG_ERROR
const LOG_TRACE: int = 4
Valid log levels
LOG_FILE_FORMAT
const LOG_FILE_FORMAT: String = "log_%s_%s.log"
Log file format
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LOG_INFO
const LOG_TRACE: int = 4
Valid log levels
LOG_TRACE
const LOG_TRACE: int = 4
Valid log levels
LOG_WARNING
const LOG_TRACE: int = 4
Valid log levels
Method Descriptions
formatted_message
func formatted_message(context: String, msg: String, letter: String) -> String

trace
func trace(owner: Object, msg: String)

debug
func debug(owner: Object, msg: String)
Debug log
info
func info(owner: Object, msg: String)
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warn
func warn(owner: Object, msg: String)
Warning log
error
func error(owner: Object, msg: String)
Error log
get_log_level
func get_log_level() -> int

ESCLoggerFile
Property Descriptions
log_file
var log_file: File
Log file handler
Method Descriptions
trace
func trace(owner: Object, msg: String)

debug
func debug(owner: Object, msg: String)
Debug log

20.134. esc_logger.gd
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info
func info(owner: Object, msg: String)

warn
func warn(owner: Object, msg: String)
Warning log
error
func error(owner: Object, msg: String)
Error log
close_logs
func close_logs()
Close the log file cleanly
ESCLoggerVerbose
Method Descriptions
debug
func debug(owner: Object, msg: String)

20.135 esc_prompt_popup.gd
Extends: WindowDialog

20.135.1 Description
A debug window which can run esc commands
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20.135.2 Property Descriptions
past_actions
var past_actions
Reference to the past actions display
command
var command
Reference to the command input

20.136 load_game.gd
Extends: Control

20.136.1 Description
A container for loading from a save slot

20.136.2 Property Descriptions
slot_ui_scene
export var slot_ui_scene = "[Object:null]"
The scene to display a slot

20.136.3 Method Descriptions
refresh_savegames
func refresh_savegames()
Create the slots from the list of savegames

20.136. load_game.gd
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20.136.4 Signals
• signal back_button_pressed(): Emitted when the back button is pressed

20.137 load_save_slot.gd
Extends: Button

20.137.1 Description
20.137.2 Method Descriptions
set_slot_name_date
func set_slot_name_date(p_name: String, p_date: String)

20.138 main.gd
Extends: Node

20.138.1 Description
Escoria main room handling and scene switcher

20.138.2 Property Descriptions
last_scene_global_id
var last_scene_global_id: String
Global id of the last scene the player was before current scene
current_scene
var current_scene: Node
Current scene room being displayed
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previous_scene
var previous_scene: Node
Scene that was previously the current scene.
wait_level
var wait_level
The Escoria context currently in wait state
scene_transition
var scene_transition: ESCTransitionPlayer
Reference to the scene transition node

20.138.3 Method Descriptions
set_scene
func set_scene(p_scene: Node) -> void
Set current scene
Parameters
• p_scene: Scene to set
finish_current_scene_init
func finish_current_scene_init(p_scene: Node) -> void
Only called by the room manager in the case where it hasn’t executed a coroutine prior to calling set_scene_finish().
Parameters
• p_scene: The scene currently being initialized by set_scene.

20.138. main.gd
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set_scene_finish
func set_scene_finish() -> void
Completes the room swap and should be called by the room manager at the appropriate time.
clear_previous_scene
func clear_previous_scene() -> void
Cleanup the previous scene if there was one.
set_camera_limits
func set_camera_limits(camera_limit_id: int = 0, scene: Node) -> void
Set the camera limits
Parameters
• camera_limits_id: The id of the room’s camera limits to set
• scene: The scene to set the camera limits for. We make this optional since most times it’ll be current_scene that
needs setting; however, e.g. when starting up Escoria, we might not have already set the current_scene.
save_game
func save_game(p_savegame_res: Resource) -> void

check_game_scene_methods
func check_game_scene_methods()
Sanity check that the game.tscn scene’s root node script MUST implement the following methods. If they do not exist,
stop immediately. Implement them, even if empty

20.138.4 Signals
• signal room_ready(): Signal sent when the room is loaded and ready.
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20.139 main_menu.gd
Extends: Control

20.139.1 Description
A simple main menu

20.139.2 Method Descriptions
reset
func reset()
Resets the UI to initial state

20.140 options.gd
Extends: Control

20.140.1 Description
An options menu

20.140.2 Constants Descriptions
CUSTOM_SETTING
const CUSTOM_SETTING: String = "a_custom_setting"
Custom setting key

20.140.3 Property Descriptions
backup_settings
var backup_settings
The current settings

20.139. main_menu.gd
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settings_changed
var settings_changed
The settings changed

20.140.4 Method Descriptions
show
func show()
Show the options
initialize_options
func initialize_options(p_settings)
Set the sliders to the values of the settings
Parameters
• p_settings: The settings to use

20.140.5 Signals
• signal back_button_pressed(): The back button was pressed

20.141 overwrite_confirm_popup.gd
Extends: PopupDialog

20.141.1 Description
20.141.2 Signals
• signal confirm_yes():
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20.142 pause_menu.gd
Extends: Control

20.142.1 Description
A menu shown in game

20.142.2 Method Descriptions
set_save_enabled
func set_save_enabled(p_enabled: bool)
Set whether saving is enabled currently
Parameters
• p_enabled: Enable or disable saving
reset
func reset()
Resets the UI to initial state

20.143 player_angles_finder.gd
Extends: Node2D

20.143.1 Description
20.143.2 Enumerations
Directions
const Directions: Dictionary = {"EAST":2,"NORTH":0,"NORTHEAST":1,"NORTHWEST":7,"SOUTH":4,
˓→"SOUTHEAST":3,"SOUTHWEST":5,"WEST":6}

20.142. pause_menu.gd
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20.143.3 Constants Descriptions
POLYGON_DISTANCE
const POLYGON_DISTANCE: int = 400

starting_angles
const starting_angles: Array = [0,0.785398,1.570796,2.356194,3.141593,3.926991,4.712389,
˓→5.497787]

20.143.4 Property Descriptions
number_of_directions
var number_of_directions: int

angle_horizontal_axes
var angle_horizontal_axes: float

angle_vertical_axes
var angle_vertical_axes: float

angle_diagonal_axes
var angle_diagonal_axes: float

colors
var colors

result_angles
var result_angles
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20.143.5 Method Descriptions
clear_areas_node
func clear_areas_node()

calculate_areas
func calculate_areas(nb_directions: int = 8)

construct_scene_nodes
func construct_scene_nodes(angles)

clamp360
func clamp360(angle: float)

20.144 plugin.gd
Extends: EditorPlugin

20.144.1 Description
Plugin script to initialize Escoria

20.144.2 Property Descriptions
popup_info
var popup_info: AcceptDialog
The warning popup displayed on escoria-core enabling.

20.144.3 Method Descriptions
enable_plugin
func enable_plugin()
Virtual function called when plugin is enabled.

20.144. plugin.gd
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disable_plugin
func disable_plugin()
Virtual function called when plugin is disabled.
set_escoria_ui_settings
func set_escoria_ui_settings()
Prepare the settings in the Escoria UI category
set_escoria_main_settings
func set_escoria_main_settings()
Prepare the settings in the Escoria main category
set_escoria_debug_settings
func set_escoria_debug_settings()
Prepare the settings in the Escoria debug category
set_escoria_sound_settings
func set_escoria_sound_settings()
Prepare the settings in the Escoria sound settings
set_escoria_platform_settings
func set_escoria_platform_settings()
Prepare the settings in the Escoria platform category and may need special setting per build
register_setting (static)
func register_setting(name: String, default, info: Dictionary) -> void
Register a new project setting if it hasn’t been defined already
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Parameters
• name: Name of the project setting
• default: Default value
• info: Property info for the setting

20.145 room_select.gd
Extends: OptionButton

20.145.1 Description
A small utility to quickly switch to a room while developing

20.146 rtl_screen_offset_testing.gd
Extends: Control

20.146.1 Description
20.146.2 Constants Descriptions
MAX_HEIGHT
const MAX_HEIGHT: int = 500

MIN_HEIGHT
const MIN_HEIGHT: int = 30

ONE_LINE_HEIGHT
const ONE_LINE_HEIGHT: int = 16

20.145. room_select.gd
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20.146.3 Property Descriptions
screen_width
var screen_width

screen_height
var screen_height

global_distance_to_clamp
var global_distance_to_clamp
• Setter: set_global_dist_clamp
• Getter: get_global_dist_clamp
path_to_richtextlabel
export var path_to_richtextlabel = ""

max_width
export var max_width = 200

20.146.4 Method Descriptions
set_path_to_richtextlabel
func set_path_to_richtextlabel(path)

set_global_dist_clamp
func set_global_dist_clamp(d)
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get_global_dist_clamp
func get_global_dist_clamp()

update_line2d
func update_line2d()

tooltip_distance_to_edge_top
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_top(position: Vector2)

tooltip_distance_to_edge_bottom
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_bottom(position: Vector2)

tooltip_distance_to_edge_left
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_left(position: Vector2)

tooltip_distance_to_edge_right
func tooltip_distance_to_edge_right(position: Vector2)

update_size
func update_size()

20.146.5 Signals
• signal mouse_moved(position):
• signal text_selected(text):

20.146. rtl_screen_offset_testing.gd
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20.147 save_game.gd
Extends: Control

20.147.1 Description
A container for saving to a save slot

20.147.2 Property Descriptions
slot_ui_scene
export var slot_ui_scene = "[Object:null]"
The scene to display a slot

20.147.3 Method Descriptions
refresh_savegames
func refresh_savegames()
Create the slots from the list of savegames

20.147.4 Signals
• signal back_button_pressed(): Emitted when the back button is pressed

20.148 save_name_popup.gd
Extends: PopupDialog

20.148.1 Description
20.148.2 Signals
• signal savegame_name_ok(savegame_name):
• signal savegame_cancel():
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20.149 test_esc_compiler.gd
Extends: Control

20.149.1 Description

20.150 test_migrations.gd
Extends: Control

20.150.1 Description

20.149. test_esc_compiler.gd
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INDICES AND TABLES

• genindex
• modindex
• search
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